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SUMMARY BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This proved to be one of BARC's most popular workshops, and the number of calls wereceived after the workshop indicated that several librarians around the Bay Area wereplanning some form of community information file for their patrons.

The program was divided between discussion on how to compile a community informa-tion file and how to encourage librarians to be more aware of the kinds of problemsthey can help solve by careful listening to their patrons' requests. The solutionsusually involve a referral to an agency that works in the appropriate area.

Several people who work on switchboards in the area discussed the techniques theyuse to help them listen more creatively. The BARC staff enacted a role play that foc-used on librarian concerns on just how much counselling we can do. Georgia Mulliganand Karen Jemison outlined the procedures they used to produce the Peninsula LibrarySysi.em community file, Inforama. Members of the People's Yellow Pages were invited toexplain how their unique resource came into being. Unfortunately, the speaker fr thePeople's Yellow Pages, Shirley Lustig, was delayed, and since this portion was at theend of the day, many of the audience left before her arrive.. Those that remained weretreated to a lively commentary on how five women set about culling the information thathas made the People's Yellow Pages such a bestseller. It certainly in constant usein the BARC office.

Bay Area SRRT reported on a survey it had done to test .-.:.eresponsiveness of sev-eral libraries in the area to community information questions. The full report onthis survey and the community resource file headings preparsi for the workshop havebeen published in Synergy #41 for those of you who may have aissed the workshop.
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INTRODUCTION: AN OVERVIEW OF INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

Peggy O'Donnell

Good morning. Welcome to the workshop. I'd like to begin this morning by thinking
Georgia Mulligan for her help with this workshop. She shared her information with me
and with you. So she was a great help to me, and she put me onto many of the speakers
we have today. I'd also like to thank the BARC staff, because as always they helped,
and a little later they'll help out by a little role playing, and I appreciate their
assistance.

In your kits there is a list of "Background Readings." There really isn't a great
deal. It's not the kind of subject on which you do a tremendous amount of academic le.*
search into the literature, but there are some good readings, and I think most of the
titles listed would be very useful to anyone working on a network of information or a
neighborhood information center.

One of the items is by Lorraine Johnson. It's a "Descriptive Survey of SwitchboOds
in the San Mateo Area," and it's her thesis for library school, and it's not publishidi
but it's really very useful, especially for those people in the San Mateo area who Might
want to have access to it. At the present time BARC has a copy which we can make avail-
able to you. At this time that's the only way you can get hold of Lorrainesthesis.

Now, I included on this brightly colored sheet sample questions that i'took frOm
training syllabus from HEW Information Control Services. I don't think people'spend mich
time looking at the kit during the workshop, and that's just fine, but maybe during thi
break, or at lunch, or sometime, you would maybe just glance over this and think, if you
were back in the library, could you answer all these questions. I don't expect you to
know off the top of your head where to go to adopt a baby, but do you know the agencies?
Do you know where in a directory in your library you could look up and find the answers
to.all these. questions? These are the kinds of things people want to know. A little
later we'll be doing kind. of a role playing oepration, and I would like to have your com-
ments, and I think the questions might help you when we get into that.

Our topic this morning is one about which there's a great deal of interest. I think
that's shown by the fact that we have so many people here this morning. It's a difficiflt
one to get hold of. Libraries have always been community information centers, in a sense,
but organizing the information can be a terrible problem. But it's not just librariesi
very few people can handle the proliferation of information services and agencies that
exist even in a modest size community.

As I was preparing for this workshop, I was beginning to collect what I call sad
cases about people who had a problem, and they went from agency to agency without getting
an answer. It was a very interesting thing, because I think a lot of librarians think
that a good information center is needed for poor areas, since people there don't have
access to information. Well, in every one of these sad cases, the people who were trying
to get the information were middle class, professional, aggressive, were screaming and
yelling and getting transferred, but they never got the information. This points out
that few people, if they come up against bureaucracy, seem to be able to get the answer.

As an example of this, I'd like to share one of the sad cases with you. It's a true
story. It's from a Minneapolis Star column. Basically the story was of a minister who
happened to be in court, and he met a poor Indian woman there who was going to be sent to
the workhouse for a vagrancy charge. He managed to get the charge dropped, but the judge
said she'd have to have the fare to Chicago and clothes, a minor sum, really not very
much money. So the Reverend Father decided that he would go and see what official agency
would help him. He first called the Council of Churches in Minnesota which referred him
to the Department of Indian Works. He called them, and they said they didn't do that
kind of work, and they suggested the American Indian Center. He called the American
Indian Center and was told they could not help, but they suggested the next 2 agencies--
the American Indian Movement, who sent him to the Indian Citizens Community Center.
We're now on our fifth agency. They couldn't help, so he called Traveler's Aid. They '

referred him to the Relief Office of Bloomington. He called the Relief Office. They
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were completely baffled and suggested that he call the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He calledthe Bureau of Indian Affairs who referred him to the Midwest Indian Center. He called theMidwest Indian Center. They were the first to realize that there was a person and notjust a question involved. They said they'd like to help, but that they really didn't feelit fell within their agency, so they referred him to the Catholic Welfare Services. Cath-olic Welfare Services was humane, and they said they'd have to check around, and if theycouldn't find anyone else to help, maybe they could help out Then he-called the SocialService Information Referral and was given 2 of the agencies that he had already checked.He called the Bloomington Human Relations Commission-and was'referred to the Health Serv-ices. At this point, he gave the lady the money she needed to.get toChicago. This is anextreme example, but a true one. Here was a man determined to find help for this woman,and after checking out 11 or 12 agencies, he still had no help, so he helped her himself.Information Services_is not s new service in the community or in this country. Therehave'beenforms of information and referral services since the 1870's, first run by SocialServices'Exchange.. The purpose of the Social Services Exchange in the 1870's was to keeptrack of people on relief to make sure they didn't get too much relief. If they wereet-tine it from this church, they weren't going to get it from the government office. Thisevolved into a more humane kind of operation and then became. a kindof center, a clearing-bOUie to coordinate all kinds of welfare and soialservices in the community. During the2nd World War, we had some community advisory centers, and they were related mainly to theveterans' problems, and once the veterans had returned and settled down, they all closedby 1959. We've had public health information centers to keep track mainly of the chronic-ally ill--arthritis, or for the blind where they have services available in the co mmunity:United funds, Easter Seal Society, Administration on Aging, churches, labor unions, 0E0--all of them have 'made attempts in this area of information and referral.. Unfortunately,too often they just take care of their own agency and services, and. they don't attempt topull together all the information in a community; and if they aren't the right agency,they'll just transfer you somewhere else, because they don't really know what's going on.The last 15 years have really shown a tremendous growth in this kind of thing. Thereis one information center I thought might be very helpful in San Diego. As yOu probablyknow, the federal government has an information center in the major cities like San Fran-cisco, and if you call them they'll try to get you to the right federal agency. That'snice, but in San Diego they found that most people can't figure out which agency--the city,the state, or the feds--are the ones you want. So they have an information center thatcovers all types of government, and they try to refer a person with a problem'to the govern-meat agency that will be helpful. There, again, it's limited. It's just government agen-cies. It's not private. It's not special alternatives. It's just government; and that'sbig enough. That's the best example I found.

Some of you may be familiar with the British Citizens Advice Bureau. They seem to bethe most successful volunteer citizens organization for getting information. It was alsostarted in the 2nd World War. They have local control, even though they have a kind'ofsemi-official national board. The emphasis is citizens helping citizens, and it is vault-tear, though there's some money. It's usually local money, and they do a great deal ofcounselling and advice. This. brings up a problem for libraries. Librarians say, "Well,fine; I'll give them the address of an agency, but it's not my business to advise someoneif they have a problem. I'll give them an agency instead of maybe trying to interview andfind out, is this the problem, and maybe these 3 agencies are. the best." We 'don't want toget into that too much, but the British Advice Bureau does do a great deal. Gordon McSheanwill be here tomorrow. Those of you who will be here tomorrow will hear his report. Hejiist came back from New Zealand where they also have these advice bureaus. This book,which on your' list, Neighborhood Information. Centers, is very good for their work..The main purpose of the CAB's, the Citizens Advice Bureaus, includes information, ad-vice, steering, counselling, referral, feedback and advocacy. Advocacy, I'm sure, in manycases, libraries feel they can't get into, but this is a very important part of this kindof service. The attempt to reach all people, and they give a wide range of information.They're confidential and now-partisan. There was an interesting breakdown in this book ofthe type of information needs, if you're wondering what type people want to know, and themain thing was family and personal, and that's all kinds of marital and counselling ',tab,-
27
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lens, as veil as welfare and relief problems. The next was property and land, tenants'rights, and that kind of information. This is a good breakdown of the things people askabout.

There is another organization in England. Some of you may know about the Samaratins,and they handle the crises, the suicides and drug problems, and they're sort of a counter-.balance to the advice bureaus. In this country we have seen 4 great growth in the last,few years of this kind of the switchboard concept--in crisis situations, sometimes in.just giving information of alternatives. Obviously these grew up because of the great
lack of information generally available in communities, And more of them appear each day.

. Some of you may have read Carolyn Forsman's article in Library Journal, and she goes intothat a great deal. I think it's a very good article. Libraries, as I said, have alwaysbeen more or less in the community information business.
I'm reminded of a story I read in one of these reports about the library directorwho at a meeting to plan a community network said, "Well, my library has always been inthe community information business. Look at he lobby. There's a community bulletinboard." So unfortunately, sort of half toke a is too often our idea of community service.I found 2 really interesting books who. was preparing for this. They're both idler-ton Park studies from the University of Illinois Library School. One was written in '57And one in '72. One is "Community Information Center," and one is "Neighborhood.Informa-

tion Center in Libraries," the whole concept, and this is what they were saying.. It's
very important that you give your community information. Who is the community? There isthe business community and the labor community, an offshoot of the business' community.
There is the government, the civic groups. These people should be given'informatiOns
Then it goes on--the library should provide information on "wholesome recreation and con-structive use of time." In other words, that's what is called community information, butthere is nothing about any kind of emergency needs, gut issues. The whole emphasis is ongood reference services within the library, being able to look up in the right directory,
and service that's traditional middle class, middle education, everything. It absolutelyhas no concept of what we think of as community information centers. Most of the book isdevoted to good reference books in backing up your community information center. AM Isaid, this was written in '57, and they do bring out one very important point that I thinklibraries, when they do get into this, often neglect to do, and that's publicizing. They'really make a strong plea for publicizing that the library is a source of community infor-mation. Unfortunately, I'm afraid the.community information they would have pulled to-gether would have had little use, but they do push that point that you should publicize *t.In 1972 it's a whole new book. The whole emphasis here is on what we have come tothink of as community information- -going out into the community, asking people in the com-munity what they need to know, locating people in the community who have information,.1*,
eating agencies. It's a selaction of papers from an institute, and so it ranges fromthose who will say the library should be an advocate if they see there is a need, to thosewho say the library should take a more passive role, but at least should provide the in-formation: It's really very interesting for anyone planning this sort of service. Iwould recommend it. They also outline the projects that are in existence around the coun-try right now. Gil will be mentioning what he found out about these projects, so I'lljust mention some of the things that are going on in other communities.

There's a project in Elyria, Ohio; a Model Cities community in Philadelphia--therethey use computers in collecting this kind of information; the Detroit Public Library.Several libraries in the East and Midwest are getting into it. I couldn't find anythingon any West Coast library that has gotten into it so completely as these projects.
.I also found an interesting study, because the question often comes up, "Well, whatdo people want to know?" You can do this background research and read these reports andfind out what some people have found out that people want to know, but the question comesup, "Well, do we really know what they want to know? Do we really talk to our public?"This book, which looks awful and has a tLrrible title, is really great. It's The Disad-vantaged and Library Effectiveness, and it's written by a planning officer of HEW, and herjob was to evaluate quite a few community library programs that had received federal funds,

. and to go out and see if they provided what they were supposed to. She got some really
interesting case studies ranging all the way from the professional librarians who have
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the expertise, but who have no contact in the community, and so no one comes to the library,to the people who have wonderful communications in the community. The people all lovethem. They come by and talk to them, but when they need the information, the.stiff didn'thave the expertise to find the infv=ation. That's sort of the 2 extremes, but it's good.One thing I thought was most important: They surveyed- -these areas are all poor ur-ban areas--and they surveyed the users of the library: the non-users in the neighborhoodsaround, and the civic leaders, which happened to include librarians. That may be the firsttime we made the civic leaders; anyway, among the users, they found that the greatest thingthe users wanted --in most cases, in the poor areas, since they were taking courses, adultclasses, or trying to get into schools, or get jobs- -was educational back-up material first,then information on jobs and discrimination in housing. The people who did not use thelibrary, and that was a much larger group, when they became aware that the library wasthere, and they were asked, "What would you use the library for?", they wanted survivalissues --food stamps,-welfare, unemployment, things like that, legal aid, and they feltthat was the most important thing that libraries could provide. That was even more im-portant to them than to the users. The civic leaders, however, overwhelmingly voted forteaching and educational and a passive role. In other words, you could host classes inthe library, and you could provide materials; but the library as an exchange for informa-tion to the community--most people felt that the library was so ineffective in these areas,so unknown, that nobody would go there anyway, so why bother to have the information inthe library. The librarians didn't feel like that among the civic leaders, but the civicleaders did. The librarians felt they should be an information center, but unfortunatelydidn't know how to get it together, so they didn't do anything about it. The study prettymuch showed that there really /was no attempt, even in libraries where they felt this wasa really important service, there was very little attempt to provide this service. Thisis a very good book, and in these days when federal projects are falling right and left,we may never see their Me again, but if we do, it would be kind of useful to anyone inplanning a service, in seeing the cases, in seeing how these services go wrong. They alsobrought out, again, the problem of publicizing a service. It was not done in so manycases. When there was really fine materials, service, and information at a branch, theydid very little to get the word out to the community. That's really unfortunate.As I mentioned, some of the libraries have been involved in this. / have an articlehere from Detroit, on their kind of civic information. They seemed to perform almost anadvocate role, at least reading the newspaper article, which is all I have to go by.There is a Neighborhood Information Center project, which includes Cleveland, Atlanta,Detroit, Houston, and Queensborough, New York. They have a big federal grant to organize,plan, figure out how information in a major city should work, and then they'll have testprojects, I guess, if they don't lose their money.

Gil, who han recently been in New York and Washington, checked out some of theseplaces, because when you read the literature, and I'm sure we've done it in BARC, it al-ways sounds like everything is pie in the sky, and that there are no problems, and thatwe sure did it good; but too .often, when you get close to it and analyze it, there areerrors, and there are problems, and it's not quite as marvelous 48 it sounds. Gil willhave a report on it for you just a little bit later.
Before we turn it over to the speakers, I should say that we have many people who arequalified to discuss how one goes about it, if one is convinced that one needs an informa-tion center, how you go about it, how you organize it; but there are just a few things Iwould like to point out. The first thin; you sort of have to do if you're going to arrangethis kind of information center is to determine what people want to know, the users andthe non-users. This involves not only reading, organizing and thinking about it, but ac-tually talking to people and asking them that they want to know.

. It involves community
contact that simply can't be done behind a desk. There is enough to do behind the desk,even with a project such as this, but the first thing is to see not only what the citizenswant, but what other agencies are doings You may find this_super referral service in yourarea, and there's no point in your doing it. All you have to do is refer everyone; butunless you get in contact with various members of your community, you won't know this...Then you can inventory your community if the need is there, locating the resources, findingwhat kinds of services these various resources provide. Again, the personal contact in

4
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talking to people, and I'm sure you all know this is important. If you get turned off at
an agency, and at a similar agency that deals with health, you get a very good reaction,,
and you get a sympathetic person, I think you know automatically that you'll send people
to the good agency, because you know the people there care and are interested.

A big problem with this kind of file is organizing this kind of information when youget it. I find that the most difficult problem. Maybe I'm not very good at classifica.!tion, but I tend to want to have everything organized under the word people think of and
not some nice LC heading that I never could think of. One nice thing, if you have an in-formation file, would be to make it accessible to the public. I'll be showing you exam-ples in a minute of what I mean. Obviously if you get on a heavy library trip with an
involved kind of heading, nobody is going to b3 able to use it except you, which is guard-
ing your position nicely, but I feel like you really ought to make it more available, so
I think in organizing this ease of format is vital.

I should mention that other libraries, like in Philadelphia and other places, Enoch
Pratt, are computerizing and giving out directories of information. There you not only
need to know how to be a librarian and the jargon, you have to have the terminology for
the computer print-out. This is fine if you have just a lovely professional staff behindthere who can instantly pick it up, but I don't see that this is tremendously valuable tothe average person. So this is a problem that comes up, though maybe if you have the
right situation, the computer and the special terminology is the answer.

Once yoU get this wonderful file, and it is accessible, and you can use it, I think
there is something- -this is my opinion, and you're certainly free to disagreed! -I think we
have to make a much greater effort to interview patrons. I'm not just talking about a'
reference interview, which BARC has talked about many times, but this is a very sensitive
area, when you're talking about people who have problems, and you sometimes have to become
more involved in this interview. A lot of people don't want to be involved,' so they cut
it off; but I think if you want this to work, it's very important that you listen, and
try to find out what the real needs are, and to steer the person to the best source for'them, not just a general source that might be good for a lot of people.

Another important thing, and. I think libraries maybe fall down on this more than any-thing else, is to encourage the patron to come back if he doesn't get the information.
Really encourage him to come back. Say, "I'm going to send you over here; I'm giving you
this phone number, and listen; if it doesn't work, please-call us back." One of these
centers that I was studying for this project has a 3-way referral phone. When you call,
the librarian interviews and decides what agency seems to be the best, calls the agency,
and then there's a 3-way conversation. If the librarian decides that the patron isn't go-
ing to get help from this agency, either because of'attitude, or it just isn't the'right
place, she cuts the call, and then she sends him to another agency, all the time. maintain-
ing on the phone that contact so she doesn't have to transfer people again and again. /1m'sure that is the most disheartening experience, being transferred constantly when you havea terrible .problem. It's really horrible when all you want to know is the definition of
a word and you get 4 different departments; but if you have a problem and feel that no-
body's going to help you, and you get 3 departments, and you think that nobody cares- -utat
do you do at that point? You don't call the library, I guess.

Finally, again here I am with publicity, which is my great love, public relations.
It's not just because it's my great love. It's that there's no point in doing this unless
you make it known, and not on the library bulletin board. This is no good to the non-userof the library. People who need this information are those who really have to have it
told over the radio or in the paper that this information is available.

I've prepared some booklists, some subject lists in your kit. We're not really going
to to throu3h them, but I hope they might be useful. The most important thing about do-
ing this kind of thing is that it's local. It's your community, your needs and your agen-
cies; but I thought maybe some guidelines might help. In organizing your community file,
there is a very useful list on surveying the community, and then there's just some sources
I thought might be useful- -the Yellow Pages. One thing I think is really interesting, if
you can find it out, is if your area has a directory of welfare, social and religious'agencies. This one is from San Jose, also East Palo Alto, and I've seen them from various
communities, and they're really very useful for this kind of information. It might be in

5
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your social welfare department. It might be published by a religious organization, butthis is a project that people take on, compiling these directories.
Government agencies: This one, 080 Service to Older Adults, may no longer exist, butthis is a regional directory to all the projects that were in existence a few months backin the Western Region states. This one is very useful for locating in your area what kindsof particular projects there were for older adults.
The newspapers, of course, the shopper news--we think the progrepsis a fantasticsource for all kinds of information in San Francisco. The underground is an. importantsource. All underground papers have many alternatiire addresses and information.
Calendars: I'm sure you receive all kinds of calendars at your library. This,is theone on films in the Bay Area. This is not only useful because you can put it up and peo-ple know what's happening, but it gives you the addresses of agencies that are doing this

.kind of thing, if you want to have a good resource file on recreation, entertainment, orwhatever in your community. BARC has done several, for those of you who have been comingto our workshops for several years now. We did one on health. We did one on drug clinics..We've done one on planning. These kinds of community sources for either Northern Californiaor the Bay Area can be very useful to you too.
Now, once you've kind of organized it, as I say, got the information, you want to putit together. I put 2 lists in your kit. The first one is the "Police Community ServiceDirectory," and I got this from Law and Order. It was really a good article. The man whowrote it said that policemen are concerned with between 80% and 90% of their time withpeople with problems, not with criminals, not with chasinc, criminals, not with stoppingcrime, but simply helping people, or being asked to help people who have problems. Sohis idea was that every policeman should carry a directory for his community, and he puttogether what he thought were the most important services that people should know aboutfor their community. So this is what I call more of an emergency, sort of survival list.If you didn't have the time to do a complete list, this might be the kind of thing to do.If your town has all these various agencies, if you have the name, address and phone num-ber, I think it could be a very useful thing to keep by the desk.If you're really going to get into it, you might want to go to the Community ResourceFile, which I compiled by pulling together all The Yellow Panes and directories that Icould find, and stealing their headings. Anyway, it would be just a guideline, and ob-viously, you might not have anyone in your community that was into zen, but if you do., thiswould be kind of a way of arranging it. So I owe all those other directories a thanks, be-cause I did sort of pull together the kind of information you might be asked for. Everynow and then I fell down, and I used a library kind of heading, but I tried to use easyones that people would ask for.
When you've got your headings and your information and your addresses, and you'vemadesome kind of arrangement about updating, either by calling, or mailing, or checking to seeif the information is current, how do you arrange it? Well, I mentioned the computer,which is'one way that it has been done, if you can afford a cumputer; but we have severalother examples. Georgia Mulligan will be talking about her list. It's a looseleaf, andyou, of course, can add to it or change things as you need to. That's one way of doing it.We have a Rolodex in the General Reference Department here with a back-up tub file. Youcould use a Cardex, and catalog card drawer. I think it's very important that it be outwhere the public can see it. Maybe you could have 2 copies--one for the public and anotherfor your phone reference.
The one I like the best--I just think it's neat--this is done by Marcia Keller forSan MateO County, and it's just a thing with cards. You could hang it on the desk and gothrough, and whatever your problem, or if you just wanted to take a course in cooking ormacrame, you just go through it and find whatever it is that.turns you on. Is Marcischere?You are. Would you like to say something about this?

Marcia Keller
No, just look at it, I guess.

Ms. O'Donnell

I understand it was too expensive to keep up, though you had them in all the branches.
6
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We did about 75 when we ran it off. Figuring employee time and all that, I think itran about $2 a pack. Simply to reproduce from there, it would be cheaper at this point;We put it in all our libraries, 2 or 3 copies at the reference desk, public and catalogdrawers. Then they did get to some city editors and switchboard people out in the com-munity, but we had a big plan, and we weren't really able to supply what we wanted to.

Ms. O'Donnell

I thought it was really great, and I did want to bring it to people's attention.
I've just been trying to give you some ideas. We'll have other speakers who willhave more information to give you on how to put these things together. We'll have Georgiatalking about how she compiled her community list. We have Dodie King here who is aswitchboard volunteer. She can get into that creative listening and counselling as op-posed to just giving reference.
Before we get to that, we have Gil McNamee. As I said, he's just returned from anationwide tour--Washington, the Congress, the President, none of whom saw him, but keeptrying, Gil. His assignment, as I said, was to check out the various agencies or libra-ries that I knew of that had these special neighborhood information centers, communityinformation centers, switchboards, what-have-you, and to find out what they were doing;and I think he has a report that will at least give us insight into some of the thingsthat are going on back East. Gil.
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TWO REPORTS ON THE STATE OF THE ART IN LIBRARIES

Gil McNamee and Anne Kincaid

Mr. McNamee

In some cases, I think Peggy has already told just about all I know about Clem,
but before I start, I would like to introduce my counterpart from Southern California.
We have Evelyn Greenwald who is in charge of SCAN, Southern California Answering Net-
work, Los Angeles. We also have somebody here who is in charge of METRO in Southern
California, Cecily Suracr. This workshop seems to be pulling them in from far and wide.

As you probably realize, as time goes by in the next two days, when we talk about
neighborhood information centers we're treading rn rather virgin territory. However,
it seems that back East they are doing probably more than we are here in the West,
which is unusual, I think. Many of the librarians I met at ALA, and also those in
Washington, felt that the future of the public library is going to rest on the public
library's invo'.vement in community centers, and that if librarians don't come around
to the providing of this kind of information, that there's not going to be anything
left for librarians to do.

First of all, perhaps right now, the most important project of this type is the
one that Peggy mentioned, the Neighborhood Information Center project that was
awarded to the Cleveland Public Library. It's the first federal funding that I know
awarded to a consortium of public librartes. She mentioned the cities. I'll mention
them again: Atlanta, Cleveland, Houston, Detroit, and Queensborough. The first
year, which began in July of last year, has been spent in implementation. The actual
neighborhood project started last month. I think the important thing about the projectis that it is to be a prototype, and I'm sure that you're going to be seeing an awful
lot in the literature about this particular program. Some of you are familiar with
Dorothy Turick, who was formerly our Assistant Executive Director of the California
Library Association. She wrote the proposal. Right now there's nothing else that I
can report on, because nothing else seems to have been done; but they did get
$324,000, and it is interesting that a proposal like this would go to public libraries
without that intermediate step of the State Library. They have so far issued a
brochure, which is just merely a list of the people who are involved and the libraries
that are involved. Just this morning in the mail, Dorothy did send me a copy of the
proposal that was written, and I haven't really had time to go through it, but it
looks very interesting, and some of you who are interested in proposal writing might
want to look at this, because it is unique.

When I Started off for Washington, Peggy gave me several leads about projectsthat she had heard about. One of these was in New York. It's called the Citizens
Information Resource Agency. It's another federal project and operates out of the
office of the mayor. It's another one that hasn't really gotten off the ground yet,
and nothing really to report. However, I talked to the office of the Mayor, and theywill have a press release and something out about the project between March 1 andMarch 15. If anyone is interested in receiving any more information about this par-ticular project, which will be computerAzed, (and I believe will deliver the infor-mation in microfiche form), the man to address is Mr. Phillip Finklestein in the officeof the Mayor. If anyone wants his complete address, you can get it from me.

Peggy also had some information about a service that was sponsored by the Districtof Columbia government. It's called Information and Referral Service and operates
through the District's Health Service. Unfortunately, this one only operates from
8:00 to 4:30, Monday through Friday. The Office of Public Affairs of the District ofColumbia also publishes a very valuable booklet. It's called "For Your Information."(Shows to audience.) This is the sort of thing I wish our city would publish, andI don't know whether all of your cities publish something like this or not, but it isa fairly good subject index. A few of tilt) things they miss out on. For instance, you'll
find abortion under Family Planning. You will find information in here like what todo with dead animals, how to make a will and where to file it, how much it costs,
addresses, phone numbers, and all this sort of thing, and a fairly good subject index.
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The District of Columbia Public Library is distributing this for the 'D.C. government,which indicates there is more cooperation between municipal agencies than we have here.Cne thing ;4.1 L'.,) to cue is Lila i hey= have in the new library a Departmentcalled Washingtoniana. Now, all of us have California sections, and San Francisco
sections, and st forth, but, generally, we think of it as local history. They dtrnotthink of it that way in the District. They are dealing with such things as the Codes,
everything that the District government puts out - the Social Registers etc. It1.s a very active department. The public library, as I say, distributes it, but only
the e.lople who come to the public library would get a copy.

The Library of the District of Columbia also distributes something called a
Con.A.nint end Information Directory, (holds up) and it's from the City Hall Complaint
n17.;--17-TEITalieTrodikirry-the City Hall, and the library just merely distributes it.Some of the subject headings in here are ridiculous. For instance, if you wanted to knowhow tie reeve a car that has been sitting on the road for a long time, you would have toleek up "Abendoned Vehicle"-nothing under "Vehicle", nothing under "Cars." A headingcalled "Bulky Items ", which means where to have a refrigerator or a mattress picked up. Itglees you where to call, the address, and so forth. If you have a burned out streetiight,you do not look under "light." You look under "Burned Out Liget."' It's better thahnothing. It's nice and compact, sled there is a lot of good information in it'.

Now, there is also in Washing'.on a non-government service called the Health and WelfareCouncil. It is also a referral center. it also operates 9.5, Monday through Friday, andeeint out thet again, because so toany of these agencies and these referral centers haveLimited daytime service, and this is where the library can be a very important item,becaese we are open more hours. The Health and Welfare Council, however, has employed theuse of the Salvation Army and the Traveler's Aid Society to take those calls in the-off-hews, so that does offer service in the night hours and Saturdays and Sundays.' Theyissue something ealled Where Tu Turn,(indicates copy), a new issue coming out in'1973; andan inportart item to point out here .s that librarians will be doing the subject headings.It effaces nice coceeratien between city agencies which I like. to see.
This type of cocperation.waa very apparent in the formation of the Referral Center attie Pnoeh Pratt Library in Baltimore. This Referral Center in Baltimore seems tilavegotten more peblicity than any of the others. The Center is in the main library's-but thereare no signs eointing to it, and there seems to be not enough publicity about it thatwould eeeeh the people oho should have the knowledge that it's there. They have organizedit very well, and as Peggy has pointed out, the card files are done well. They do theirson 5 x 8 cards, using e'le Battelle

Numbering System. I like the looseleaf notebook ideamyself, because that way, you can null out something and still keep it in alphabeticalorcier if you want to. The numbering system means that once you've found a new agencyWee eupplies eomethine, you can just give it the next number. Then, in addition to that, thereis a cerd file listing their services. In the agency list you will find such things ashe contact person, who to sea, is there a fee, what hours they're open, what bus line goesthere, is Caere an age limitall of this type of information is contained on that onecard. .Aey limits of service would also be there, because some services are designed forthe over-65, and that sort of tiling. The subject headings for Enoch Pratt were done bycne University of Mary1and Sehcal of Library and Information Services. I don't know whe-thcr we can get that .ourselves i.f we might want it. We could try; the District of Columbiagot a copy for their project eNich is in the eaking now.
in Washington, I broke my 'lazes, and on the way to have them fixed, I came acrossa branch library of the District of Columbia; it's in the Cleveland Park Area, and I wonderedwhat they did for the community. I weet and asked.if they had some sort of a switch-board service, and she got back behind the desk and got out the old Princeton file withthe old yellow directories and so forth, and that seemed to be about all they had, exceptthat they did have a. table provided which offered many community brochures. The agencies,etc., ie the c.:6m7unity ewe in and keep the table supplied with handouts for people.Some interestine handouts- -one ea sickle cell anemia; one in Spanish on 'VD; one proudheritar on the block literature; and one which I find of interest to answer a quesiionfor BARC, and it's a broehuee by George Washington on Continuing 'Education for Women.BA RC h:15 had a question--"Is there any college which gives a masters degree in women's.,studio: 7" I just happened to pick this up and bring it back, and it does list a mastersdegree offered in women's studies at GWV.
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I thought to myself while there, "Surely the new Martin Luther King Library would
be doing something along this line," so I went there, got a map of the library, and
I noticed that 4t listed the Community Service Office on the fourth floor. Unfortunate-
ly, it was on a Saturday. Well, Saturday was the wrong time to go, because there was
no one there, so I had to go back later. I went back the following week to the
Community Service Section. The man who was in charge was gone that day, and the woman
who was there in his place knew absolutely nothing about it. So I thought, "Well,
surely they must be doing some switchboard activities; I'll go to General Reference."
Now, the new Martin King Library was designed by Mies Van der Rohe and I'm afraid it
leaves something to be desired as far as I'm concerned. I don't think I could work
there. It's awfully big. It's four floors--not much color. It's difficult to get
around in. The elevators didn't seem to work. The stairways were marked, "No
Admittance." I knew that they had a General Reference Department, so I went all the
way back down to the first floor. There was a young man on the phone behind the desk,
griping to someone else in the library, because she had sent him a book review, and he
was too busy to read the book at the desk, and he would have to take it home and read
it there and write out the book review at home. He didn't feel this 4as quite fair,
and I'm standing there waiting for him to wait on me. Finally, he quit talking on
the phone, so I asked him if the D.C. Public Library was doing anything in switchboard
activity at all, and he said, "Well, that sounds like Washingtoniana to me." So he
sent me to the Washingtoniana Department. It's on.the third floor, so back up again
I go; and am I gladI went to the trouble! I asked a librarian by the name of Roxanne
Hanson if they were doing any community work. She happened to be the chairperson of
the group in Washington that is going to do exactly what we're talking about today.
She had written a proposal, a nice, lengthy proposal, beautiful job, on how to compile
your resources, and how to make the card fileseverything. It still hasn't been
approved by the administration as yet, but she has even figured out the financial part
of it--how much time they will need, what sort of phone lines they will need, and so
forth. (Holds up the D.C. Proposal.)

One of the things that's emphasized in here is staff training. Roxanne feels
that sometimes librarians aren't the people to work at these desks, but she feels that
librarians are necessary to compile all the information, to organize, to train, to
keep it updated, and so forth. From then on, someone else can give out the information.
In the staff training, she emphasizes the fact that the reason for the existence of
these centers should be stressed. They should learn how to use the resource file.
They should understand themselves. They should know how to interview, and they should
listen! They should provide information,and they should refer people to the
appropriate organization. It's an interesting proposal, and I do wish you'd look at
it.

Peggy pointed out the Model Cities program in Philadelphia. I didn't get to
visit Philadelphia. It is a computerized information referral, and they do have that
3 -way phone service which Peggy was talking about. The District of Columbia is going
to have that 3-way phone service too, because they discovered that many people get
lost when they get to an agency, and if the librarian doesn't hang on and explain to the
person while the other person is on the line, they might end up with the wrong person
who would be no help. In other words, like I did, they might get an office that's
not staffed properly that day.

There's an on-going project in Prince George's County, Maryland, a very good
neighborhood project. It's in the Fairmont Heights Branch, which is about seven
miles from the District of Columbia. Right now they're operating in very temporary
quarters. The librarian there is named Betty Smith, and very much on the ball. She
conducted a public service workshop for the branch librarians in the whole Prince
George's County System there. She said it was interesting to her, when she was doing
the workshop, to look out at the faces of the librarians and one could almost know
which librarian could operate in the proper "switchboard" manner, and which could not.
She emphasizes the fact that the service cannot be rigidly structured, that the
librarian must be out into the community most of the time. She also emphasized the
fact that you've just got to know how to listen!
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I'd like to close by telling you' about a publication. This publication is the first oneon that forest-green listthat!you have. It's.called.faforthation and Referral Centers aFunctional Analysis. It ,is issued by the. Administration on Aging: However, de materialthat's in hereon referral centers for the aged Can.be used for any referral center. Itis not a GPO item, but is available, and Peggy has the address in your kit. I foundthis document when I was talking to Roxanna Hanson. I realized that it was not a GPOitem, and realized thatI would have to go to the Administration on Aging to pick it upmyself.

went to the. Administration on Aging in the rain to get a copy. I went to 330
Independence-Avenue'where the Health, Education and Welfare.Office is. There are guards atthe door.- The..gUard pushed his head out and said, "What do you want? You can't get inhere without a'pass." I said, "All I want is a document." "Well, you have to go irOund theother way to get a pass." In Washington, nearly all government buildings are a block long,so this is quite a long walk in the rain. I went around to the other side and tried toget in. I couldn't. I had to go to 330 C Street. Having lived in Washington, I knew atone .time you could go underground from one building to another, but not with the newsecurity rules. More guards at this door also-3 guards - uniformed, and also 3 people incivilian clothes; one stopped me and said, "What do you want?' I said, "I want a docu-ment." They said, "Well, what room number do you have." I said, "I don't have a.room'number." "Oo.you have anybody's name?' "No, I don't." I think that if I hadn't eillywanted this so badly, I would have given up! I was mad by this time. I can understandthe CIA;, Or FBI, or NASA having all this security, but the Administration *on Aging? ThenI thought-to myself, "Suppose I were over 65 and really needed some information from theAdministration on Aging--I would absolutely give up; I would not be able to do it." Ithink that here, in the resource file, under Administration on Aging, I would put a note,"Heavily guarded," refer by phone first before sending one here.

1 .

r.

Peggy O'uonnell
It really is sad about the Administration on Aging, and I can sympathize with him onhis horrendous experience, but they do put out the best stuff for this kind of service,because they seem to put the most emphasis on information and referral services and how todo it. Again, on your list you'll find that they really are working drafts. They'rejust mimeographed things on training in referral and follow-up. on 'handling this, and it'sreally good, and you can only. get it by writing to the Administration onAging. I guessif the mails get through, the guards let the letters in, so I Would' recommend- =you know,they've done good work, if you' cans get to them.
As Gil said, it's very important, and it comes out over and'over again inproposals,and when you talk to people that are involved in this, the training of the people who willhandle the service, and there are various ways that this has been done, by getting peoplein the community to go out and locate the information sources, by having them answer thephones with a backup librarian staff, or by having it run by librarians. In the BritishBureau that I mentioned, in the advi'n bureaus, very often the bureau is in the library,but it.is not connected with the library. Some of them are strictly citizen. So all thesecombinations are possible.
When I was getting ready for this workshop, it was hard enough to get hold of theliterature, because there wasn't really very much, and there'wasn't that much in the library,and as I scurried around, I kept coming up with empty slots, and it wasn't there, and Ithought, "Who in the heck wants to read this but me?" --like the typical library patron- -you know, "I'm sure I'm the only one who.wants to read that book." 'So then I find outthat Anne Kincaid, who is our Coordiantor,of Adult Services, is'the one who has beenripping them off the shelf, and she finally Called me to get something that I had managedto get before she did. The reason that she 'has this information collected together isbecause she had been invited to attend an institute in Atlanta, and the purpose of thisinstitute, and I had high hopes of a great deal of information that she could bring back tous, was how library schools were meeting this need of training people to provide this kindof service, and special projects, and so on. So as soon as she got back I called her toand said, "Tell me everything," and I will flow let her tell you everything...Anne:

,
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This is a very sad and very short story on the state of the art in library schools.
First of all, these calls come into public libraries, and we're asked to send repre-
sentatives to one kind of conference and another. We received a call. The first call
said that the Office of Education was having an institute on urban information centers
in Atlanta, and they'd like a representative from San Francisco Public Library. Well,
this sounded like something that we would be very interested in doing, and I vol-
unteered to go, because this was something that I had been interested in pursuing.

the day before I left for the airport, I received an agenda for the meeting, and
I found out that what I was going to was, "The annual program for library school
faculty engaged in conducting federally sponsored institutes to train urban information
specialists." There are approximately 8 schools in the country where this is being
done. It's a 2-year program, and I was to serve as a non-participating public library
observer. This was kind of dumbfounding to begin with.

When I got there I was even more disturbed to find out that they were going to
spend the first day talking about how to improve communications within their in-
stitutes between faculty and students. This didn't seem very relevant to what we
were interested in. Then the second two days were a series of goal-setting 'sessions
and a management training institute in which they would decide how to evaluate the
success of these institutes. So really, what you were able to learn about urban infor-
mation had to come sort of at the cocktail parties in the evenings after the classes
were over and at lunch, as people started expressing their frustrations, and you
began to learn about each individual program and what it does consist of.

The first thing that I learned was that there was very little agreement as to
what the academic requirements were, either for admission to one of these programs,
or as to what the students should learn in the course of participating in a program
of this nature. Many people began by trying to recruit minorities. There have been
frustrations involved in this. If they geared up and stressed the urban information
aspects of it, they found that many of the students were not interested in the library
science component, and there seems to be a great deal of hand-holding going on in
many of these institutes just to keep people actively engaged in the traditional part
of the library school program.

The other place that there seems to be a great deal of disagreement, though thereis a field work component in each of the programs: people disagree as to where that
field work bhauld take place. One type of institute is sending people out into other
recognized community agencies. Others are sending people out to switchboards. Others
are sending them'into jails and trying to find ways to serve the unnerved. There
seems to be a great deal of overuse of the term "Inventory of Community Needs."This is the first thing that they have decided an urban information speCialist needs
to do, icinventory community needs. At one point, Binnie Tate, who many of you
remember, who is now a member of the faculty at one of these institutes, threw her
hands into the air and said, "There is only one problem with this; we do not agreeon the definition of the terms "inventory," "community," or "needs." This seemed tobe a problem.

Then as the week went on, it got more interesting, because more frustrations COWto the surface, and a few more things were said. One thing that they were very concernedas faculty members was whether libraries were really ready to accept the students
that were being produced in these classes. How many libraries do have a slot for
someone called an urban information specialist? There was disagreement there also
as to whether they were training people to serve as... They all agreed that they
wanted to train change agents, and many of them were dedicated to the idea that they
wanted to change the image of the library in the community; but underlying this,
there was a feeling on the part of perhaps the more cynical members of the institute
that what they were really trying to do was train change agents to influence library
administrators, and that they really weren't doing right by their students, implying
that it was going to be a rosy future for them.
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One other problem: As the students went out in their field experience, and many of
them worked in very exciting places -- switchboards, jails -- something that was very frighten-
ing and which they're beginning to experience, particularly if they do two types of field
work--first work in a community agency, and then return to the library--is that the library
seemed deadly dull. They h e drop outs. They have another hand-holding process where they
try to influence people to try to get them to continue to work within the library, and not
simply drop the program altogether and decide to work for the outside agency.

Now, the other thing that came out as a frustration: Most of the people who are
serving as directors within these institutes are the people who wrote the original pro-
posal for them through their library school. It seems that they are having a lot of fric-
tion between themselves and other, more traditionally- oriented members of their own facul-
ties, particularly if'they have an institute in which some of the requirements for academic
admission to the library school were dropped. There's a great deal of hostility, and some
of this hostility is also generated between students if they have two types Of programs--
an institute program and a regular library school program. A lot of remarks go back and
forth. People don't really trust each other, and they seem to feel that isn't getting any
better as time'goes on.

I heard a very tad stcry told by one of the institute directors who said that here
students, amongst themselves, talk of themselves as the retarded group, and that certainly
isn't what any of us have in mind.

The other thing that they're terribly concerned atimit is once they have graduates from
theie institutes, will library directors and libraries be able to appreciate the special
skills that these'people are bringing to them, or are they going to be judged by tradit-
ional methods? They're receiving a very short-cut approach to book selection, to catalog-
ing, reference service; and are the libraries going to be ready for these people and their
speical skills when they come to them?'

Then-the other thing that they're running into is a refusal of the field work unit
to takethem seriously. They think that it's kind of a funny thing that library schools
want to put a student in a public-agency, and they seem to be refusing, in many cases,
to give the student any sort of responsible tasks or responsibilities. They see them more
as. an observer, or at someone to file some extra papers, or to do the clerical work; "Itt
this, for both students and faculty, has been very disturbing.

Now, just when I was thinking that the library schools were behind the lighthouse and
that the public libraries were far, far ahead, we got to a point in the program'Where
one of the libraries which is providing field work experience had given a problem that
was to be solved by thiS whole group and discussed at some length. The quettioh raised
by the librarian who had been willing to take on field work students was, "What do you
say to the students when the inventory of community needs turns up needs that are not
covered by the library's book selection policy?" I thought this was really overwhelming,
and what was even more tragic about this was that the students were blamed for discover-
ing these needs. As long as we didn't know about them, you know, things were alright.
That was the point that even I, though I had been told to be a Silent observer, could no
longer remain silent. I thought that was very depressing, and the librarians involved
eidn't seem to feel that they had any responsibility as far as this went.

Now, on Thursday afternoon some gentlemen arrived from Washington, from the Office
of Education. This was the week before President Nixon announced his budget, and they
came': in just' very hale fellow well met and invited everyone up to have a drink and talk
when the afternoon meeting was over. Then they started walking around the ioOm 'and talk-
ing to the 'institute directors and saying that they were sorry to disturb them in:the
course of this institute, but they would like an opportunity to talk with each one of them
for 1S minutes on the following morning. (

Now, on Friday morning the institute directors started going out one at a time, and
zap! It was all over that quickly. Some of them came back in the room, and they had
been told to just plan on discontinuing their program in June. Others were'told to go
back and cut their faculty in half, cut the number of students they had in half. Some
were told to take their proposals back home and rewrite them at half the expense of the
original cost. This was sort of ominous to us. We were still wondering what was going
to happen without public library proposals at home, and it was very depressing.
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What I found 's a public librarian, when we all went to lunch afterwards, and they
were talking about what this meant in terms of their programs, and in terms of their on-
going programs within their library schools, that it seemed to be the impression of
the institute directors that no remnant of this program would remain within their
library school without the federal funding, that this had a reason for being, and a
reason to recognize the need. They recognized the need for urban information special-
ists, but without the federal funding they would go back to their traditional pro-
gram, and the library school would be as I remember it in 1959. I thought that was
very depressing, and I hope that's not true of many of the other library schools
that have tackled some of these things without the benefit of federal programs; but
I think that we should all be aware of this.

I do have a list of the library schools in which these programs were held. If
people are looking for employment, many of the institute directors did suggest that
their graduates in June would be real additions to any library that is ready for them.

Question

Something that Peggy said earlier, and something that you just said about the
proposal writing and also working with the people directly: I had a question when
Peggy said that perhaps the person working with the public might not necessarily
have to be a librarian. I wonder though about whether the information specialist...
Well, I guess my impression is, do you think many of these proposals were written
and were accepted because it was a way to bring students into library school?

Ms. Kincaid

There is mixed feeling about that. I think that some of the proposals were
written with that intent.

estion
at do you think the long-range intent would be for developing urban infor-

mation specialists who are not really strong on the organizational aspects--how
these programs should be developed, what their future development ought to be? I'm
just wondering whether we ought to--you know, we're killing two birds with one stone
here. We're trying to bring in students, and we're trying to make urban information
specialists, and I'm wondering in the long range whether our objectives of library
service are being affected?

Ms. O'Donnell

Well, I'm not an authority, but it doesn't semi) to be that simple. It can very
well work. The problem seems to be the organizing, the training, and perhaps that's
why we're all here today. It can work very well, and I think you need urban infor-
mation people who are from the community; but very often, if it's mot handled cor-
rectly, it's like many projects. Some of you remember our Fillmore Project many
years ago in BARC. It was a great idea, but it didn't work, and we learned a lot,
but we never had a chance to repeat it I think that it's not that you can't work
with the backup. I think the backup librarians trained in the traditional skills
are needed, but we need both.

Question
I'm not so much concerned about traditional skills, because I certainly think

that we need change agents in libraries. I think half our administrators are really
tired of libraries and should have been tired a long time ago. It's very unfor-
tunate. However, I just question what the long-range objectives are and what can
come about that would be most effective in the future. What are ve looking for for
our future leaders?

Ms. O'Donnell

Well, you may have an answer tomorrow. It's the best one I can think of, Fay
Blake. She's not here today. I can just tell you what I've learned so far.
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it should have been developed many years ago.

Quest ion

When you were there, I wondered if you got any feeling that these information insti-tutes were planning to cooperate or hook information with the urban and regional plan-ning departments of the universities. Are they doing anything like this so that their
specialists haye a feeling of how urban areas are changing or will change?

Ms. Kincaid

jt seems to me that the program at Case Western University was the one that came closestto doing somthing like that. The students in the Atlanta University program are the onesthat are going to do the inventory of community needs for the Urban Information Center inAtlanta, which is part of this consortium which Gil described previously. So they'llhave 'a different kind of experience there.

Question

What are the school- that had these programs?

Ms. Kincaid

Let's see--Case Western; Atlanta; the University of Michigan; Wayne State had onewhich is no longer operating; Columbia is about to have one, a modified program; I couldtell you-the rest' of them later in the day. I'll have to look it up. Wisconsin is theone where Binnie Tate is teaching.

Ms. O'Donnell

Thank you, Anne.

I feel like-we gave you all the bad news, which is the best place to do it at thebeginning, and we've heard that all these projects that have been so glorified in theliterature are going to fold in about a week, or that they haven't got off the planningboard. Wo've heard that the library schools have had great difficulty in deciding howto train and what they were training for, and it's a very real problem. However, I feelthat even right here in this room, people who are not going to be speaking are workingin the community and in their own library, know that things just aren't that bad; and4 hopethat tbday and tomorrow with the people that will be speaking to you on just how we canapproach this problem, we will get out of the bad news and into the good news, because Ido believe. that this is something that is not unsolvable. It's something that we justhave to do, and I feel we will do it, and I hope the rest of the program will be useful.

* * *

Our next speakers have just completed an information directory produced with specialfunding for a public library system. I don't know how many months they worked on it, butthey're both here.Georgia Mulligan, who is the director of the project, and Karen Jemison,her assistant; who, I believe, did the index, and they'll tell you'how they started theproject and went about operating it, and I'm sure if you have any questions, they'll bemore than glad to hear from you. Georgia.
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COMPILING A COMMUNITY RESOURCE FILE

Georgia Mulligan and Karen Jemison

MA. Mulligan
First I want to introduce John Wade and Bonnie Bowen. She's from the Health Depart-ment in San Mateo. They started an organisation called the Information Consortium whichwas an effort on the part of interested individuals in the county who dealt with informa-

tion., meaning librarians, people in health and welfare, people frra the Educational Re-sources Center, who wanted to communicate with each other on what they were doing to getsome sort of central file or cooperative referral effort started. They made a lot of pro-gress, and I hope that you will have a chance to talk to them today, either during lunchor after the session this afternoon. I just wanted to point out that they were here.
My project was called the Inventory of Community Resources. It was a federal projectand was to be done for the whole Peninsula Library System, which is the library system inSan Mateo County, and it includes all the public libraries except South San Francisco andMenlo Park; but we decided to include them so that we would do really a whole county thtng.It was hoped that this would act as sort of a carrot to them too, to get them to join .tt!FPeninsula Library System. I don't know if that's happened yet or not.
The idea was to compile a directory that would list sources of information only, netpeople or services, unless they fit in with sources of information. The idea would bethat these would be places where librarians could go for information when they had ex-hausted their own library resources or when their library didn't have any resource; and.it would also give places where librarians could tell their patrons to go for informationbesides the library.

Marcia Keller had just completed her card file when I started this, and she was act-ing as the shoulder upon which I cried many times, and she is here today, and I hope you,will talk to her about hers too.
Now, Peggy hassaid a little bit about some of the things you should consider whenyou do this. We went throut% absolute hell for about 2isonths, before we really got downto collecting information. We had to decide exactly what we were going to put into it andwhat we weren't. Some of the things you should consider are: What are you going to neapby community? Are you going to mean your own town, or, in our case, your own county, orwhat? Fortunately for me, the project proposal specifically said San Mateo County, so ifsomebody came to me with some fantastic resource in Los Angeles, say, I could cop.out bysaying, "Sorry, it's not in the county, so I don't want to hear about it." Occasionallywe would hear about something that was unique, something that was not in the county in anyform, but was over the border, so we would put this in. This was purely arbitrary, be-cause even if you decide to include just those unique things out&ide the county, youwould go on forever.

Another thing you have to consider is: Who is going to use this thing that you aregoing to compile? Are you trying to do a People's Yellow Pages that you're going to pub-lish and sell? Are you going to devise an in-house file that(s just going to be used bytrained librarians, or what? This will definitely affect how you go about the project,and what kind of information you find, and how much detail you have about it. Karen will.be talking more about indexing, and the indexing, as has already been pointed out today,'is really related to who is going to use it.
Now, once you've decided what you're after, and who's going to use it, then you haveto decide how you're going to go about finding this information. Since we were dealingwith sources of information, we decided to start with the libraries themselves. MbstIliiiibraries have what they call in San Mateo County "Idiot Files" at their reference desk.

These were little card files where they had scribbled down things that kept coming up thatweren't or that were handy to have without looking in a book every time it came.up. So I went through everybody's idiot files and discovered all kinds of neat thingsthat way, and wrote then all down. At that point I decided to make a 5x8 card file formyself to act as sort of a master file.
Then we also plowed through the different reference questions that had been recordedin different libraries, because we thought this way vol would find out exactly what kinds
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of thikigs that we knew librarians were going to want to know, rather than compile a lot ofinformation that would perhaps never come up in a library. The area library, which is SanMateo Public Library, had a complete file of all the BARC questions. The trouble with go-ing through other people's reference questions is that, even though they have written the
question down, you don't really know what the question was, and they sometimes don't either.By the time it got filtered through many people and sat around for a few months,:you kindof forget what the question really was. Anyway, it acted as sort of a guideline,' and it
would try to find out a.little bit:by talking to the staff about their reference questions.Another thing that you can do, and some of these things are on.the lists that Peggy
put in your literature, is. to go through the phone book. In the white pages you can lookthrough things like 6alifornia, San Mateo, U.S., just any number Of things in the 'white
pages. Then in. the Yellow Pages you can look through things like associatiomscclube, andbookstbres.. We decided to include bookstoreat because they ore Sources of informatioM
Then as you begin to get an idea of the different subjects you're interested. in, you canalso gb through the Yellow. Pages under those subjects. and find the organizationethSt4eal
with those. subjects..

Another lourCe would be the organizations and people themselves. Once we-started..con
tacting theae resources, it was very helpful to be able to say, "Well, do you have any' re-
source files, and can we look at them?" .0r, "Do you knew anyone else?" A lot of people
wouldtry to liclg off. They'd say, "Well, we don't know anything," but they would alwaysbe glad to tell you about someone who did. We found that in the libraries themselves too.We sent out questionnaires to everyone who worked.in.the libraries, from head administratordown to clerks,. Saying, "What do. you know? . Are you a resource?"

. We found very. often
they didn't think they. were good for. anything but maybe pushing a bbok truck aroundi.butthey would love to tell about their friends and the other people they worked with. So'Iwould get 2 questionnaires back, ind one person would tell me about the .Other person andall his traits'; epd.the other person who had just been told about, who said he didn't have
any talents at all, would be telling me about the other person. So I had sort of like:a
spy system set up,.and,eventally I found out all these people's deep, dark secrets.

The newspapers.are a great resource. Usually there 'is a society page that talks aboutclubs and different things going on. In San Mateo County 2 newspapers have columns that
,deal with.problems.. The San Mateo Times had a help column where people would write in
that their lamp post had been knocked down, or their cat's tail had been cut off, or some-thing, and they didn't know who to report it to. One of the newspaper reporters would goout and dig up the answer and write it in the newspaper. The Redwood City Tribune did the
same,thing called "Action Line," and that was very helpful.. We contacted the people who
did 'those to see what kind of files they had, and sometimes we found out that their files
were all in their head, but that was another really good resource.

.

One of the things librarians said they wanted in this directory was a list of people
who could translate and interpret other languages. They didn't necessarily want people -who were experts, They just wanted someone who could read a passage; or 'if some patron
came into the library with a letter from Germany, from their aunt or something, they.. just
wanted someone who could give them an idesit'of what the letter said. I found translators
in places like banks; and we tried to explore all the restaurants in San Mateo wtmMwwe weredoing this project, and they have quite a variety of restaurants down there. When-*e wouldgo into a Greek restaurant or something like that, I would try to find but if the people
who were working in these restaurants were actually from the countries that the food rep-resented, and then flip them a questionnaire. That worked very well. 'In.clothing:storestoo,,., if they're importing clothes from other countries, they often go to the -other ebensl
tries to buy; and I found. one store owner who knew several languages. So it's endlesiW-
You have to keep your mind open. You have to retrain your brain to keep it open:to idese.

Another thing you have to think about. is not only who collects what kind of informs.
tion, but how you can use their information. For example, the county clerk and recorder
collects information on births and deaths, and anyone who starts a business has to
with the county the name of the business. They may be collecting it for a reason that
doesn't interest you, but you may be able to use their file for something totally different.
For example, the Elections Office: Anyone who registers to vote giveis out his name and
address, and if you have an unlisted phone number, you can't call up the-phone compaly,.,if
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you're trying to find a friend of yours, and get the address of that person, because the
phone number is unlisted. Therefore, the address is unlisted too; but what you could do
is call up the Elections Office, and if that person registered to vote, the Elections Of-f ice will look up the name for you and give you the address. I know this works, because
I had a lost friend who lived in Hillsborough. I hadn't seen her in 8 years, and she had
an unlisted phone number, and I found her by calling up the Elections Office, and she took
me out to lunch. Of course, you can turn this around the other way. If you actually have
a reference question that you are working on, you think, "Who collects this type of in
formation?" Then you can contact them and find out if they will give that information out.

Those are some of the ways we try to find sources of information. Once you start
figuring out how to find it, you have to start figuring out what you're going to do withit. This was really the essence of our project. I think we spent more time dealing withit than finding it. It really isn't that hard to find. You get to the point where youdon't want to find it any more.

I might also add at this point that if you are going to get involved in this kind of
thing, there are, of course, many different ways. We chose the phone, because we felt by
calling people up, there would be a personal touch, and it would be good PR for the li-
brary. We devised the questionnaire for people who didn't have phones, or when we could
never get through; and we did some actual visiting at the beginning of the project to get
some feel for what we were going to be having to ask over the phone; but the visiting,
which I think is ideal, just takes entirely too much time. You can spend all day just
visiting one or two places, and you'll never get done.

Now, dealing with the information gathered: There are different ways, and Peggy has
pointed out to you the different formats. We chose this format, which is a looseleaf
binder that you can buy in any store. For the most part, we tried to list one resource
per page, because we felt that we were going to have enough to say about most resources
so that it would fill a page of about this size. This is half the size of a normal' sheetof paper. It's 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. We left room on the page for notes, in most cases;. too,
because we knew, no matter how hard we tried= once people started using this directory,
they were going to be disovering things, good or bad, that we hadn't in the process of
collecting information; and we wanted to make it as easy as possible for them to improve
on what we had said about it.

The card file idea is great. Librarians tend to have 3x5 minds anyway, and most of
us would have empty drawers and places at our reference desks for card files. We, again,chose the directory format, because a lot of librarians in San Mateo County were very
crowded for space. Also, since we were publishing out about 45 copies of these for all
the libraries and branches, it was just too expensive to put this out on cards. The wholeidea behind the project was to get it started in a way that it could be kept going once
the federal funding ran out. Federal funding is running out now, and what I'm trying todo is orient the librarians in keeping this up, and we felt,that it would be easier to
.keep up in this format than in a card format. We have all the advantages of cards. With
the looseleaf you can insert and pull out easily: and it's easy to update the index.

We also have the master file that I told you about. We have'a card index file, and
then we.have the 5x8 file. So there is a card file. It's just not a card file for every-one. It's just one that will be kept in a central place.

. As I said before, this is arranged so there is one resource per page, and then, soyou can get at the information in the directory, we devised an index. Karen Jemisonhelped me with this project, and she volunteered to do the index for it. We were bothdoing it for awhile, and one day she came to me and said, "You know, both of us shouldn'tbe doing this." We were beginning to hate each other. We were always arguing, so I said,"That's a fantastic idea, Karen; why don't you do it?" So she still hates me, but we
got the index done with less arguing. Karen, do you want to talk a little bit about the
indexing, and how we decided to go about indexing all these things?

Jemison
Well, first off, as Georgia said, the directory was initially designed to be arrangedby each individual agency, organization, person, etc. So you needed a subject index. Wefigured you needed a subject index even if you arranged things by subject; but, of course,
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this fell down immediately. We got things that couldn't fill up a page, and we didn'twant to put then just in the index; so we arranged groups of people. For instance, trans-lators ended up all in the same area under "Translators."
Well, in order to index, we decided that.we would use Reader's Guide, because libra-rians were familiar with it; patrons were familiar with it, and we thought--and thisturned out to be falacious--that librarians would go to Reader's Guide, and then when theydidn't find anything, they might resort to the directory, and therefore, they'd have thesubject headings right there in their head all set up.
Originally this directory was designed to be restricted to librarians, but.it didn'talw4s work out that way. We found sometimes they were catalogedand put on the shelves,so we wanted to get terms that were equitable to both parties. Well, I suppose What I'mreally here to do is .to show that you can do this and survive. It takes a lot of stamina,and I'm now on fruit juice and coke.

. . .
OK, we decided on Reader's Guide, and because there is a possibility.--there is oneway you can arrange this. so people can use it--I think Reader's Guide was an excellentchoice, because you can use.it even if you don't accept their terms, and we'didetilways.We used popular terms. For instance, we called'them "Switchboards" instead of--.What wasit--"Telephone nooks, centers4.etc." But you can use Reader's Guide even if you don'tuse the headings. You can use them as cross-references, so that if you're using popularterms you can stick in the terms for the librarian who is going'to look under "Automobiles,Maintenance and Repair" instead of "Cars--Fix It."
Once we decided on using Reader's Guide, then we were faced with-the problem that wewere really indexing both information and services. We aimed for-information, but when'an agency or a person could give. services also--for instance, conducted hiking touts,. orwas interested in back packing--we included. it on the sheet, and therefore, felt we badto index it. Well, that presents its own difficulties, and as Georgia Ottid,'we were in-cluding bookstores, but you really don't know her to index things like adult novelties,which we got into when we covered adult bookstores. So we decided that we were not goingto design any master sheet of terms that could be used. There's at least one agency inSan Mateo,which is interested in compiling such a list, but I'm afraid that librariesaren't'gOing to be able to use it, because the combination of information and services isusually unique to your community, and therefore, your index shows the same convoluted mindthat the people in your community do. So you can't do that, so we gave up on that. ,In-stead we'decided to make the index useful in other ways.
First of all, I got stuck with doing it That helps. You have to have one persondoing. it so that you maintain a continuity, both in terms and in the thought that goesbehind it, so that once your quirky little mind is displayed in the index, and the usermasters that, he doesn't have to master anybody else's quirky little mind.Secondly, we put the index in front on different colored paper, which was very revo-lutionary; and rather than use subheadings, which are familiarto'librarians more perhapsthan anybody else, we used descriptors, much as a biographical novel would use descriptors,so that we cut down on the number.of headings that we used.
We also showed in the index the restricted sources. Now,.in the main body of thedirectory we have little black dots which appear prominently with the title of each person,agency, organization, etc. Well, we put those in the index, so you could'tell,immedietelywhich sources were restricted. This is also useful, because if you want to'put the direc-tory out where the public can use it, there are always going to be some sources where .theperson has requested that this information not be available immediately to the .pUblic,that you screen it, or only the librarian can call, and there are always people. who areeager to call and say they are a librarian,.and

"Please give me the information." So ifyou have the black dot in the index, you can still use the complete index for the book,but'you can pull out the sheets and put them somewhere else. Then you have a public anda private directory, and this often suits librarians more than any other feature. Wedidn't suggest it, but it can be used that way, and you don't have to rip up your index.With these restricted sources there'ti often a problem in that you cannot diplomaticallywrite down on a page information which the user really should have about the source, beT..cause sources occasionally look at the page. We once in awhile sent pages for them tocorrect, or to take a look at to see if they were appreciative of the service. We found,
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for instance, one Czech translator, and we were very pleased, because he was willing and
able to translate Czech. Be was the only person welound. Unfortunately, he was in his
90's, but you can't say, "He's pretty feeble." So instead, you have to say somewhere,
"Please call your library and ask if he's dead yet."

Well, anyway, that kind of added information we put in the index in most cases. For
instance, we did put a lot of information about the Yellow Pages, where to look under the
Yellow Pages that people didn't seem to find, librarians didn't seem to find. So we said,
"Look in the Yellow Pages under such and such," or.1,e'd give phone numbers. For instance,
we had a film school where you could go and learn how to shoot your own movies on the
weekends. We didn't have enough information really to justify a whole page, and this was
getting very bulky. So we put information like that--smog phones, snow phones, anything
elsein the index, with a telephone number, with an addresiif we had it, and other use-
ful hints as to where to go generally to find information. "For credit ratings, go 'see
the president of your bank"--things like that.

Finally, we decided to use extensive cross-referencing, because unless you do, you're
going to over-use a few sources, and they will hate you forever; and you are not ever go-ing to use a few sources, and they'll feel they're lost. Maybe they'll be:happy that they
will. never hear from you, but on the other hand, several people are quite eager to be in-
cluded in the directory. Su you w.Int to make sure that you cover as many 'bases as poss-
ible. So that's what we did in this index; we tried to make it as absolutely useful as
we could.

I have only one suggestion for anyone who wants to try this kind of project, and that
is to be sure rnd tape your phone conversations, because they will offer you hours of
listening pleasure. After you're all (.:niched with them, maybe you can sell them to Bob
Newhart for his monologues. That I really miss. That's what I really wish'. we had done.
It certainly would have savld eve....yone's sanity if we could have recalled some of those.

The directory is now called inforame, and we are debating about a cover ever still.
If you have any questions for Georgia or re, please ask.

Question
How long did it take you to compile that, and :low many entries do you have?

Ms. Mulligan

We started in May, and people always like to think of things as being complete. I
keep trying to tell people that this is still going on, and it never ends, because it's
sort of an organic thing. Things die out, and you add new things.

Question

Just for what you have t'-ere, how many entries do you have, and how much time did it
take? Also, how many people worked on it?

Ms. Mulligan

There are about 400 specific items, and it took 2. peopli, part time, 8 months.

Question

You said one of the reasons that you decided to use that format rather than cards
was because it was more expensive to reproduce cards. I don't understand why.

Ms. Mulligan

Well, we were only going to be publishing around 40 copies of this, and we talked to
different people who do cards. There are some companies that will do cards, and will
microfilm your catalog cards, and will produce 5 or 6 cards, or whatever. Then some li-
braries do their own cards. Wa found that we just couldn't do a card for less than 2C or
30 per card. If you were going to do a lot more copies, then the price per card goes
down. The same thing is true for paper. This directory was reproduced in the San Mateo
County Library, which has al offset press, and it was less than 1/2c per page. This vol-
ume is probably no more than $8. We haven't gotten the final figures on that, unfortun-
ately. I thought I would have that for today, but I don't.
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question

When. you talk about descriptors, do you mean direct entry versus inverted entry, orare you talking about single-word descriptors?

Ms. Jemison
No, what I'm talking about--for instance, for swimming you would have several' entries,but preceding each entry we would have "Classes-- American Red Cross," for instance; or,"If your kid is drowning 'in the bathtub, please help him by calling...", or whatever else.Anything that cuts a tie in going to entries that aren't going to help you.

Question
I think I got lost somewhere. Am I wrong? You've got your Inforama notebook; you'vegot a master file; and then you've got a card file?

Ms. Mulligan

For every resource we have a 5x8 card, and then what we would do is sit down by thephone with that card, and we would have name, address, and all the standard things thatyou would want to know on the card to remind us while we were on the phone. We would fillthat out and it's a mess. No one could read it but us.

Ms. Jennison

It's awfully useful, because there are resources that we rejected for one reason oranother.

1j

Ms. Mulligan,

Right. Then as a companion to that, we put our subject index on cards per word sotbit you could add to each card. Then when we update this--like when we publish this, weput it out in stages. I did a few of them way back at the beginning of the project to seeif the whole thing was going to work, because we didn't want to spend 8 months doing thisand then find out that it wasn't what anyone wanted. So we put a piece of it out with asmall index and sent it out to all the libraries to see how they would react before wecontinued. Of course, each time you add a resource, you've got to index it, so we wouldadd to our index. Then each time we sent out a new piece we'd sit down and retype theindex completely, but we didn't have to retype the whole directory, because they wouldjust insert the new pieces.
.

Ms. Jemison

One thing we did also was, at the end of each source we included a little thing called"Subjects," and we showed what the subjects were indexed under.

Ms. Mulligan

So if you're a human resource you can see not only what we said about you, but how weindexed you. So if you don't like it, you can add to it or tell us what to cut out. Wecan redo that page.

Ms. Jemison,

It +s really a cataloging project; that's really what it boils down to.

Question
Did I understand you correctly, that each time you bring out a new page, say a newagency, you bring out a whole new index?

Ms. Jemison
.

Well, presumably you're doing this thing in parts, and you wait until you've got ahuge chunk until you re-index. That way you're not indexing once a week.

Ms. Mulligan
The first piece we put out came out in September, and we've put out2 since then. It
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was my idea that this would be kept up maybe twice a year. You get a certain bulk, and
then it starts going down. The project isn't officially over until June, and we're really
still working on it, but what we're trying to do now is to get a system going where all
owners of the directory, i.e., all the libraries and their branches, can feed in maybe to
a central point with new information. They may use a source and find out the phone num-ber's been changed, or they may discover a new agency; and we're trying to set it up so
they can easily send in new information, maybe even in the format that's on this page.',It's not that difficult to figure out. Then, when a significant number piles up, and up-
date the index, and have it published and sent out.

Gil McNamee

Georgia, how will you update those things that have changed addresses or phone num-bers that people haven't found? Will you do it by postcards, like once a year?

MA. Mulligan

Right, and I mentioned earlier that we used a questionnaire somewhat, because you do
run into places that just have a P.O. box. As Karen pointed out, we have a date on each
page too. so you'll know how old the information is, and someone could go through their
directory, and if a page wasn't automatically updated through use, you could get all theOnes older than a certain date and send out a new questionnaire, or send out a copy ofthe page and say, "Is this still true? Was it ever true?"

Question
What kind of use have the agencies... Have you recorded any usage factor at all?

Ms. Milian
Well, we don't have any statistics. I got a lot of feedback, because I kept begging

for a response from the library. We did include a sheet called "Suggestions for Re-
sources" as sort of allint that they should be filling this out, and they started coming
in more and more, so I know from that that the libraries are using them.

Question
Who are you funded through? Also, how can this type of information be disseminated

to traditionally non-library users?

Ms. Mulligan
This was from an LSCA grant that we got through the State Library, a federal grant..Secondly, what we're working on right now is publicity for this project. We want to run

some newspaper articles and perhaps do up some brochures that would have specific me-
amples of kinds of information one could get from their libraries, because the libraryhas this directory, and leave them just anywhere that we could think of--laundromats, gas
stations, recreation centers.

Ms. Jemisun
What we had really hoped to do was bring out something that didn't have restricted

sources in it that could be disseminated, left on tables in health agencies, bars, etc.'

Ms. Mulligan
This is a beginning. We're hoping that librarians will take it and do things with

it. You could take the directory and pull out. things on a certain subject. One idea Ihad was to do up little cards on sources of information.. maybe on food, and maybe hang
them in the stacks by the cookbooks, or maybe get the grocery stores to hang them up.

tas:Sicas [Cannot be heard.]

Ms. _Mulligan

OK, she asked me to tell you exactly what kinds of information we do say about these-
different agencies. Of course, it varies from agency to agency, but we did design some
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categories. We had the name, the address, the phone number, the hours; and if there was aspecific person that should be asked for, we put that person's name down. Normally we didnot do:this, because we felt if there was turnover in the agency, then the page would beout of date': Then below that we had a category called

Information Available, and we wouldjust'write down everything we learned about what kind of information they had, and Whatthey didn't have. Then we had categories like Speakers, Tours, Services. When we didSpecial Libraries, we would talk about strengths of the collection, what kind of equipmentthey'had. A lot of public libraries had typewriters for rent, or some of them even forfree. We put that in there. We found out that was very useful. Also, photocopy machines,whether they would loan things on interlibrary loan.

Question

I wanted to ask if you; had any form of relationship with comiunity'originated or gen-erated typei of switchboards in existence in the county, and did you ever consider givingthem the directory?

Ms. Jamison .,

.

"---ig7NET talk to people on the switchboards--for instance, the San Mateo County Depart-ment of Somtal. Services Resource Staff, which does this kind.of information. Unfortunately,14wrebUdgeted only for, and the project was written only to include; thole directoriesin the libraries in the Peninsula. Library System. So we didn't make any 'extra copielf,but we're hoping that will be done so that other agencies can participate. We didLget.alarge response from people asking for copies, and we had to say no.

Ms. Mulligan

We have received written requests for this, and I'm going to ask the board to decidewhether they want to arrange to provide a lot of people who have requested copies. Fortun-ately, it isn't my decision to make. I would love to give it out to everyone.
*Stick

.

Do you do any subjective evaluations like you can find in the People's YellowPegel7

Ms. Mul Ulan
No; we would have liked to have said, "When you calrup Aplace, they'fe mein," orsomething like that; but we didn't feel that we could do that. Even though there is somecontrol over it, we didn't want to over-control.

Ms. Jemison

If you're .dealing with a business, you can be pretty sure that at least the owner isstable. .He'aT going to be there, but the turnover is so great. We may talk to somebodywho is absolutely fantastic, so we put. that down; and when they 'call, they get somebodyWho has just had a divorce, and the directory does not seem to be very truthful.

Ms. Mulligan

As Karen has pointed out thoughs.when there yeti something about an agency - -like. ifthere'was a restriction on it, we used the black dot to act as a warning sign to librari-ans. What we hope also will happen is that there will be a lot of verbal exchange. Thereference librarians meet monthly, and they are planning to exchange information. There'snothing to prevent an individual, of course, from writing in his.own- copy that So and Sois nice, or don!t talk to this one, and so on. That's why we left room so they could do
... _-

this kind of ,_thing on their own copies.

Question
You said that you sent a copy of the directory to each one of your libraries. Wherein the library is it kept?

Ms. Jemison

That really varies. It was designed to be kept right behind the reference desk so
24
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that it would be ever-handy, but it depends. Sometimes it's still stuck up in cataloging.

Ms. Mulligan

One place we couldn't find it at all. Sometimes it has been misunderstanding too,
like as the project moved along a lot of decisions were made, and some fields were nar-
rowed to keep the project under control, and sometimes these decisions didn't filter down
all the way. So the way the directory is being used varies from place to place, but now
we're having conferences with each library to sort of clear up these misunderstandings.
So much PR is necessary.

Question
Did you ever consider listing the libraries with a subjective evaluation of their

resources?

Ms. Mulligan
Yes, I did. I thought of that, and what I finally did was send them an order to

write out a page describing their own library to see what they would say about what they
had to offer. I've only gotten one back, but it was interesting.

Ms. O'Donnell

I think you may have covered this, but I think that must be a problem when you make
the resource directory from the outside, a certain resentment, and a feeling--"Well, I
know my own community better than someone from the outside." I think if people are going
to have to use this kind of way to get the directory, I think there should be some tips
on how you can make it acceptable to the library and make it work.

Ms. Mulligan
Having done this, I don't think that I would necessarily recommend this as the way of

doing it. We were doing it for a whole system, so no matter who did it, there would al-
ways be some foreign character. I doubt if you could find one person who would be intim-
ately familiar with all the communities he dealt with. What I tried to do in the begin
fling was, I went around to all the libraries and looked at their idiot files and asked
them what they thought I should be doing. Of course, I came out with many different ideas
of what I was supposed to be doing, and then I tried to blend them altogether and make
everyone maybe a little bit happy. It was difficult doing it for a library system. I
think it would be easier to do it for just one library at a time.

would say that if you're going to try to do this yourself, I think it could be a
part maybe of one person's job, or at least one person on your staff could act as coordin-
ator, and all the other people on the staff could feed into it. I think it should be or-
ganic. Rather than sit down and try to do it in one hunk of time, decide how you're going
to do it, and then just do it continuously from one day on forever. Build it into the
system.

Comment [Cannot be heard.)

Ms. Mulligan
One thing I did want to say that happened: Some people did think that I was trying

to suggest that now that we know other places you can go for information and other people
you can contact, maybe we don't need libraries any more. That was not the idea at all.
We were just trying to help ourselves and our patrons by giving them more places to go
for help.

Mc. O'Donnell
Are there any other questions? Well, thank you very much.
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Peggy O'Donnell

The next portion of our program grew out of a plan that I had originally hoped
to do for this workshop. Those of you who have been with us for five long years know
that when BARC started to give workshops, we didn't get big crowds. In fact, fifty
people was a big crowd. That had a good side too, because we were able to do buzz
sessions, discussions, and role playing, and really involve the audience. I find that
now you're pretty much sitting out there and being lectured at, and I'm sorry about that.
I wish there was some way to work that out.

When I began to plan for this, as always, I said, "We probably won't get too
many people, and so I thought we would try a little role playing. I had a suggestion
of Georgia's who tells me it was originally Stefan Moses'. I went through the New York
Times' "100 Neediest Cases"--you know, that Christmas issue. For those of you who know
arffew York Times, this section is a fund raiser for charity. What I did, I went
througF and I picked out six needy cases, and I thought, "Now, if those cases came in,
or friends of those cases if those cases couldn't come in, would the library have the
information and resources to direct them to helpful agencies?" I planned to have you
all in groups, and pass this around, and ask you to think if you -mould handle this kind
of thing, what kinds of questions would you have to ask to get the -ight information to
the patrons or their friends? What agencies do you know of in your community that you
could think of off-hand? What resources could you think of in your community to look
in? I really thought it was a good idea, but obviously, this just wouldn't wolk in a
room this size with this many people.

So, the next thing I planned to do was with the BARC staff. This is not a BARC
skit. We really did role-play this the first time. Of course, we have now played it
twice, so it will not exactly seem spontaneous. The first time we did it we simply
took roles, and reacted, and found some things coming out about our own views (about
our role views) about whether librarians should indeed get into this kind of thing,
because in order to help people, sometimes you have to ask a lot of questions and get
a lot of information. We found several things happened when we got into that kind of
situation, and we revealed things about our own attitudes toward librarianship.

So what we did to kind of organize things--I would like to ask everybody--you
know, also remember those questions I gave you this morning--as we go alongolf you
have any comments, or agree or disagree with this person, or if you feel there's some-
thing you would have input in the situation, please share them with us.

Basically, what we're going to do, the people who will be role playing with me--
and we'll have to just stand in front of you, because you couldn't see us if we sat
down in a normal situation--Bonnie Thoreen and Sonia Cole, and they'll start off by
being a patron and a librarian. Then, Bonnie Thoreen and Sonia, Roberto Esteves and
myself will be librarians in a staff meeting. So we'll start with Bonnie and Sonia.

* * *

Ms. Cole - Can you help me please?

Ms. Thoreen - Perhaps, perhaps.

14s. Cole - Well, my sister... Well, it's very difficult to explain. She's bedridden
atoms roint. She's got an incurable disease, and she has three small children. Her
husband is now working two jobs to pay..for their medical bills and everything. Well,
the reason'I came to the library was I thought maybe that there might be something here
that would help me help her, because with these three little children, and she can't
get out of bed any more, and her husband is so overworked. Is there anything that you
can suggest for me to do?
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Ms. Thoreen - Wells I... I mean, I don't know what to suggest. That kind of stuff doesn't
aiiITIokrs exactly. Well, does she belong to a church? Maybe her church could dosomething.

Ms. Cole - Well, not really. I tried to go to the Welfare Department, but they don't
qua` lify.

Ms. Thoreen Yes, I was'thinking about welfare, too.

Ms. Cole - Well, see, I just couldn't get
to Suggest some different agencies, but I
sounded like they were all over town and,
thought if I came to the library, maybe I
really don't know.

any results when I went over there. They tried
didn't understand where the agencies were. They
well, I just didn't know where to go. So, I
could find some way to get at these. I just

Thoreen - I just really don't know either. I mean, I'd like to do something for you,but,- well, I really don't know what to suggest. The only thing I could say is maybe you
could send her to the Public Health Department or something like that.

Mt. Cole - OK, well, I could try that.

Ms. Thoreen - I mean, I'm really sorry, but I just don't know what to.do.

Ms. Cole -'I Pnow. I know, it's a difficult problem. I guess I shouldn't have come to the11W15. Thank you.

* * *

AT THE STAFF MEETING

Ms. O'Donnell -Well, I guess we've taken care of the problem of library security. Doesanybody have :lgything else they want to bring up before we leave this meeting?

Ms. Thoreen - Well, I feel really bad. This lady came into the library, and she wasobviously disturbed. Her sister was sick, and she had three kids, and I don't know; Iguess her husband was working two jobs, and she wanted to know if we could give her somehelp, and I didn't know what to do. So I sent her to Public Health. I mean, I suggested
a church group and...

Mr. Esteves - I think you did the best thing possible.

Ms. Thoreen - I mean, here she went out the door, and I don't know if she got any helpor not.

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, Bonnie, what was her need? I see the problem you've told me, butwhat was the woman looking for? Was she looking for medical help, or child care, or
employment possibilities, or what did she need?

Ms. Thoreen - I guess she needed all those things. I didn't really ask her. It wasn'treally my business.

Ms. Cole - I think that's sort of true. I remember that day, and Bonnie was so busy atthe desk. All the phones were ringing, and she didn't have a chance to really ask thelady. Besides, we're not'trained to be social workers. You know, we need some training
if we're going to help these people.

Ms O'Donnell - Well, don't you feel, Bonnie, that if you had asked her a few more questions,
1Thout getting too personal, or--you know, not necessarily being a social worker, butat least help the woman to identify the need. We do have a community resource list, andif it was day care that she needed, or Meals on Wheels...
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Mr. Esteves - You mean the idiot file? I think it would be very wrong to refer people
rffilirarthing. We never work on it. It's just sitting there.

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, it seems that we'll never work on it if we don't use it.

Ms. Thoreen - Well, I didn't really think of that. I somehow felt like it wasn't
WiTIFILTiO me to do it. You know, like I was in the other department the other
day, and I heard somebody answer the phone; and I guess somebody on the other end
of the line wanted to know where they could get a vasectomy, and the librarian said,
"Well, you don't callthe library for that kind of thing."

Mt. O'Donnell - Well, then you feel that you don't call the library for information
on vasectomies.

Ms. Thoreen - Well, I would have liked to help, but...

Mr. Esteves - I feel that we should really try and build up our pamphlet collection.

Ms. O'Donnell - Meanwhile, everybody in the family has died while you're building
TIF7ariliiiElet collection.

Ms. Cole - I really think it is our job to give out information, but maybe we need
to work harder on learning how to find this other form of information. I think we
need some sort of in-service training, because I, myself, don't know where to begin.

Mr. Esteves - We need so much in-service training for just what we're doing now. If
we're going to start becoming lawyers, and medical specialists and social workers,
we're really just trying to do too much.

Ms. Thoreen - Well, the other thing is, if we start something like this, then we'll
have to go through the thing with subject headings, and we won't be able to decide...

Mr. Esteves - Well, that I can do.

Ms. Thoreen - What I'm saying is, if we do a file, it has to be useful.

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, isn't it a question of priorities? You seem to think it's not
important enough to put the time in, unless, you know...

Ms. Cole - Well, I think we have to decide and make a commitment. If we are going to do
INI;71-ihink we have to do it very well so that we don't give people wrong information,
or out-of-date information. I'd be willing to help set something up. Maybe we could
divide the old information file up and see what areas ought to be worked on.

Mr. Esteves - I think we'd be wasting an awful lot of time though, because those A-Z's
c angel and you get people moving, and--you know, you're never goingto get the same
type of help from the same people twice.

Ms. O'Donnell - And therefore, because it's difficult, we shouldn't do it.

Mr. Esteves - Right, I think we can do other things with our time..

Ms. Thoreen - Well, it would take a lot of time.

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, if we don't do it, who's going to do it?
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Mr. Esteves - Well, you didn't have time with people calling and so on--right?Erazoviyoti treat these people and handle them and give them all the services they need?it's a dangerous thing and, you know, .I don't mind being relevant; just-as long as itisn't dangerous.

Ms. Cole - I think, Roberto, when you said relevant--I mean, I don't want to put you down,Eggii7,-but relevant is a word that gets used a lot. It's sort of true in a way, though,because 'Owe, ate going to respond to the community, maybe we've got to do more along thisline.' I think Ws really important to work on it, but I don't know where to start Myself.

you're going to m#V, it a priority,' you've got to work on
file lying around; out I don't really think that that's

Mr: Esteves *- Well, T. think if
It, iiiraT just have a sloppy
what we should be doing.,

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, back to Bonnie's problem. What do you feel? Do you feel that notonly was that woman not helped, but it's unlikely that she'll darken our doots again?

Ms. Thoreen - Yeah, I'm sure. I wish she,hadn't come.in in. the first place. You know;wheat she was t!-.ere I hated to get involved with her problem, and yet, I hated to send heraway without giving her any help. ,It was really hard, and I feel real bad About it.

Ms. O'Donnell - Well, I think maybe it's not so much the work of compiling a resource file,because I tow that Roberto is very good at compiling files. I think it's more what you'retrlking'about, that we don't want to get involved. It's alright to tell them where theccoking schools are, but not where these social organizations are. Well, how do the restof you feel? What should we do about this problem?

Mr. Esteves - I think we should really check out the alternative methods of directing thesepeople--building up our pamphlet file, and really doing some striking collections as faras ephemeral materal. I think that's probably the best way we can do this.

Hrs. eole - I don't agree. .1 think we should try to find maybe a prototype of a file toset vp ours better, or do some kind of research into this matter. I think it's going tocome up again.

.

Ms. Thoreen - Yeah, we might be able to work with some of the swithcboards. I would hateto tart from scratch.'

Ms. o'Donnell -' Well, do we generally feel though, that we have the time to do this?

Mr. Esteves - I don't think we're going to have time to do what you're really planning.

Mil Thoreen -Mabe we could drop some of the other things that we do.
1.
* a * * * *

t
MS. O'Donnell

"Well, the staff meeting ends 2 to 2, whatever it was. The sad point is, you know,we see this happen over and over, I'm sure, and you have too, that there are people on bothsides of the issue making a decision in this service. Some people, feel that we shouldactively involve ourselves, and others--you know, why? You know, just as Roberto said, buildup a pamphlet file--you know,,strengthen your collection. We really only did'this; becausewe sort of found that we had different views ourselves on what the library should be doingand what our roles are. But I'd like to hear frowsome of you.:, Did you all agree withRoberto? Did some of you agree with Sonia? I'd like to hear your comments, and also, areyou doing anything? I mean, if any library has a file, except for Gordon, who Will talkto us later, does anybody have anything to say?
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Gordon McShean

Can I say somethingnow? One of the comments just at the end there about con-
tacting the switchboards:, I have very little hope for public libraries. I really think
you're not going to do very mgChi 'in a bi.f.; hurry. If you're stuck with a question like
that, and you know your lihra,* .is not going to be able to help somebody, for God's sake,
refer somebody to your local, switchboard. I've worked with switchboards. Some of our
best referrals were from agepeies that people thought should help them but didn't. ,

For instance, a lot of our referrals were from the Telephone Company. We had notices up
on the telephone operators' boards saying, "Look, if somebody calls, and they're heart-
broken about something, give them our number, and we'll help them. So, remember your
local switchboard if you can't help them.

Comment

---TAorot know what your final decision would have been, but in one instance, your
decision was to go out and establish a file, and I would question the decision. How
do you get enough information to know that this is something that you really should
change your priorities to do?

Ms. O'Donnell

I think maybe we didn't do that well enough. The point was that we all go through
situations like that. It's just that she decided to share her experience, because, she
felt badly. I mean, she didn't really... I mean, Public Health might have been where
the woman could have gotten some help. She didn't know that it wasn't the answer.
She just didn't know it was the answer.

Question

Has anyone encountered any difficulty--for instance, if you didn't want to start
from scratch, and you probably would call your local community switchboard and say,
"Could we start out by Xeroxing your file?" Has any resistance been encountered?

Ms. O'Donnell
I don't know. Does anyone here from a switchboard wv.nt to take that on?

Comment
-----TTM not from a switchboard, but one thing is that every county and state health
and welfare department is required to have directory and resource file service. The
quality of that varies a lot. Usually, something is done once a year. By the end of
the year half of it is out of date, but, at least for San Mateo CduntY, it's our best
bet. Also, the switchboards dr have filet!. As far as getting the'filei out of them, it
varies a lot. Some are really friendly. They're just glad to share information.
Others' are really =tight about it. They don't want to share their information with'
anybody.

Comment

The San Jose Public Library has an information desk, and we do have a general
information file, and we can refer people to all kinds of social and service agencies.
We also work closely with the Information and Referral Center in San Jose. If I don't
have the answer, I start calling until I find out.

Ms. O'Donnell

Yes, you do call out. That was something that we rant to bring out a lot more
strongly, and I forgot it this time in our role playing; but we felt that if you didn't
know thy answer, at least--you know, in this case, if Bonnie had called Public Health
and said, "Well, is this the place I should send this woman ?" -you know, some of us felt
that was an important thing for librarians to do; and your library does do that

Question
Once you do have a resource file, how do you get the librarians to use it?
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Ms. O'Donnell

Well, my comment, when I was making an outline this, the last sentence was, "With
a good back-up file, each librarian will decide for herself how much help she will give."
I findthat a cynical answer, but I'm afraid that part of the problem With oursituation wasthat it Would have involved a little more in-depth interviewing than Bonnie was willing to do,
bcause she would have asked the woman--"What are your major needs? DO you have any money?
Whots taking care of the kids now?" -znd a lot of personal questions; and I feel' that's
another problem.' Even if you're willing to' give the service and look at the file and check outseveral' agencies, Ithink a lot of us don't want to ask these kinds of questions. They're
tea personal.

Question

One of the things in the book by Lipscomb that you mentioned earlier, which she beings
out, is that there is a rivalry, or perhaps even a jealousy, and the fact that many of these
agencies don't want to work with the library.. They feel that the library is usurping their
responsibilities. think this'is something we should be aware of if we mOve in this direction.

Ms. O'Donnell

Well, of course, if we got out into the community and talked with some of these agencies,
we would recognize these attitudes and be able to deal with them. It's very difficult if you're
not ever talking to them to know whether they welcome you or want to fight withyou.
a little concerned.that we don't get out and talk 'to them.

Comment

We've started this. We just developed a directory in the Pasadena area, and we did a
lot of contact with local agencies. We found that there was a lot of willingness.to give us
information that we could put into the directory, because the directory was a very limited kind
of tool; but I just wonder.whafkind of cooperation we will, get when we want to move into moreexpanded Micas. I sense that we won't be quite as welcome.

Gil McNamee

Enoch Pratt had that trouble. They, aid, "Those people aren't social workers; they're
librarians; keep the hell out!"

Sue Critchfield

Just one interesting thing that came.out:of that role playing thing is that obviously
one of themain things that is needed for your'staff is that the patron never really asked the
question, you see; and so you're sort of putting the cart before the horse. Really, what the
bedridden patron needed was some recreation reading material that you have, maybe. I mean,
this question never came out, and so obviously, if you don't have any basic; in- service. training
in your library--I mean, you may have everything' right there and not even know if you
don't even bother to find out what the patron needs.

Ms. O'Donnell
Yeah, I thought that was one thing that we really wanted to stress, that top often,

especially if it's sort of an embarrassing situation, we will be glad to dismiss them with
quick answers, and we don't have to talk to them.

Comment

like to get away from stressing this other agencies' jealousies, because .I think,
like you said, if you get out and really talk to people who are working in these areas
enough that they get:to know you, then you can work with them. I had this experience in
Vallejo where I thoUght there was really nothing left, but when I got out and started
talking to some of these people, and I started getting their cooperation, you'd be sur-
prised how much added infOrmation you can gather once you've started, working with some of
thase people.

Comment

The inter-agency'stuff can be dealt with. You can go out and make friends with a
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lot of different people, but it takes a lot of getting out of the library.

Georgia Mulli an
I want* to point out earlier that it's really helpful to have examples, too. If

you call up somebody and say you want to list them, if you can describe to them a
typical situation, then they can even help 'you in telling now to sgy *hat their service
is, and you're giving good reference.

Ms. O'Donnell

Obviously, again, you must talk to them so that you can get the information.

Mr. McShean
On the inter-agency jealousies, I found that since we changed our emphasis from

being librarian to other agencies, to the original switchboard concept of a volunteer,
a person who is not a professional threatening the professional agency, we're getting,a
lot more cooperation; and it's a lot easier to talk to them and say, "The workers will
be referring people to you, because they're only volunteers."

Ms. O'Donnell

Meil,A of course, 'that worki-in youT pioject, but '3.n post of these,cases.WA,not,
volunteers; it's librarians.

Comment

Also, it seemed to me in the role playing that the librarian didn't listen very
carefully, because the patron did mention that some agencies had been suggested to her,
but she didn't know where they were. Now, here was one area in which the librarian could
have immediately picked up, asked for the name of the agencies, and provided that.

Ms. O'Donnell
Yes. Bonnie's role was to be embarrassed and uninvolved. She's really a very good

librarian.

I have one question before we get onto our next speaker. Did any of you look at
your questions? Anyone who happened to look at those questions, was the general feeling
that back home you could have answered them all--with the help of reference books, of
course?

Comment
Piggy, you might want to hear about one question we had at my library. Someone

needed some help on child custody, and I immediately referred them to CRLA, and I found
out later that CRLA would not touch child custody cases with a ten-foot pole, and there
is no other resource to go to.

Ms. O'Donnell

TaTrFTTnteresting. In some communities there would be some kinds of alternatives
available to you, like people who are working in a street lawyer type of situation who
would help you out. All you can say is that in your community this might happen. So
some of these questions I gave you, you may not have any answers for them in your com-
munity. My feeling, when I read through that, and I reed through it very quickly, was
that there should be some kind of source in most libraries--you know, a directory, or an
agency, or some place you could call, some feeling that you could get answers. Those are
quite legitimate questions, and they're certainly very realistic questions. I don't
know how you felt generally, those of you who had time to read it. I feel those are
the kinds of things we should be able to answer, just as much as we should be able to
help on a research or bibliographic search. Any comments?

Question [Cannot be heard]

Ms O'Donnell

Well, this is Georgia's file. I don't know whether they can all be answered with
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Geotgia0d,file, but like a Lvibination of the Social Directory, Peo le's Yellow Pa es, and
some of the othez,things that are on your list, you could probably n t em a --an the
Telephone Book, and a knowledge aboutyour community, reading your newspapers.

I had a very interesting experience when I was getting ready for this workshop, and I
may just be a' failure as a reference librarian. I had someone.else help me, though. Just
looking in the phone book, I tried to get the emergency poison number. I know there's an
emergency poison number, but I never found it. I mean, I could have been dead. I could
have called the operator, of course, but I just wanted to see if I could run to the phone
book and find the emergency poison number, and I couldn't.

-

Comment

. Just put.. of the first six hers, I think we could answer at least adequately. from your
point of view at least four of those first .six. Of course, a .lot of them are legal. aid.

Ms. O'Donnell

Well, they
be referrals.

. 1. a.
4

might be.4fir*Ii.. I didn't mean that you hadIo. answer them. They could
14$.ric

,.
.

Okay, well, I'll let
I

pill ponder that, and maybe you'll come up with some answers forme. We talked in our role playing about the human problem. Certainly, Bonnie felt it--
wanting to.help this woman, but not wanting to get too involved,. or.ask.her too many questions,
or get.too.persohal; and she certainXy didn't listen.* Thatyas brought out and we all
realized that Bonnie wasn't listeningto what this:woman was saying. Those are kind of
two probleis that we fate, with, this ,kind of work.
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VOLUNTEERING ON A SWITCHBOARD

liodie King

Pew O'Donnell
Switchboards have been an excellent example of the creative listeners, people

who do listen to try and understand what the problem is, and also to try to advise
or counsel and find the best source of help for these people who call in. So I
wanted to get some switchboard people involved in this program, and I was very lucky
to find someone who was a librarian as well as a switchboard volunteer, and that's
Dodie King from the Redwood City Public. Library. I asked her to comment on whether
her library experience helped her on the switchboard, or whether the switchboard
helped her in the library, or both. .Dodie.

Ms. Kim
I'm a volunteer for the Project Outreach Switchboard in Redwood City. We answer

to 365-CARE. I've been working months, one shift a week for 4 hours at night; and
I guess the kind of shift you work will determine somewhat the kinds of questions
you will get.

We get all types of calls, and I've gotten most of the general types, except
for drugs. I haven't had anybody call and say he has just taken a handful of red
pills, what's going to happen? But during our training session we role played this
and learned the emergency procedures for trying to get information out of somebody
while he's still on the phone.

Our main type of call is loneliness. People are new in town and don't have any-
one to go to, or they're lonely for whatever reason, and they just want to talk.
That kind of a call will usually run for quite awhile, more than an hour, maybe 6;
some of them run fairly long.

Depression is another type of call we get. Some of them are chronically de-
pressed. They've been depressed for years. A lot of times they're in therapy, and
they're on a prescribed drug, and it keeps them low. Like Thorazine, it keeps them
pretty unexcited, and it depresses their outlook, and it makes it pretty hard for
them to do anything, and that makes them further depressed, so they call the switch-
board.

Fear: fear of going to a job, a panicky feeling--you know, a new job or a job
you don't like; school problems; fear of being alone at night--there's nobody around,
and it's just closing in on you.

General hassles between friends, family, parent and child, husband and wife,
boyfriend and girlfriend, boss and employee--that sort of thing.

Drugs include information as far as overdoses or symptoms. If I take too much
of this drug, what's going to happen to me? We have a book at the switchboard that
we don't have at the library. Some libraries have itPhysician's beak Reference--
but we don't happen to have it at the library. The switchboard was the first place
I've run into it. I know how to look up things better than anybody else because I
know about indexes, but everybody else can find their way around OK.

Suicide calls at the various levels from "I've got a gun here pointed at my
head," to "I've been thinking about suicide for a long time," and all the levels in
between. One of the main things on a suicide call is to first determine what level
the person is at. If the person has only been thinking about it--he doesn't happen
to have the gun or the pills right there, whatever--chances are he just needs some-
body to talk to for awhile. I haven't had anybody with a gun at his head yet. I
won't know how I'll react to that until it happens.

I had one that was an imminent, 24-hour thing though, and it really shook me up.
It was my first type of call like that. The person was talking about the fact that
he had been thinking about this for months, had been thinking about nothing else.
This had been his whole concentration for months. He was going to kill himself the
next morning. I felt very helpless, because I couldn't get any emotional response
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from the person. He was on Thorazine. This is one of those examples, and it was thehardest kind of question that I've handled so far. It's when the people don't haveany emotional output. They're either so depressed that they can't react, or they'reon a drug that keeps them so depressed they can't react; and there's no anger, no fear.There's nothing, and there's nothing to react to. We're trained to listen to the feel-ing, and there's no feeling. For me it was a discouraging call, and I felt very wor-ried. I immediately turned around and talked to two other switchboard volunteers whowere there, and laid out all my problems on them, so that I didn't go home worried aboutit. Well, I did go home and worry about it for 24 hours. Apparently the person didnot commit suicide, but that was my first call like that, and I wasn't ell that sureof myself, because I felt like I couldn't make that much contact with a human being;but all that person wanted was to tell somebody he was thinking about it, apparently.We are expanding into sexuality a lot more than we had been. We've always handledcalls like, "I'm pregnant, or I think I'm pregnant; how can I find out? I don't wantmy parents to know." Or. "I am pregnant; I want an abortion," or "I'm pregnant, andI don't want an abortion;" or "I'm pregnant, and I dori't know what I want." Thoseare usually the two kinds of calls--where can I go, and then the feelings behind it."Well, this is where you can go. This is what they'll do, and this is how the testis run. Confidentiality is maintained. You don't have to worry about that. Yousound worried. You sound scared." "Yes, I am scared." You explore the alternativesor whatever it is that's on the person's mind.

VD is another thing we get a lot of calls on, people wondering, "What are thesymptoms? I think I have it. What should I do?" Or there's a reluctance to havetests run, though not just because of the fear of being exposed, because it's a con-fidential sort of thing; but because if they have VD--and sometimes he'll give youhis symptoms over the phone, and it's pretty obvious that he probably does--thenthere are other people involved. He doesn't want to have to tell his wife, butchances are she's got it too. You know, it's terribly important that she knows be-fore she's sterile.

Problems with sex--this is kind of a new thing for the switchboard. We've hadsome workshops on it. We've had speakers in from San Francisco. There's sort of adrop-in center on the State College campus, and there's a fairly new sex switchboard.We've had these people come and talk to us. We haven't handled a whole lot of thatyet, so it was hard for us to think up questions to ask, like, what do you do if some-body's asked for this kind of information. But they did talk about some of theirtypical types of questions. They get the typical kinds of questions that Mastersand Johnson do--impotence, non-orgasmic women, that sort of thing. I guess we're hop-ing to develop a technique for handling that type of question on the phone to givethem a type of counseling. They were demonstrating how they can do it over the phone,the kinds of questions they can ask--you keew: What kind of sieuation was this? Howdo you feel? Has this ever happened to you before?
We do have calls on alcoholism, but this is kind of a problem. There isn't verymuch you can do for an alcoholic. There's Alcoholics Anonymous, and there's a HalfWay House in Redwood City. If somebody you're with or that you know has a drinkingproblem and happeas to be in really bad shape--very drunk, or sick, which is a lotof times the case--it's hard to find a place for him. The people on the switchboardtalked about it, and this is one of the areas where we really feel weak. We reallydon't know where to advise people tc take this person. They can try going to thecounty hospital, but they have to be really stubborn and really adamant sometimesto get them into a ward for treatment, or just to take care of them that night.Oh, something interesting on drugs that I was told to tell people: If somebodycalls and his friend's on the floor--you know, out--check for vital signs and allthat; call an ambulance; stay on the phone while the ambulance is there, if you can;talk to the caller--you know, keep in contact; but tell that person to be sure to getrid of any drugs he may have around there. The police may follow or be with them.Also, I guess--I don't know how local or statewide a law this is--but if the stomachis pumped and a drug found in the stomach, the doctor can turn that over as evidence,and it is admissable evidence. Sc the person may be facing a bust, which is kind of
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a bad thing when he has other problems too. It sort of depends on the level of co-
operation between the different agencies, like the police and the hospitals and the
switchboards.

We get a lot of miscellaneous and general information calls--people just asking,
"What do you do?" A lot of times people will start out with, "I heard about you on
the radio," or, "I saw your card," or something like that--"I just wanted to know
what you do." So we tell them, "We're here; if you've got problems, we'll talk to
you about them, or give you some places to go if you need them, and just to talk to
you." That's the part people won't believe. We sometimes have to say that a few
times to convince them that even if they don't have anything special to talk about,
or if they have what they consider sort of a small, dumb, kind of ridiculous problem,
that's OK; they're not wasting our time. At the reference desk you get the same
kind of thing with people saying, "This is really a dumb question, but..." A lot
of times those are really the worst. ,I mean, they are really hard to find answers
to. And sometimes they are dumb; but we try not to agree with them.

I went into the switchboard with a lot oflapprehension. I was really afraid I
couldn't handle it. I didn't know. I had never handled a crisis situation, and I've
never known anyone who was about to commit suicide when I was anywhere around them.
In fact, anybody I knew who had thought about suicide, had fortunately thought about
it when I was nowhere in the state, or years before I had known them, or long after
I had seen them last. Gee, I never even had a friend drunk on me. I just had never
faced a situation like that. I'd never done role playing. I'd answered reference
questions, and that was about as close as I got. I've listened to my own friends
and talked to my family about problems, but it was hard during the training to initi-
ally put myself in a position of doing role plays, and to figure out what a person
was feeling, what he needed, what I could say that could help him. Bu' after a few
times it wasn't nearly as frightening. Naturally, it's like anything else. Once
you get used to it, it's not so bad. That doesn't mean that when the phone rings I
don't kind of tense up. If somebody starts out, "I'm going to commit suicide," part
of me goes into a catatonic state, and the rest of me just goes, "Uh huh," and that
lets them know that I'm listening, but I can still sort of back off and regain my
bearings, and realize that I'm going to have to listen for certain feelings and try
to draw them out, and realize that I'll probably wish I had done it differently later,
wish I had asked this question instead of the one I did ask. But I don't feel that
as much as I thought I would, because there isn't any kind of a formula to follow,
which is comforting.

The technique of listening is the thing that we were drilled on most and what the
role plays were mostly for when we were training. The training was 4 or 6 weeks, for
8 hours a week, two 4-hour sessions. We'd have a speaker; then we'd do role plays
on different aspects of listening. Peggy called it creative listening. I've never
heard that one, but it amounts to the same--creative listening, empathy training,
listening skills You listen to what the person is feeling more than just to what
he is saying. If somebody says, "It's really awful outside. I hate to go outside
today because it's so bad," you can say, "Yeah, it really is awful out," or, if
their voice gives enough away, you can say, "It sounds like you're really worried
about it." That may be jumping to conclusions at that point, but that kind of thing- -
play on their feelings. Feed the feelings back to them--what you feel them saying,
feed back, even if you use the same words. "I feel scared." "You sound scared."
The thing is, the person isn't really listening to what you're saying. He picks up
on the fact that you're listening to him .when you say things like that. He will
think you're very perceptive, and he will begin pouring out more. He will think
that you understand, and he will actually say, "How did you know that? How are you
so perceptive?"--not realizing that he has been saying it all along, though maybe not
in those words; and all you've done is just turned it around for him so that he can
see that you understand what he is saying.

People call just for information a lot of times--you know, at 12:00 at night,
"Where can I crash?" Well, we're not a drop-in center, so we have the problem, of
what to do with these people out on the street at night, if they can't get up to
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San Mateo where there is a drop-in center. We do get some information calls, like on
that sheet, "How do I get on welfare?"--that kind of thing. Or, "My husband's an
alcoholic," or, "I'm an alcoholic," or, "We're both alcoholics." That's a very com-
non thing, and it usually recurs. A lot of these people become regulars, as we call
them, like patrons. They call once, and then they call back. They call back a lot
of times with the same problem.

A number of the people are already under therapy. They go to therapy sessions
any number of times a week, with groups, or they have private therapy. Sometimes a
person is satisfied with his therapist, and sometimes he can't stand his therapist.
We can't do too much about that, once a person is in therapy. He needs somebody to
talk to in between times too. I find it kind of a sticky situation, in a way. If

a person is under a therapist's care, I can't cure anything over the phone, that's
for sure. All I can hope to do, if I can, is make him feel like it's been worth cal-
ling. Somebody called, had a fear, the fear.of being alone, and had been under ther-
apy for some time. I can't remember if it was a year or 3 years. He had parents or
family an,' had people he lived with, and had never told any of them of this fear of
being alone at night. He called a complete stranger and happened to get me, because
I answered, and he laid it all on me right away. Then he got up enough nerve to call
his therapist, which is really what he wanted to do, and told her, and then called
back. We had a te'rific conversation about old movies that we liked, old horror mov-
ies--had I seen Godzilla Meets Bambi?

During training somebody will say, "You will find that you care, whatever your
initial reaction is. Like I said, I go into this withdrawal state before I get my-
self together sometimes, and it doesn't take very long after that that I really start
caring about what heppens to this person. If he walked into the library, I really
don't know if I could say I'd get that kind of feeling from him. There are so many
different pressures. There are other people waiting at the reference desk, phone
calls; there's the whole thing of being businesslike. I think it mattes it much harder.
At least I haven't been able to transfer any of what I do at the switchboard as a vol-
unteer to handling a reference question--if I'm under pressure. If I'm not under
pressure, then it's easier. Sure, anybody who's ever answered questions for the
public feels that way. There are times when you just can hardly stand to look a per-
son in the face and answer another question. At other times, when you really strike
up a bond, and you really want to help that person, you really care what happens.
Well, at the switchboard this happens more often. You really do care.

Earlier this morning someone reported on training for information specialists
where they worked for community service agencies at the library. A lot of them
dropped out of the library service. I can see why. I felt somewhat the same. The
library seems so much more superficial. At a switchboard you're not only working
with other people's feeling,;, but you're working with your own.

One of the first things you learn is that when you're listening to someone,
make sure that you know how you're feeling yourself. You may be extremely uncomfort-
able and not realize how it's interfering with your call. So get in touch with your
r*n feelings. Maybe your own feelings, whatever they are, interfere so much that
,ea just can't help them; and you tell them. You know, "I really want to help you,
but I just can't help you; but So and So is here, an,' I think he'll be able to help
you. Would you like to talk to him?" Usually they 11. Sometimes they'll specify
that they don't want to talk to a male or a female- they'll have sexual preferences --
but there's usually enough volunteers now that we ce take care of that.

I had the fear of crisis calls when I started. As I mentioned before, I never
had any experience with it. Role playing helped that somewhat, and then, of course,
the first real calls that had to be handled immediately made a difference.

There was one I had a forewarning on. When we were doing the sexuality train-
ing session, I didn't think there was mozh that would upset me or cause ahy kind of
uncomfortable reaction. I thought through all the things I could think of, all the
different kinds of cells, which didn't turn out to be very many--I just wasn't very
inventive. So the people who were helping us on this session, and the more experi-
enced volunteers were also in on these sessions--brought up some of the kinds of ques-
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tions they had actually gotten, and I was amazed. One that really bothered me, and
I had to think about it for a long time, was, what do you do when somebody calls you
up on the phone and is masturbating. You know, homosexuality doesn't bother me, and
all these sexual acts don't bother me. That one bothered me, and I went home and
thought about it. I thought about it for weeks. Not too long ago I got a c..11.
By this time I was prepared, and I was really glad that somebody months ago ,noveht
to bring this up, because --I don't know; I might nave hung up or given the call .o
someone else. I would have been exLremely uncomfortable. As it was, it was trea,:ed
like anything else. It turned out that he was uncomfortable and hung up. But that
was a discovery of something in myself. I didn't realize that bothered me.

Some people react that way to homosexuality, particularly males; they'll admit
it. During training session they'll say they haven't quite got that straightened out.
Or alcoholics- -there are people who don't like handling alcoholics. They don't even
like to talk to them over the phone. -That role Flay of the staff meeting here pointed
that out. Your own feelings have a lot to do with how you handle a person in front
of you.

I personally get uncomfortable if someone asks me for business information. I
flounder a lot. No matter how much time I spend, it just seems to pluck my mind right
out, and I have to go through the learning process every time. As long as I can find
a place to start, that's not so bid; but when I don't even know where to start, it's
like learning to be a new reference librarian all over again. I'm uncomfortable with
it, and I know I don't do as well with those questions as I do with a lot of other::.
I would much rather have somebody come in and ask me any kind of crisis question, I
think - -as long as it wasn't that his business was failing.

As far as the kind of thinLa that the library and the switchboard have in common
or don't have it common: I haven't handled anything exciti:zg at th3 library yet, but
the sort of thing I came across in working with the switchboard, at least when i was
at the library I knew how to get hold of it if I needed it. Now that Georgia's com-
munity resource file is at our library (yesterday I read through it from start to
finish), I can see now that the library has information that the switchboard volun-
teers ought to know about, and I'm going to bring it to their attention, because
there hasn't been any kind of work done between the two agencies. I guess I was kind
of incognito for awhf. I was masquerading as a student, or something like that,
because most of the volunteers are students. Now that people know I'm a librarian,
they still don't know what I do. They ask occasionally, or they tell me they have a
book overdue. At least they t.1.1 ne that; they doolt tLink I'm going to take it away
from them. I may make a plea to get it back if it's been 3 months, but I don't give
them any trouble about it. But they still wouldn't think of coming to the library
for the kinds of information available there. I'd like to se-1 that change. I taink
it should change.

At the library I don't see how we can hantile the 2 to 4 to 6-hour rap call, for
whatever reason the person is calling, unless it's a freakish thing. If it's a sui-
cide call, and you need to be on the line that lr.ng to somebody, I don't care who it
is or where you are when he calls, I think you hire an obligation to do what you can
to stay on that call. If I was at the reference desk, I would get somLbody else to
take my place and continue the call if I could. Generally, you're not going to get
too many calls of chronic depression at the library, or loneliness, or that sort of
thing. You'll get calls that normally have some kind of answer at the other cnd,
not making a decision like, "Should I break up with my boyfriend," or "Where can I
go to get help for my alcoholic husband." This involves doing the listening thing,
listening for feelings, plus that little reference interview of, "What kind of infor-
mation do you really need?" How do you get that to a person without making it sound
like you're checking off a form? It's a real temptation to fall into that. I have
to fight that in myself anyway. I guess some people don't have that trouble. Some-
times people will call the switchboard to ask a question, and I catch myself slipping
back into the librarian's role, and I almost answer, "Reference desk."

I would like to see the day when somebody calls the library- -and gets an answer
to the question, "I have a pimple on my belly button; I think it's VD; what du I do?"
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Well, you tell him what the other symptoms could be, and in this case, it's not too
likely; but never rule out the possibility. Tell them what the other symptoms are.
Tell him to check it out. If he has any symptom, he should see a doctor. If he is
really worried, tell him how easy it i- get a test, and how much better he'll feel
after he has it. Also tell him a littl.; it about prevention. It doesn't hurt to
throw that in, if you can.

After the caller has presented his prcolem to you, and has listened to you fat
awhile, he will reach his on decision. You don't decide it for him. He'll reach his
own decision if you just sit there feeding back what he says. Some people have ex-
tremely clear-minded views of what they want, but they won't know that. After about
15 or 20 minutes, or an hour, they begin to realize that they've been consistent in
what they've said, and their decision is made for them. Those are beautiful, classic
calls, and I love them, because they go just like the role plays were supposed to have
gone. They say something, and you say, "You!.re feeling this way," or "You sound this
way," or "You sound pretty happy where you are now; you don't want to change," or
"You feel like you're pressured." At the end, he'll day, "I know what I have to do;
I know what my decision is. Thanks a lot for helping ie." And you haven't told him
a thing that he didn't already tell you. That makes me feel terrific. I can go on
with those kinds of calls for a long time They're very rewarding.

When we were doing a sexuality workshop, 1 discovered something I didn't know
about my own community. Tha question has never been asked at the library. It's an-
other question that I hope is asked. It just happens to be a sexuality type of thing.
"Where do I go to meet other gay people?" "Where do I go to the gay bars?" "Where's
the closest lesbian bar?" I discovered Redwood City has a lesbian bar. I wasn't tak-
ing notes, but I know how to contact the person to get that information if I ever need
it again. There are lots of things: "Who's playing at Winterland this weekend?"
There's a number you can call. Here in the city you're probably aware of this, but
as you get farther down the peninsula, people aren't aware of where you can get that
kind of information.

I hope that the library will take on--well, not just hope; I think it should, and
I feel very Strongly- -that the library should take on more of this role, especially
the referral and information, but also the crisis sort of thing. I think every per-
son who answers a phone in the library, no matter what their status is, librarian or
otherwise, should have some kind of training--it can be an hour's worth - -on handling
a crisis call. There are general things you do, and there are specific things you do,
and I think you ought to know how to do it, because that panicky feeling can close off
everything in your mind if you've never faced it before. Some of you may have had
more of that crisis stuff hit you than I've actually had, but it makes a big differ-
ence to at least have practiced what to think about, what to do, and how to do it.
Keep your voice calm if the caller is excited. 'Veep it calm even if he's not excited.
Depending on the situation, find out what's happening. Find out who to call if there's
a need for a doctor, nr a hospital, or an ambulance right away.

In our area it turns out that the fire department rescue unit is faster (and
free) than an ambulance. So in our area the best thing to do, naturally, is call
the fire department first. There is a resuscitator unit that's portable, and very
highly trained people, and it's fret. Somebody's got to pay for that ambulance bill
eventually. These are things that it helps you to know about ahead of time, because
you're not going to think of them at the time.

What things do you do, if there is anything to do, while you're waiting for the
ambulance to come, if that's what you're waiting, for? If it's a suicide call, that's
a different sort of thing. If it's an eminent suicide call, that's a very tense sort
of thing, I think. I don't see how anybody could be blast about that, unless, of
course, it's sort of a defense thing--you know, "My God, it's so awful; I'm hanging
up!" But most people, I think, are going to feel somewhat involved, and have to
handle it and diffuse that person, at least for the time being, and maybe then be
able to refer the person somewhere for help. One of the things that we do have in
our file is where people can go for counseling, anywhere from the county mental health
people to a rather unstructured organization in Redwood City where you can just walk
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in and get counseling,. Stuaeats do the counseling, but an awful lot of people use it.
It's free; there's no big hassle; it's a fairly congenial atmosphere.

One thing that we do lot more at the switchboard than at the library is to ask
them to call back. Sometimes I feel like a split personality. I remember to do that
at the switchboard, but I hardly ever remember to do that at the library. I don't
know if it's that I'm trying to get away from it there, or if it just hasn't been
part of my ' habit; but that' s !e important thing any time you give referrals. I'm
sure anybody would are that it's itoortant, but doing it is something else. It's
getting used to it; it's a habit. At the switchboard you're more involved, I think,
and so you do care. You say, "I hope this helps, and I hope ydu'll call back to let
us know." At the library there's usually another call waiting, or there's 3 unfin-
ished questions, and it's sometimes hard to think of.

One of the very first questions I got when I started at the switchboard was about
10:00 at night. The phone rang, and somebody asked me how to spell a word. I felt
really strange for a minute, trying to figure out where I was. Then I almost referred
them to the Berkeley After Hours reference service, of all things, from Redwood City.
There was no dictionary around, and a librarian without a dictionary trying to spell
a word--this was serious. But I did the best I could, and the person seemed absolutely
satisfied. She told me who she vat, and it turned out that she had been one of our
regular callers before I had become a switchboard member. She had been a constant
caller for, I guess, about 6 months. She had had a whole lot of things happen in
her life that were very hard for her to handle. One of the things she relied on was
the switchboard. There were times when, I guess, she was very down, very worried,
very unsure of what she could do, much less what she ought to do. When I talked to
her, I got the reward end of it, I guess. All these other people had helped her,
and I got all the good stuff. She was telling me how good everything was going for
her, how she had gotten a job, was able to support her kids, how she had made an
adjustment. The fact that her husband had walked out on her--you know, she was be-
ginning to understand that he had his own problems, and she couldn't understand them,
and he didn't want her to, apparently. But she had made this adjustment after a time.
Shc ouuded terrific; she was happy; it was obvious from her call. I felt terrific
after I finished talking to her. In that case, I just answered her question, which
was, "How do I spell this w'rd?"

That's the type of thing that people often use, just like they do in libraries--
"Where are the books on birds?" Well, they want to know about a specific disease of
a parakeet. That happens at switchboards--"Uhere cell I find information on...", or,
"I've got this problem," and there will be this big gap of time. It will take a long
time before it comes out tlett they think they have VD, and they want to know how to
get it treated.

I look forward to the day when people will not only think about calling the li-
brary, but do call, and ask them the same kind.; of questions in reverse. In other
words, she asked me a library t-jpe question. I'll be glad when somebody calls the
library and asks a switchboard ty9e question, and he gets the kind of answer he
deserves to get. Any questions?

Question from audicacc
How many phones do you nave, and about how zany volunteers at a time?

Ms. King
Almost every shift, which are 4 hours, except the overnight which is an 8-hour

shift, has at least two volunteers. There are usually more people in the place than
that. There are 3 telephones and 3 lines, and the phones have extra long cords. It's
a very funky place; it's not ot 211 like the library--second-hand furniture, orange
and white paint, and it's usually a considerable mess--coffee cups, ashtrays, and that
sort of thing. We're always cleaning up. Physically you can get two of the phones
completely closed off, and the third one you can take into a corner, if there are 3
calls and you need that much privacy. I think there are 50 volunteers, and there's
a new training group starting tonight.
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Question
Would you like to comment on the relative anonymity or facelessness that some-

body calling into the switchboard has, regardless of whether they give you their nameor you give them your name? Doesn't this have some bearing on how open and free theyare?

Ms. King
Yes. Some people would feel more comfortable, I think, face to face; but for

most of them, a telephone is as close as they can get to somebody at that moment,
whatever it is that they've got bothering them. For some of them it's a long-termthing. For a long time all they can do is telephone. It makes it much easier than
having to walk in and face somebody and look them in the eye. Some people feel theother way around. There are cases when you'll get a call where you want to be able
to look at the person or he wants to be able to look at you. That can be frustrat-ing. But I think, in the long run, the anonymity of the telephone is a plus factor.

Question
Do you find any cultural differences, for instance, between those who want to

see you face to face and those who want to remain anonymous?

Ms. King

I really don't know about that. Sometimes it's hard to tell the culture overthe phone, but sometimes you can, or sometimes the caller says. In general, it'spretty hard to tell. I suspect that most of our callers are white, middle-classpeople. Those are the type of people that live in the area for th,t most part. Wehave talked about having somebody who could handle Spanish, but we don't get the Span-
ish community calling in. So far this hasn't happened. Nobody really knows how to
speak Spanish well enough even to refer.

Question
I'm kind of interested in the training, especially the type of training that yougot. Since you work in a library, do you feel that type of training has helped youin your work?

Ms. Kin&
Yes I do, and I never really thought about it, I guess, until yesterday when Istarted worrying a lot about today. I started thinking how helpful it might be to

have some kind of training similar, maybe not as intensive or anything like that, but
something for the staff in the library. I think it would be useful.

Question
Could you talk more about what the training consisted of? Did you actually pick

up the phone and practice that way?

Ms. King

No, we didn't have phones to pick up. In general, the large group would meetand hear a speaker. The speaker would be on a different topic each week. The first
one was just on listening skills. We had one on depression; it was very depressing.
We had one on suicide, one on crisis from the Crisis Intervention Center in San MateoCounty, one on drugs, one on sexuality, and I think that was all that we had then.
Maybe they've expanded a little bit. They would speak for an hour or so; there would
be a break, and ther '3r approximately 2 hours we divided up into small groups of 4
to 6 peelle, with 2 trainers. These are volunteers who had been working on the phones.Then for 2 hours or so we would do role playing on the situation we covered that night,
always using the empathy kind of thing. 12 it was drugs that night, we did as many
drug situations as we could think of, and we'd rate each other. IL could be brutal,but it wasn't. You talk about how you think you did, how you think the other persondid, how you as an observer think you both did. You evaluate as you go along, so
you're constantly getting feedback all the time.
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Question
Do the volunteers meet together to discuss the problems they've had and how they

can help each other?

MS. Kina
There are weekly meetings, and there are usually things brought up at that time,

a call that somebody's had trouble with, and how could I handle this, a regular caller
that you aren't sure how to handle, giving you problems or making threats--that does
happen; we've had threats of physical violence--and how to deal with this. I guess
it's like anything. There's only a core group that comes to the meetings, but there
is a chance to talk about it during the meetings.

Question
Are you on the phone most of each of your shifts?

Ms. King

It varies a lot. During December there was a very slow period, and we didn't
get very many calls. During January we got all kinds of calls. I'd say at least
half the tire, at least two hours are solid phone calls, even on a fairly quiet night.
That's with another volunteer there too, so we get maybe 4 hours of phone calls.

Question
Is there much of a drop-out rate with the people that volunteer to do this dur-

ing the training session?

M . King

I don't think so--oh, during the training session? Well, not too high a drop-out
rate, no. They haien't had any screening procedures until this group that's just
starting where they interview the people beforehand. A lot of placessespecially a
place like Suicide Prevention does very heavy screening prior to it, and the switch-
board didn't. But even with it, I don't know the percentage of the drop-out rate,
but it's not very high.

Question
Have you had any kind of rumor crisis?

Mb. King
I don't think so, not

and only 8 or 9 months for
had that sort of thing. I

we should be prepared for,

yet. It has only been in operation a little over a year,
24 hours a day. I don't think during that time they've
never thought about that before. That's the sort of thing
if it happens.

question
You mentioned suicide prevention, and you also mentioned handling drug crises.

It's been my experience on the general switchboard that you can't possibly give all
the volunteers enough training in suicide handling and in drugs and keep them informed
in all the other areas, and expect them to be competent in all these areas. Do you
have the capacity to switch over to suicide prevention in the middle of a call, as
our switchboard did? Does your switchboard have the capability of setting up confer-
ence calls if needed?

Ms. King

I think technically we can't. I know that in tracing calls, it takes so long,
and it's such a hard thing, but it very seldom happens. The conference calls--I don't
think we've ever had that happen. We've had the situation where you put someone on
hold while you dial someone else, and that back and forth sort of thing, but I don't
think we've ever set up a conference call.

Ms. O'Donnell

I want to thank you very much, Dodie. This has been just great.
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EINUITAUULABLE
HOW TO EVALUATE INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

Regina Minudri
Peggy O'Donnell

When I was preparing for this workshop, and the word got out what it was going to
be on, I heard from members of the Bay Area SRRT that they were in the process of doing
a survey, and many of you know Bay Area SRRT surveys. This particular survey was an
evaluation of library service in the sense that we talk a lot about our services; and
we have a lot of inspirational ideas, but actually, how good is it? So they, designed
and put into effect a survey of library effectiveness in answering all kinds of ques-
tions. This afternoon we have Regina Minudri with us, and she's going to report on,
that survey.

Ms. Minudri

----"-WRI7happy love day. SRRT is a groUp of people, as you all know, and some of
them happen to be librarians. Some of them are library school students. As Peggy said,
we wanted to find out, in other words, :here it's at This is a non- judgmental, not
telling who does'what, type of thing. Nobody's trying to give a report card on any
particular library. Nobody's making any value judgments on the library's competence
or lack of such. We really were concerned with our strengths and weaknesses, and
whether our mmths were saying--or, let's see, whether our hands were doing--what
we said we did.

Anyway, what we really did, and this is a collective thing as most SRRT things
are, end I don't want to take credit for it; I wouldn't'went to take the blame, and
I don't want to take anybody else's credit; it's a collective thing, and we decided
what we would do would be to get fifteen people to ask questions of the ten large
public libraries in the metropolitan Bay Area. We wanted to find out from these 15
questions the kinds of answers that people got, and what I'm going to talk to you
today about is really preliminary. The questions were asked during the last weeks of
January. Now, you can imagine, nith ten libraries responding to fifteen questions,
that we have a tremendous amourr; of information to distill; and in order to make this
meaningful, we have to assign sc,aething to it.

So the survey questions, which I'm going to read to you later--the surveyors were
asked to kind of rate the answers, like: Was your question satisfactorily answered?How was it? Was it a direct referral to an agency or a group? Was it a referral to a
switchboard? Were you referred to another library? Was there some other kind of refer-ral? Second: How many times were you transferred within that library before you got ananswer? Third: Was your question treated with courtesy and concern? Fourth: Were yougiven too much information? Did the library tell you more about whatever it was than youreally wanted to know? Fifth: Did the librarian ask you to phone her or him back if
you didn't find what you needed? That's kind of a sore point. Sixth: Was there a direc-
tory or resource in the community that could have answered your question? Seventh:
Follow-up--did the group or agency the library referred you to still exist, and could
it answer your question? In other words, did you find out what you really wanted?

It seems to me that in many places I have worked, rather than having people call the
library back, the library prefers to call them back with an answer; but for obvious
reasons in this kind of sm-3y, wi.; were rnennsting that we call back. I'm sure you can
understand why.

Alright, here are the questions. Where can.I get abortion counselling? Where are
there alternative schools to stnid my daughter? I'm having trouble with my landlord;
are there any tenant right groups in town? I want to join a gay women's group; are there
any in the area? I want to join a rock band, how can I rind out which groups need
drummers? I need help for an ex-prisoner, or a prisoner's family. Are there any child
care centers in town? Can you suggest a drug counselling group for ty daughter? Do youown this X-rated book? VD information? Where can I get information on vasectomies? I'm
a secretary in a local corany, and we want to start a union; who can help me get organ-ized? Is the lettuce boycott still on, and what kind of lettuce? Are there any gardening
clubs in town? (That, by the way, ties the control question.) Are there any classes in
Spanish for natural .hildbirth training?
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Now, many of these questions, I think, could be answered from many different sources;but the interesting points are what kind of response the people calling got from the li-braries called. Now, on the whole, the response from the librarians was positives and thelibrarians really showed concern and wanted to answer the questions. However, there wereseveral libraries that were glaringly bad. As we said at lunch,. if the shoe fits, put yourstodking in it. So we're still drawing our conclusions, but here are some of the kinds ofthings.

Certain kinds of questions were consistently and courteously answered by everybody.cor- 11.-rmr% txample, VD. Quick facts everybody knew. Theycoma tell you right away where to go and who to see; but abortion counselling was con-sistently given unfriendly and unhelpful response, with two out of ten libraries saying,"You can't get that information in the library." The vasectomy question got good response,but our control question, the gardening clubs, gave a good many of the libraries a *con-.siderable amount of trouble, which is rather interesting.
From the point of view of the'response of those conducting the survey, we found thatth8 students did A better job than the librarians did in reporting their surveys. Wereally found that the response was so varied from many of the libraries that the expec-tations of the people who did the survey didn't always conform to the results. As I said,insofar as what we felt would be easy questions, for many of the libraiies turned out to behard, and vice-versa.

About SO% of the questions required a second call. They couldn't be answered thefirst time. Most libraries relied very heavily on the People's Yellow Pages, which isreally neat. It has a lot of good information, especially for these kinds of questions.However, there were some local publications, which even the largest public library--andthese, remember, are only the large public libraries in the Bay Area--should be getting,but the" don't obviously, because they were unable to answer the questions. I think one ofthese particularly, was the one about the rock band. My obvious first response to thiswould be Rolling Stone ads, but there are a lot of things available. Radio station KOMEhas something, and there are several other sources, but I've been out of this long enoughnow that I'm not familiar with them myself.
As I said, this is really a preliminary report. There are some people here who workedon the survey, and I'm sure they would not mind at all answering any questions they could,without mentioning names, of course. Are there any of the questions that I mentioned.thatany of you would like to comment on?

Question

I just want to ask a question first. How can you judge this as the library, and notjust the librarian who has answered it?

Ms. Minudri
. How would a patron judge the library?

Comment

--hays what we have to be careful about, not making a blanket statement about, li-braries, because I can sec orf any library staff the whole range of answering types. ,

Ns. Minudri

As a matter of fact, we requested that the surveyors not call the library during lunch
or dinner times, that they call the libraries at hours which would be peak staffing times,
so that there should be trained personnel on the desk. What we were trying to do was toput ourselves in the place of the patron, to find out how the patron would feel. I know howI feel sometimes in dealing with other public agencies, trying to find somebody.

' Does anybody want to comment who was working on the survey on how many times they
were referred without an answer?

Comment
I took the abortion question, and I got some of the nastiest answers around. I wantto say one thing--some libraries have got the information, and often the peopie,who alswerthe phone aren't the librarians, and they'll say, "I don't know what department to give you46 48
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to", and hang up. Or, "You can't get that kind of information in the library." Well,
you can, but if you've got a non-professional answering the phone, be sure they know what
you've got, or who to connect them with.

Mt. Minudri
Again, the vital bit about how to answer the telephone. Let's see, some of the

students .I see in the back. What questions did you guys have? Which one did you
have--the prison one? How did you do on that?

Comment [Cannot be heard.]

Ms. Minudri

Again the expectations didn't conform to what you thought.
Probably to say that this is an evaluation of information or referral services is

really not quite accurate. It's only a partial survey of only a few libraries and only
a few questions; but I think it can give us an indication of where strengths can be.
One of the first things that seemed to me quite obvious was how people do take care of
the phone, and how people feel about phone questions, and whether they're considered
important or not. Some libraries don't regard the person on the phone as important
as the person fax:- to face. There's a lot of discussion about that in lots of places.

One of the things I think that really was important that came out was that practic-
ally no library seen d concerned as to whether or not the person got the correct infor-
mation. As Dodie said earlier, they didn't say--or did anyone? Now, maybe I'm making
a blanket statement here. Did anyone doing the survey find that when they were given an
agency to call, the librarian requested them to call back if they did not get what they
wanted? Nancy, did you find that?

Nancy
One library.

Mt. Minudri
Good; anybody else? One of these lovely generalizations was just shot down, but it

really is important that we seem to care whether or not the question is answered. I
dcn't think die this when I did reference. Maybe this is something we need to remem-
ber.

211911.12s
What about referrals to other agencies.? Were they up to date and accurate?

Ms. Minudri
How were they, Sue? Have you tabulated that part yet?

Sue Critchfield
I'd say there was a bigger percentage of referrals.than there should have been.

Possibly about 1/3 of the referrals that they gave generally in libraries, eithvr it
was a wrong referral in that, indeed, they didn't have this information, or the place
was disconnected a year ago, or it moved to another town, and a good many of them
weren't around any longer. The important point about phoning back is that some other
patron may be asking the sane questions, and there's no point in referring to the same
place over and over again if it went out of business five years ago.

Ms. Minudri

Yes, and how are we going to find out before giving out the wrong information if
somebody doesn't tell us? This is kind of important. Is there anything else anybody
wants to say? Sue, do you want to s'y a little bit more, since you're compiling this?
You have all the sheets. Hew thick is your pile of information?

Sue Critchfield
Well, I just thought it was an interesting survey. I think all of the SRRT people,.
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thought a lot about libraries being information centers, and we were interested as to just
how public libraries, particularly larger public libraries in the Bay Area, stood in terms of
being partially information centers already. One of the interesting things that I found that
came out of it, being a reference librarian at BARC myself - -it was like the role-playing that
was done earlier. Some of the questions handled might have been answered if the reference
technique were better on the phone. For example, the gardening club, which I thought was a
perfect little control quesiton, was really interesting. In several cases, the librarian
would get off the phone and be off the phone for a lengthy period of time trying to find the
information, then come back and give the patron the name of a fuchsia society. Then the librar-
ian phoning would say, "Well, gee; I don't really like fuchsias; let me have a little broader
organization." But in reference technique, the librarian should have said,"What kind of
gardening are you interested in? Do you dig fuchsias, or begonias, or organic gardening?" A
lot of that came through, that indeed, there might have been answers if the person--and this
has nothing to do with being an information center per se, just in being a good reference
interviewer. I think that was an interesting point.

Ms. Minudri

WW1 have anything yet on how many times people were referred around within the library,
like how many departments you had to be referred to? I know one of the girls had to be
referred to four different departments before they finally got one that said, "Well, you'd
better call another library."

Ms. Critchfield

Well, something interesting came out of it. Most of the libraries around do have sub-
ject departments, and so I was interested as to how many times--particularly embarrassing
questions, like vasectomies, abortion, VD--how many times you had to ask it before you fin-
ally gave up. Most of the time there wasn't that much transferring around. I tend to have
a feeling that sometimes you get a younger person on a general reference type of desk that
wouldn't dream of transferring that question to the old goat in the sociology department,
and will try to answer it. But a lot of the returns I got on the survey had the distinct
impression that the person was going to transfer them, but then said, "Wait a minute; maybe
I'd'better answer the question myself, because you may not get the kind of treatment you
deserve." They felt that they were younger and would rather'answer it themself instead of
transferring, although it probably technically should be transferred. That was kind of
interesting.

The last thing I wanted to say that came out was that it was kind of hard to do this kind
of survey, because we're all into libraries, and most of us, except for the students, are
trained to be librarians and do the reference bit, that it was very hard to put yourself
into the place of a very timid, qr confused, or a problem person in the community, calling
the library maybe for the first time.* So a good many of the librarians tended to be a little
more pushy than I think a lot of the public would be. They couldn't believe that the library
didn't have the information, so they'd say, "Are you sure you don't have anything? So it
was a sympathetic sort of thing, and everybody was sort of rooting for the librarian.

Question
Regina, we've been sitting here, and

feel, we have about twenty hours reference
way that the libraries that were selected
I do feel we have time invested in this.
way, at a busy time of the year, you sort
very small way. I think it's a very good
something back.

we decided that we're one of the libraries, and we
time invested in this project. So is there any
could get a private session? I'm really serious.
We treated it as a legitimate question, and in a
of begrudge those twenty hours--you know, in a
survey, but I hate to see us not be able to get

Ms. Minudri
--"--""Tinfger words, you'd like a confidential report. I think it's something that the
committee needs to consider very seriously. We didn't want to name any names, because we
didn't feel it was proper to, at this point, cite anything; but I don't see why.an indivi-
dual library can't get the infomation.
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Ms. O'Donnell

I just wanted to say something,. because what you say, really, I think this isjust
a learning process, and I don't know that twenty hours invested is a bad thing. In
BARC we have a particular situation with the Bay Area Reference Center listing in the
San Francisco phone book. Everybody thinks we're .the General Reference Department. This
has been going on for several years, and when we first. got those calls they were for
General Reference. I mean, any information call was for General Reference, and every-
body just quickly said, "Hold on, and we'll transfer you to General Reference." Now our
entire staff, which is half professional and half non-professional in the upstairs
office, is very attuned to this, and we hope we transfer them to the right place. We
just don't write them off to General Reference. We feel that they've got us,and the
patrons don't understand that it's an administrative office, but we had to learn that.
Our first thing was, "Well, it's not our question; it's not our business; we'll trans-
fer it to General Reference." But I think sometimes when you become aware of how you
sound--you know, there was a rush time, and you didn't have time to do it, so you just
get rid of it. Everybody has invested a lot of time on one case where I think somebody
actually went downstairs and did the question, but that's extraordinary. I think it's
important that this comes out.

Comment

Something that I've been concerned about down in my system is when you call a library,
particularly if you have direct dial, how many times does the user not really know which
direct number to call, and as a result, really have to be switched around? I wonder
whether the data that you collected might indicate that a central telephone number for
the whole library with somebody there who knows exactly where to switch the call would
be beneficial?

Ms. Minudri
I think so. I think having a good switchboard that knows where to direct things is

extremely important, because people did find that they were shifted around, and some-
times they didn't know where they ended up.

Mr. McNamee
----This irsort of on the subject, I think. Does SRRT have any plans to do any person-
to-person calling on libraries and asking these questions? The reason I ask this is
because for a long while, I've operated under the theory that the person using the phone
asking a reference question got better service than if you came to the library,'because
the person on the phone got the reference librarian to look up in the Reader's Guide,
etc., but if you came in in person, they'd say, "There's the Reader's Guide;look at it."
I'm wondering--I don't know if this has anything to do with it. I don't know who you
would pick to ask the question--your mother, or...

Ms. Minudri
As a matter of fact, there was somebody's mother who did the calling in one instance.

That could be worth exploring, too. I'm trying to get a little feedback in how our
attitudes are. I think it's important, too, to realize whether you as an individual
answering the question are putting some sort of value judgment on the question as the
question is asked. We do it all the time, especially like with the abortion one that
came up. It's the difference between being involved and making a judgment, and you can
do both.

Question [Cannot be heard]

Ms. Minudri

I don't know what I'd do. What would you do? I'd go catatonic. I've handled some
crisis calls in libraries, but not life or death types of things.
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I thought about that crisis thing when I was thinking.yabout what I was going to say-today.That's why I said that think everyone who answer's the phone in'a library should be able tohave aleast some starting point for questions like that, because you )ust'cannot transferthat kind of call, especially if it's an imminent thing like that.-I'dOn't know what I wouldhave done before, but what I would do now is slip into my training, trYito make contact withthe person and see if I could get in touch with that person; but'that'S because I'ye hadtraining in that. Before that I would probably have panicked. I don't'know whit I wouldhave done.

Ms. O'Donnell

I think--you know, it might not be a suicide question; But libraries dp get crisiscalls like, you know, "My child has taken poison," and that kind of thing; and -it is .aterrifying feeling. You kind of don't know what to do. I think what you said--you know,this it really necessary for us to have some kind of preparedness so we can handle it as,well as possible.

Content

I have this suicide crisis number right on my phone on the handle. It hasn't happened,but just in case, I can ask for help.

Question
Well, I was wondering; on your set of questions, in some of the questions you ..re eithernon-committal or played on more liberal sympathies of the person answering the phony;. Didyou consider the possibility that you may have gotten a different response if your questionshad been, say, "Where is the National Rifle Association meeting in my neighborhood?"

Ms. Minudri

Ma61y, yes. One of the things we really wanted to do was to check on the more liberalkind ofquestion that we felt might...

Question
But you have a lot of young librarians working at the desk, you assume, and you thinkthat they might steer your results with those types of questions. I mean, I might--youknow, I have my prejudices.

Ms. Minudri

es,' we all do. That's 'why it's important to be non-judgmental.

r!

Gordon McShean 1

I just'wanted to put in a little bit about that suicide question, about the suicidebeing imminent. In your training in suicide prevention, the first thing you are told isthat if a person calls and tells you they're going to shoot themself, they actually hesi-tated before shooting themself. They made the call. Therefore, they are asking for help,and so you can expect at least a couple of seconds in which you may intervene before put-ting your fingers to your ears.

Ms. Minudri.

As I said, this is only a preliminary report, and it's going to take some time to getthis into shape, because there's a tremendous amount of information; but We felt that ittied in so beautifully with today's subject that we thought you would be interested in it.

Question

What about the availability of the printed report?

Ms. Minudri
Well, SRRT reports are usually available from SRRT, and I'm sure it will be announced

when it's ready.
Ms. O'Donnell-We'll put it in BARC Notes or in Synergy. Are there any other questions? Ifnot, thank you very much.
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SWITCHBOARDS LISTEN

John Calkins and Liz Schonberg

Mr. Calkins
Good morning. We kind of prepared this on our way up here. If it doesn't come off,well, start asking questions. I'm John Calkins from Whole Earth Switchboard in San Carlos.We're a 24-hour switchboard, and we're funded by the cities of. San Carlos and Belmont Rec-reation Departments, which give money to the Belmont YMCA. We're supervised by the BelmontYMCA, which is part of the metropolitan YMCA. We have 40 volunteers presently workingactively on the switchboard.

Ms. Schonberg
I'm Liz. I'm co-director of the switchboard Dodie works on, which is Project Outreach

Switchboard in Redwood City. We're funded differently. We're funded through the countyitself. We have 50 to 60 volunteers that work, most of them actively, and most of ourgroup is relatively young, because we do a lot of work with students at high schools andlocal colleges. We do a lot of listening skills. Right now we're having a new trainingsession, training new volunteers in how to become active listeners. I'm really excitedabout it. We had our first night of training last night.
Basically, what we'd like to do today is share with you how we have learned, and how

we'd like to have you pick up some skills on how to actively listen. Certainly the valueof information is unquestionable, and that's what the whole session seems to be about. Wedo a lot more than information. We do a lot of getting in touch with what that person istrying to say, and that's a skill that's maybe not so easy to pick up, and maybe for someit comes very naturally. Our job is to train volunteers how to listen. What we want toshare is our concept of listening and how you can apply that in maybe a library situationor in a personal situation. We'd just like: to say that this is really informal rap, andany time questions come up, just ask them. We're not going to lecture.

Mr. Calkins
One of the things that we talked about on the way up was that we probably have about

7 hours of material. Liz just started a training session, and I had a 2 1/2 hour meetinglast night on developing and improving our training. So we thought maybe what we would dowould be give you our concept of what listening is, and things that are important to lis-tening. That's our only real rap, and from that point on, whatever questions you have inregards to how we go about doing it, why we do it etc., we encourage them, because that's
about all we're going to do.

One of the things we came up with this morning was the fact that listening is not
something that's a technique. It's not something that you just come into the switchboardand sit down, and you put on your listenirg techniques, and you pick up the phone. It'ssomething that becomes part of you. It becomes part of your life style. It becomes partof what you do as a person. You learn to listen, and it becomes part of you. There's notricks or gimmicks to it. It's something you really have to be doing all the time to beeffective.

Ms. Schonberg

I think a lot of it just has to do with the quality of the person involved. One ofthe things we really look for when we start training is the fact that if you're a sensitiveperson and aware of the fact that somebody's having a problem, it's important that you're
in touch with them and with yourself. One of the first things we talk about--we wrote a
slide presentation, and one of the central issues is that the volunteers have to get intouch with what they are in order for them to be able to listen to what someone else is.'It's very important in our training that you go through your own growth process, with the
various aspects of sexuality, drugs, and being aware of how you feel in order to be able toempathize with how someone else might feel. The growth process involves first becomingaware of, "This is hnw I feel about sexuality." Well, let's work with that; let's roleplay it; let's talk it out; let's get it more in touch with how I can help someone else.
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Our basic training is centered around what's called empathic listening skills. Thereare lots of other names for it, and our director knows them. Basically what it means tome is getting in touch with your own sensitivity, and getting in touch with how you feel,so that you can say, "Well, one time I was depressed, and that's how I felt, so maybe thatis what she feels like; maybe I can give that to her and see if we can share that commonfeeling." In empathy, what we do, for example, if I were sitting with you, and I said,"You know, I'm.really. depressed," and you said, "Wow, I was depressed a little vhile ago,and this A0 kird of what I felt like; is this what you're feeling?" Then she gets in touchwith the fact that not only have you lived through that and done something with it, butthat you"re'much more understanding of where she is It's not a matter of saying, "Thisis what I did, so you'd better do it." It's a matter of saying, "That's a Common feeling."There's basic feelings in our human emotions, that of depression, anger, love, a lot of
feelings that we've all felt at one time or another. Our basic training is getting intouch with those feelings and being.able to share them.

A lot of times your personality can be distracted if you're not aware of it, if you'renot aware of some emotion. For example, we come irto a shift, and one of the first thingswe say to somebody is, "Spend a few minutes getting in touch with your mood:" I do a lotof rushing, and I come in all in.a.rush, and they say, "Slow down, Liz. People calling inmight have something that they might want you to take time with." Wei important that 7.:,414,are in touch with not only yourself as a person, but-your immediate situation too: Sodon't let personality or mood char.-7toristics get in the way of being able to listen ac-tively to someone else.

Mr. Calkins
One of the typical examples of that, when you talk about getting in touch with your-self, is an example of somebody who. got up on the wrong side of 'the bed, which /'m.sure.

you've all experienced with your bosses, or whatever--btsically'S person Who is'Carryimg..
some kind of fepling with him all day that affects everything he does. In other Warda, ifhe'S in a bad mood, he's not going to hear well. He's going to be uptight because he got
up on the wrong side of the bed. That's what we do at the switchboard. We try to get peo-
ple to be aware that if they're uptight about something, not to put that on somebody else.
That's their feeling, and they've got to keep it untangled from other people's. If you've
ever ..experienced the wrong side of the bed person, you know what I'm' talking about,. and ifyou ve got a problem, and you're talking to a person whO. got up on the wrong side of ti.:
bed, You.know you aren't going to get any help. Switchboards emphasize trying to get peo-ple to be in touch with themselves so they don't put that on other people. If it's a.bad
day at the resource desk, and somebody calls up, you're going to have a hard time hearing
them if you aren't aware it's a bad day at the resource desk.

One other thing Liz mentioned that I'd just like to amplify a little bit is'the time.
thing. We emphasize that a lot. Half of listening is having patience--in other*ords, notlooking for a quick answer. We all have quick answers to problems. Let's say Liz has no
problem when it comes to school. So somebody calls up and says, "Gee, I've got School prob-
lems," and Liz just comes up with her quick answer, "Well, all you've got to do is study
harder." So you're not really hearing that person. You've got to take the time when you
hear, "I have school problems;" if you don't understand that, you've got to reflect it back
and continually listen to hear what's really bothering that person. That takes time.

One of the examples we were talking about is, if somebody calls up a switchboard and
says, "Where ca I go to get information about pregnancy?", OK, that's a very simple ques-
tion, and I can ;ay right off the top of my head, "In San Mateo County you call 3482424,
which is Planned Parenthood, and they'll take care of you." OK, if that person is in a
place that they know what they want and they know what their problem is, they might call
that number. If they don't, and you haven't taken time to listen to the fact that they're
afraid, that they're not sure they're pregnant, that they're not even sure what pregnancy
is, that they aren't even sure what sexuality is, if you haven't taken the time to listen
to that, then that number you just gave them is worthless. So time is really vital, the
amount of time you take.
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Ms. Schonberg{

One of the things that Jcni. Just mentioned that I hadn't thought about is, the ser-
vice that we provide and the that you hope to provide is:some sort of intervention
center. We started as a crisis intervention center. We don't deal with as much crisis asmr4be other switchboards. We have a small 10%, ai'Most switchboards do; but one of the
things we do is a lot of intervention, finding out. You know how frustrating it is to call
a bureaucracy and say, "Well, I want this amount of help," and have to go through all the
different channels to the right department. It's worse when you're not really sure ex-
actly what you want, but you're in this situation and think maybe you should call somebody.
To many people who call us, it is tremendously threatening to have to call more than once
to find information, and that's why they call us.

In the situation of a pregnancy, one of the things John said on the way up, depending
on the tone of the voice--"I'm pregnant, and I really need some help; who should I call?"
That's a lot different from, "I'd like some information about pregnancy; who can I call?"
It's really getting in touch with the fact that that's a really scared little girl there,
and that maybe you :should talk with her a few minutes before you just give her a phone
number, because she's obviously really threatened to call in the first place. That's the
kind of intervention that we hope to be able to do, being able not just to plug somebody
into the right place, but being able to talk to them first to find out if that's maybe exx
actly what they want. A lot of our time is spent just finding out if people are where
they really think they are and if that's really what they want. Then, by all means, let's
go with' it. Not only is a phone number irrelevant if the person is scared, but;it also
might not be the right place, and it also might be something that they can't handle. It
might be on a level that might be totally different from where they are.

So what we try to do--we're trained in really getting in touch with where the person
is and plugging him into the right place. Switchboards aren't psychiatrists. When we go
out to find volunteers we really make it known that anybody, if they're warm lu.d concerned,
can be a switchboard volunteer, merely because it's a matter of training'in how to listen
and getting in touch, and that is something that almost anyone can do. Obviously people
here are concerned.or they wouldn't be here. So we have no hierarchy of skills that we
uee. It's something very basic thiit we teach, and it's just a matter of really getting
in touch with those that are calling in.

One of the things that comes up a lot that I had the most trouble with in training- -
I was a volunteer a year ago, and am now co-director; but I started out as a high school
student, just as most people do in our switchboard: Om of tee hard times I had was that
I was so concerned and so loving that I overdid it a lot. I really went out of my way to
get this person involved. When a suicide called, and t:ung up on me, I was just shattered.
I didn't know what to do.

Probably you will be in stress situations a lot of times like we are, but in social
work, at switchboards, in most work where you're dealing directly with people, there's al-
ways the thin line that you stand on whether you get personally invovled or not; and that
is something that probably each one of you will have to work out through time. I'm just
saying be aware of the fact that a lot of personal involvement sometimes can be way over.
A lot of people really don't want to know what you're doing personally. They just want
help right here, and that's all they want right now. So watching personal involvement
means watching, "Well, this is what I did, so maybe you can try it," which is a form of
advice that we try to stay away from, because that person is the only one who knows what
he most needs--which is saying a lot in a short sentence--but also keeping in touch with
the idea that my person is different from this person, and I caa help him as much as I can
help, but a close relationship over the phone is not going to be maybe what's best for
that person, or especially for me.

One of the things that's really hard is that we have a lot of people coming.into the
switchboard, and they're just really wide open, a lot of young people that really want to
save the world; and this is the best way that they,have of doing it. It's kind of a neat
thing to watch them grow to the point where they can say, "I'm valuable to me, and. I'm go-
ing to. keep this much separate from what I!ml,doing, but I'm also really helping 'somebody."
So ii's important to keep some sort of separateness, and that's keeping in touch with how
you f about getting involved. In other words, ifyou get a call, and at the same time
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a person and in that mood, you're aware of what you'.re
so you take a couple of seconds to say, -"OK,-.I'm
is really tense, so that these are the kinds of
up the tenseness or to help this person." So be
getting.

Mr. Calkins
I d like to amplify on that just a little bit. What she's talking about is called

responsibility. One of the things in helping people is there's a lot of motives. *I'm sure
you've had people help you, and you feel that they're going to putthe bite on your wallet,
or-they're going to ask you for a favor, etc. That kind of help is where you are being
responsible for that person, because you want something back from them. You want them to
be responsible for you. That's the kind of thing we try not to do. We try to help people
be responsible for themselves. We emphasize over and over'again that I am not responsible
for somebody killing Waielf. If he kills himself, that is his own choice, and I have to
allow him to make his ovn choice. I am not responsible, but I will do for him what I can,
and I will be concerned for him, but I will not be responsible for what he does.

One of the most important things in helping people is keeping responsibility in its
place, giving that person a picture that he can be responsible for himself, and that there
are things he can do for himself, and that you can't do anything for him except listen.
That responsibility thing is probably one that we all get hung up on every once in awhile.
It hurts us when somebody doesn't do what you think he should. It's the old feeling that
you feel like you did a good job, and then he calls back 2 days later, and he fell apart,
and it hurts you, and you go, "Wow, I really blew it." It's not'you who's blowing it; it's
him not taking responsibility for himself. You have to remember that. It's a fine line.
It doesn't say you don't care. It just says you can't be respontiblefor what he does.

Ms. Schonberg
In our training we do a lot of growing things to get in touch with ourselves. One of

the things we do that really shows the point that John just made is, in our training we
have lectures, and then we divide up into small groups and work strictly in 'small groupt;
This is where the tools of active listening become effective. One of the first things
do in my small group is, I'll lie on the floor and say, "Help ma; help me," just helpless.
I'm like a Raggedy Ann Doll while I'm saying, "Help me; help me." All the people are say-
ing, "This is really weird; what am I doing here," and they're all sitting around going
"Blah." Finally one or two of them, or one who is really an extrovert will come over aid
try to pick me up. It's really interesting to see the different kinds of things that hap-
pen. 'Most people come and try to pick me up, and they're really frustrated when I don't
do a thing. They have to do all the work. The first time I role' played it, I just finally
got so angry, and I just pushed her up and said, "But you'r..- not doing a thing for yourself."
She said; "That's the point. We can't help anyboe unless she wants to help herself."'

Obviously, people reaching out when they call us - -but at the same time we.have callers
that call in, like John said, 2'days later and say the same thing, "I'm-pregnant; what.
should I do?" I say, "Wow, how far can I go?" You know, I really. gave to that person,..
and she's either at a place where she can't handle what I gave her, or I don't agree with
her so that maybe I can do something else or try someone else that might get through to her;
but you really can't be dragged down-by the fact that a person is not going to help herself,
because there's nothing that you can do about it. There has to be that initiated first.

Mr. Calkins
That's one of the exercises we do too. It's really a great exercise. One of the

things that's good about it too is that once you get that person stood up, you realize she
won't be standing up if you let go of her; so you've got to realize that you've got 40
callers calling you, and they're depending on you to stand up, and you can get pretty
drained. I came up the same way she did. I was a volunteer, and I learned through the
volunteer stage that once you get just a couple going, you start feeling really doer, be-
cause they're really down, and you're holding them up. It drains the energy-out of you.
It's a really good exercise to do just to make a point.
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to call. We really encourage people not
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kind of situation as we do where people continue
to continue to call the same person, but we en-
one person, but from a variety of sources.

Mr. Calkins
One of the things I was going to add to that is that when you get to a person - -that'swhen it gets complex--when you get to a person, and he continually comes back to you 'with

the same problem, that's when listening is really tested. We've had it tested. You haveto be able to listen to what is getting in the way of them listening to you, which getsto be really complex. People have a lot of reasons why they can't do something.

Question
Excuse me for interrupting. When you said you encourage them not to call lbatk,.did

you mean the same person at the switchboard or the switchboard itself?

Ms. Schonberg
Well, it depends on the situation. If the person calls in with a problem that's ap-parently very significant to him, what we do normally is listen to him, try and figure outhis problem, and try to refer him to someone who is better able to handle his, situation.Just to grab a situation out of the hat that has existed at our switchboard: A personcalls in who has a chronic illness which comes from an emotional svate and says, "My stom-ach is always upset, because I'm an alcoholic; and I'm an alcoholic. because my husband

left me; what should I do?" We've rapped that out 2 or 3 times with. her, and she keepscalling back and talking just to me. Site keeps saying, "Is Liz there? I need to talk toher. I'm in a crisis situation, and I have to talk to her." And I am continuously say-ing, "Here's somebody in the county who really wants to help you." So it's both.
If a person is very lonely and trying to get somewhere... We have something called

regular callers, and most of our regular callers will call for a series of times, like a,month, and then stop for awhile. A lot of our calls have to do with loneliness and depres-sion. A young or old person who's very lonely, it takes them awhile to get up the courageto go out and actually meet somebody, or to go out and do something. So that's a situationwhere, if we see it, we say, "Oh, he's just calling back so that he can feel more.reassured
and get further along, and he's making progress." When we see that he's not going to beneeding us, just holding him up there, and when we walk away he's not goig to be stand-
ing any more, then we realize that situation is one where we're actually helping that per-son by having him call in when he feels like it. But if he's not taking any advice, orwhatever we're trying to help him with, then he's not helping himself. Our main emphasis
is doing the most for them that we can do, and if we feel that they haven't learned athing by calling us, then we try to do something else.

Mr. Calkins

Most people that call are not really sure a lot of times about what they need, or
about what they don't understand. Like they'll just say, "I'm lonely," which could mean
25 different things. Sometimes it takes a long time to identify what is making then
lonely, something that is holding them back from reaching out to people. In that case,
you can't make a referral right away. Somebody might also call up with any kind of a
problem, and it's hard to make a referral right away, partly because of the agencies.
I'll get into that a little bit.

When we went through our 2 1/2 hours of training development last night, one of the
things that we-became aware of that we've bean lacking on in understanding agencies. That
may not seem as important as understanding the caller, but that's something that I think
is really important. When you make a referral to an agency, a typical example is, youknow, the guy who goes to 9 different places. If you get a caller who's very unsure, if
you make one bad referral, that may be the worse thing you could haVe done. One bad re-
ferral, one turn-down, one failure is all they need. So it's important to understand both
the'problem and the referral that you're making, to make sure that that connection is avalid one.
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An example would be somebody that has some kind of a religious bias. Some agencieshave a religious bias. Let's say somehody called up; his, father was a minister, and hecame down on the caller all the time, a r$gid kind of minister; and you sendhim

Christian' center which does counselling. That may be it. That may be the last time he'llcall you back, because it's been a failure of yours.

QUestion
.' Do you call, an agency in advance to see if the problem that you think could be.re-firred to them' should, in fact, ba'referred to them before you have that partici.: call?

Mk. Calkins
-------TT-hats one of the things we got into last night. That's something we haven't empha-sized enough. I personally do 4.t,,and some people on the switchboard do it. If we aren'tsure stout the agency, we check.:, it out. In the case cf. anything that's off the:wall thatwe're not sure about, any agencY that we look in the book, and it says nice things, butwe've never heard of them before, then we'll call. One of the things I usually discoveris, that is one of thegreatest ways of eliminating the many referrals that we'have. Youstart calling them,.and'after.awhile you.find they either don't exist, or.what was written'in that book isn't what they do. .So you find that you can cut a lot of them down withouthaiiing the caller; .iiho is very unsure to start with, make those mistakes himself.

Question
_

Are most people willitg to give you their phone numbers and let you.Call them back?Calling an agency, you would have to call the. ersot back. Are most people willing toad*that, or do they prefer to remain anonymous?

Ms. Se'r-11.?..-21

I Jai* there are 2 situations that you just brought up. One of them is .specificallyif we know an agency, we always checl- them out before we refer them anyway. Most switch-boards do that. lift of the things . ]ways do is:make sure what the agency is, and we:usually have cards. Ours are some' 7 like this. They sit there in a box, but we halm.our own notes at the bottom about r experiences with the:agency. Then on almost every,call, we try to ask them to call even if it didn't cork. If it did work, call usback and tell us how it went. Unfortunately, because we have so many volunteers on differ-'ent shifts, .it_ never gets' back to the sane person; but the information goes on the cards,and if somebody really had a bum experience, and it's valid, we'll either follow up on itor write it on the card and say, "Be careful of such and such a person," or whatever.
The other situation that you brought up is the specific situation where the caller iswaiting, like on hold, or has given you his phone number, and wants you to call him back

as soon as you get the information. I!: not a crisis, and it's not a situation thathas to TY: dealt with immediately--a lot of the calls we get are; "I need a ride; I'm in a'otll; call me back quickly." Or, "I need a place to live; I'm on the streets; Idon't have a phone number.r. That's a situation where you have to do it really fast. .Mfostpeople will leave their phone number. Most of the referrals we do are just across- they..board referrals, but we're beginning' to.pick up a much better way of doing referrals.
.

Mr. Calkins

The feedback thing is really important. I'm glad you brought that up.. That's onething we've lacked on. I think switchboards in general don't take an advocacy role in fol-lowing up on a referral and making some.comments, and also listening to that agency whenyou call them. It's amazing that if you call up an agency and say, "What do you do?",
they'll tell you one thing; and if you call up with a problem, they'll tell you another.I think t learned that there's 2 ways to approach an agency. I found the best way to ap-proach an agency is with a problem, not with a question about what they do. That's anotherthing I like about Georgia Mulligan's book. She kind of approaches the thing on a problem

"Here's the problem; now, where can get the problem solved?", instead of saying,"What do you do as an' agency?" "Oh, we help people, and we counsel people." What doescounsel mean? You've got to listen to them, and it's more difficult than listening to thecaller.
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Do you ever give information about your contact to the administration of that agency?

Mr. Calkins
I'll just say that's very delicate; yes and no, and she's going to answer it.

Ms. Schonberg

I just want to say that one.of the things we do at the switchboard, especially I do,
and most of the directors do, is use the referrals that we give. A pregnancy situation--
for example, me personally; I had to have a pregnancy test done recently, and so rather
than go to my doctor, I decided to go through Public Health Nursing, because I had referred
so many girls there that I wanted to find out what it was like. It wasn't sneaky. Ididn't go there with an unreal problem. I went there with my problem. I went through,
and it was beautiful. I just was so pleased. She let me rap about whatever I wanted to.
She didn't give me any kinds of moral questions, and I was just there for hours talking to
her. I felt fine, so I told her, "It's really neat to have someone here who's friendly.
because we try to be friendly on the phone, and try to be so warm; we never know what hap-
pens to the person after we hang up the phone." I went to her specifically, and l said,
"Gee, I'm really glad that you're here ane that you're really open." And I went to her
peer and told her, "You seem to have a really warm staff. Even though you don't have any
chairs yet because you just moved, it's really a warm office." I made sure to ao that.

When we get calls back that say, "I really had a bad time here," we don't automatic-
ally just take that and write it down. We try to go through it more. Rather than just.
one person saying they had a bad experience, which anybody could have with any agency, and
say, "Gee, she had a problem; could she come back and talk to someone else?", normally we
deal directly with the people that she dealt with, not with the administration. If it
gets to the point where it's really good comments or really critical comments, then we do.
go to the administration. It's not very often.

Mr. Calkins
It s very rare, and that's very delicate. In a switchboard's position, we don't have

a lot of clout, and when you don't have a lot of clout, it's difficult to approach an
agency on an administration level and say, "You guys are really doing a terrible job."
That makes you a little more obscure and maybe will eliminate you eventually. So you've
got to be really careful. Like she said, and I would emphasize that we deal directly with
the person that that person might have dealt with, and we start there. At our switchboard,
if we find out that a whole agency is made up of people that do a very poor job, then we
will notate it, and nobody will make any referrals to it. That's the best way we can deal
with it.

Comment

It won't get any better then.

Mr. Calkins
Yes and no. One of the things that starts happening there is that you don't get peo-

ple ripped off, and another thing that happens is that they don't get *people coming in,
and the word starts getting around. Again, it's an awareness level. You know, when you
start attacking somebody about his agency... I'm sure if anybody came and attacked your
system, it would make it very difficult for you to sit there and go, "Yeah, alright; we'll
change it all around for you." You know, you really feel OK about what you're doing.
They have to be open to wanting to change it. Most of the time when an agency is really
bad, you'll find that they aren't really open to changing it either.

Comment
When I used to be in this business I would have names of the agency people who I had

had lunch with, or who I had talked with on my off hours, and found out they were probably
really good workers. Then when I would give out my numbers, I would also give out my names.
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ThsEri tmportant. People-to-people contactis probably the best way, definitely, tomake a referral to a person that you feel good about, because the person that's hearingthat feels you feeling good about that referral. That's really important.

Comment

If a caller gets a switchboard at an agency, the switchboard operator there can bereally threatening. If you have somebody's name to give that switchboard operator, itmakes things go. just. so much smoother.

Ms. Schonberg
Our cards are, set up so that we have the name. of the agency, when they're open, and aspecific blank, saying, "Person to: contacts." So many young people that we work with are soafraid to call us to begin with. I find,enother point is, one of the things that we'vereally begun doing vonthe switchboard, because'm doing it, is a lot more community in-volvement. I work directly with some thingslike the Neighborhood Council in Redwood City,and I know a lot of people in the county;-and- I'll say things like, "Gee, I talked to. Karenyesterday, and she's not busy tomorrow; it would be _really nice if you could go and talkto her. She's a friend of mine, and if you have any problems..." Somehow that says, ifyou don't like it, you can talk to me again. At the same time, it gives the person some-oneto contact directly.

Mr. ' .ilkins

If the caller feels good about you, and you feel good about somebody else, that'sone of the best connections that you can make.

Question,

Could you talk about your relationships with the libraries in your communities. ifthere is any?

Mr. Calkins

I can probably talk about that for a couple of hours. Very seriously,.this is new tome too. The switchboards on the Peninsula got 'together and put together the Federation:We started meeting, and we're trying to improve our services and tryingto start some com-munication. Marcia Keller [San Mateo County Library] came to one of our meetings, and sheshowed ya her cards and started really sharing a lot of information. I kind of went, "Li-brarian?" Like, it didn't jibe with ,my image, and when she sat down, we didn't jibe withher image either. What started there was a goad working relationship with Marcia.. ThenI'm involved with another group. There are a couple of people here from that group. It'sthe Information Consortium, which is very hard to explain, but Georgia Mulligan's been ac-tive in that. What I've discovered is that I used to think of libraries as places whereyou got books, and that's all, and that there was nothing else there. That's all.that Iwas aware of. Our ir..ritchboard is 2 blocks from the Belmont Library, and I had never gonein there looking for anything until I saw Marcia Keller's card file. I started talking toMarcia and realized the amount of information that's available on bulletin boards, etc.I'm really totally impressed with the library.

Question

Do the libraries refer anyone to you?

Mr. Calkins.

I think more and more. One of the things I would say that the only way people canmake referrals is, if we feel good about each other. If the library feels really goodabout us and understands us, and we feel really good about the library and understand
the people there, then that's when the referrals start happening. I think that the in-volvement, the mixing with the people and getting to know them and understanding what theydo, causes referrals. I don't know if they refer people to us. I've heard people mentionthat they do. Somehow Peggy got referred to me.
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Again, it takes a long time when you've been isolating yourselves like switchboards

have isolated themselves, and libraries have isolated themselves. All agencies have got-
ten into their own little thing and said, "We're doing our job; we don't need you." Ithink more and more, especially the library, we'll see a lot more involvement. They'revery invaluable as far as resource gathering.

Ms. Schonberg
To add just a note to that, and that is, I had the same image of the library, and I

thought the library was a place to read. There's always the "Shh," you know, and there'sthis:image that you grow up with. One of the things that I've been really fascinated withis getting in touch with a number of people in the community who are doing the same thingwe are. All of us are saying, like you said, "I'm here :n duty." The police were men-tioned. The switchboard began as an underground type of situation, and the police were
really separate from what we were trying to do. Yet, in tracing calls, and beginning totry to work with the police force just in Redwood City, and being aware of the fact that
they handle just as many of the same things we do, we wanted to try to work together.

So a direct relationship with the library--well, I don't always say, "Call the libra-ry." I say, "Dodie King works at the library; call her, and she'll be able to..." A spe-
cific example was, at Christmastime we decided to go Christmas caroling at some of the old
folks' homes in Redwood City. I was there at the phone book, and I opened it up, and there
were 500 old folks' homes in Redwood City. So I said, "Listen, where can we get hold of
some Information on low-income old folks' homes where people wouldn't have any family?"
Dodie said, "Hey, the library has stuff like that." So we're beginning to work together,
but it's slow. It is mixing people rather than saying, "Call the library," or "Call thisagency." It's "Call So and So who is my friend."

Gordon McShean
I have the background in both. I had one lesson, for instance, that was from a libra-

ry administrator. In the instance of a formal approach from a switchboard for cooperation,the library stated, "I see no logic whatever in cooperation between us." I've been fight-
ing this all along, and when you listen to me this afternoon, you'll hear a little of mypessimism. I wanted to ask you, Liz particularly, when you said awhile ago that only
about 10% or less of your calls were crisis calls. Yet, what we've been hearing this last
day or so has mostly been about crisis. I can understand that, having worked on a switch-
board, because that seems to be what's important to you when you're on the job; but libra-
ries tend to say, "Oh, all that crisis stuff; we can't do anything with that; that's notour area." I'm asking you to reinforce what I say. If I am on a shift for 4 hours and
answer 40 calls, and only 3 of them are crisis calls, I've still answered 37 other informa-
tion calls. Isn't that right, and wouldn't that be good for libraries to do?

Ms. Schonberg

Yeah; crisis is a word that is really hard. When we do our training, we do one night
on crisis, one night on sexuality, one night on drugs, and the whole bit. Crisis is the
first thing you think of when you think of switchboards, because things like the movie
Hotline just shows things like, you know, "Suicide! Here I am; I can't blow it!" Most
young volunteers, even though they have just as much equal training in all of the other
areas, are scared most about a crisis. When 1 first got on the phone I said, "Ooh, what
if my first call is a crisis call!" I think that emphasis has been on crisis, and yet,
crisis to us is a situation that involves immediate intervention--a drug OD, a suicide;
There again, suicides can be--you know, I'm thinking about it maybe tamorraw," or, "I've
got a gun in my hand and I'm going to shoot myself." Crisis, in terms of our definition,
is something that involves immediate information, or immediate referrals to hospitals or
whatever. The 37 other calls--one of the things that I was trying to say is that, al-
though libraries are mostly involved in information, there's so many things behind a re-
quest for information that I think we should be in touch with. I think about 70% of our
calls are loneliness and depression, or just wanting to talk. Maybe those aren't the spe-
cific areas the libraries will be in, but in the situation of pregnancy, that's certainly
not a crisis situation. It's a situation that really needs some attention in terms of;
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she_really needs some help, end sure, she's asking for a referral, and you can just givehea.a referral:and send her on her merry way, except she probably won't be very merry,because she really wanted to talk about it. Most of the calling that the libraries wouldbe working with is, not necessarily pursuing a-request for information if it's just a re-quest, but being in touch with, if you were her, how upset would you be.

One of the things I did the first couple of weeks I was on, somebody would call up andsay, "I want some VD information," and "Oh, wow, let's really be unhappy," and really ttyto get into it,:you know; and they'd say, "But I just want some VD information." Then I'dsay,-"Oh, you sure you don't want to talk about it?" I always overdid it, and most peopleunderdid it, but it's really important that. you pursue it if the callers want to. If she'sreally scared, it's important that ycu talk to her a!'out it. That's where I think it's
really important that libraries and switchboards work together, because we can certainlyshare with you, in terms of the actual tools to get in touch with how a person is feeling.0ne.of the tools that we use is tha role play situation, which you did yesterday, andyou're going to be doing again this afternoon; and basically what we use that for is...We do 2 types of role plays. One of then is called empathy skills, and the other is justcalled role plays. We start out sith empathy. Empathy is basically, I'm talking to Peggy,and Peggy is Peggy, and I'm Liz, and T. don't knee, very much about her, but I just want toshare this very small problem with der, and that's just bao5.cally as friends. Whereas,.role play is back -to -back, and I Tr*.c7a up the phone, add I don't know anything abut you,but I want to help you. There's a real difference. In empathy we share real problems,and that's a real sharing thins. Our training is based on the fact that this guy was adrug addict at one time,. ard I was pregnant at one time, and maybe we can share a fewthings and learn how to deal with that. That's what oea empathy is. In role playing it'shaving a situation like, in crisis night it's about crisis; in sexuality it's about sexual-ity. It's calling up and saying, "I have this problem." So that's a specific tool thatyou can use in terse of gett5ns in touch with a problem and handling it.

My only point ie very much in support of sleet your comnent wast'that we can Sharethose kinds of things with libtariel, but certainly libraries have alaige realm of infor-mation and personalities that you can share oith us. So I would say that the fact thatthey're not comeatible is absurd.

Question
I know -that .you must get this kind o2 thins. I-did health counselling in Oakland,and there's more than one counsellor. We'd get people who had problems, and they'd pretty

well know what-the rroblem was, but they really didn't vent to tell us. They'd say, "Yes,but," and they'd go from one person to another. What do you do with this person? Youknow they need help, but they really 'don't want it yet, and you hate to cut them off, buthow much time can you devote to that?

Mr. Callat.ns

That's a very interesting kind of a person. The best skill that I picked up on isone that Outreach doe:. When somebody says, "Yeaalbut...", it's kird of like, "Yeah, Ihear what you're saying I could do," and then they're negating the whole thing. They'resaying, "But I have all these reasons ohy I can't do it." One of the greatest tools inthe world, and it may seem like a silly one, in to replace "but" with "and."' Just taking"but" out, which negates everythins, and pattina "and" in there, you can start saying, "Itseems you really have a conflict. Yea're ssyirg 'yes,' and then yoU're saying 'no.'"
They're saying "yes" and "as," co you can start working on that "no." Again, those kind
of people are the chronic callers, but if you can' tune them into the fact that they are
negating everything that they're saying "yes" to, sometimes that's enough to get them
looking at their behavior a little bit.

Question
You said 2 things that I want'to relate together. One is.that you get about 70% callsfrom people who are basically lonely, and you're saying if you become tooineolved yOu get,too dragged down. L other words, one person can't do it. One' person- cannot solve the

loneliness of another person. It takes many people to support that sort of thing. Do yoUdo anything about trying to get people invol,ed with groups?
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Mr. Calkins

That's a good question. That's one thing we were developing in our training !eat
night. That's one thing we see as a real need that's difficult to do. I'll respond to
your question by saying that we can't be the answer to that person's loneliness. Some-
times we will be for awhile until they understand that we are interested in them, but then
we have to re-emphasize to them that loneliness is their responsibility to eliminate. It
is like boredom. [When somebody says they are bored, usually you'll say something like,
"Well, do something, and then you won't be bored." OK, when somebody's lonely, they need
people. A switchboard doesn't try to be those people, unless that person is willing to
put out. One of the very peculiar things about some of our ex-callers, sometimes a caller
will just call up and be lonely because he really wants come real involvement With people,
and there isn't much. In that case, if he's really willing to put out, we've got a ve-
hicle that says, "Yeah, we're here, and we're open, and we're growing, and we'd like yea
to be a part of us; we can use your he'.,." In that case, he'll come in, but if he's in a
place where he says, "I'm lonely, but I can't do anything about it," then there's nothing
that can be done about it, until he says, "I'm willing to do comethine."

Ms. Schonberg
I'd like to expand cn thnt. Certain groups are better for a lonely person to be in,

if he wants that. We really try not to give advice sirce he kncwa what's best for hinself.
If he decides that he reall7 '.-!laz,s to become involved, we try to tap on, "Well, who's clos-
est to you? Vase do you want? Do you want to get out of the situation you're in and so to
.a group on Thursday nights? If so, we have this group. Do you want to see somebody per-
sonally to bele you for awhile to cet ;'cur confidence up, and then get into maybe a day
group?" Our community has both groups and individual counselling. The caller will say,
"Gee, that sounds like rnybe I'n looking for." We'll say, "Go look up So and So."

One of the things that we really try to do is help people in the situation they're
immediately in. Many people jest can't take our referral and co. Many'people have to
live there day to da, ,Ind it's really helpful if they can get into something that's imme-
diate. rasically yhat I'm tr7inG to say is, there'r.the old advice, "Call your minister;
call your doctor; talk to your mother." Scmetimes the young person couldn't do that. It
is really important they the person gets the confidence to dial with the groups that are
right.aroure.: him. I'm from Nev, ErglanO, ane I came out to California about 3 years ago.
I see groups springing up which nre really rewarding. The person goes red opens up to the
group on Thursday night, and he go-..o home and doesn't talk to his father about it. To me,
it's really important that he also talk at home. If he wants to do this, I'm not going to
say, "You have to talk to your faeher." I'm just going to say, "Cee, you're really not in
touch with the people around you, because that's something you really want to do; it sounds
like you're lcnely. De you jeet vant to go to a group on Thursday nights, or do you want
maybe somene to.turn to iveediately?.

A situation where a little girl :te really !eered to walk down the street, because
she's living in a black neighborhood, and she says, "I'm.really self-conscious; I don't
want to do that." A referral :for her to go to a group might.build up her confidence, but
she still has to live in that neignarhood. So a suggestion like, "Is there a lady on the
street that you like that you can tali: to that night look out her window when you come
home from school?" Or, "Can you ask your clod to maybe come home from work an hour early'
every once in awhile?"--;something that's very immediate. So in terms of groups, it'sim-
portant that they see thn between the groups that they can get out and go to

,

and then find their heads and go do sceething else, or groups that they might need to have
somebody right there close. So the lcneliness cal be almost anything -you know, "I'm
lonely and I need one friend," or, "I'm lonely, and I need a lot of friends."

Question

Do you feel that your operation would be less efficient or would have to change sub-
stantially in terms of its framework if you went from a phone format to a face-to-face
format? Most librarians are in peblic buildings, and there is a lot of face-to-face
contact.
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Mr. Calkins

We do have a few people on the switchboard that do in-person counselling, and someof the people who do our training are professional, and they'll do face-to-face counsellingtoo; but there's little or no difference in the skills you need. There's a little moreawareness that you have to have facing people that you don't need over the phone, and youneed to intensify your skills on the phone to be effective. The facts about listeningare just amplified and changed a little bit.
One of the things that I think are coming out in a lot of articles and a lot of newtherapy; techniques is that one of the most important things in counselling of any sort isbeing able to listen, being able to really hear that person. Most people who have prob-lems do not feel that anybody understands them, so therefore, they don't want to understandthemselves, because if nobody understands you, then there must be something wrong with you.If people can just have people understand what the problem is and hear it, sometimes thatis enough for them to go about doing something about it, face-to-face or over the phone,either way. If you just hear that problem and just kind of accept it, you say, "I hearyou're feeling depressed," or, "I hear you're really feeling upset about your father doingthis to you"- -anything like that is just enough reassurance sometimes for somebody to say,"Wow, somebody understands me." You can do that face-to-face the same way.

Ms. Schonberg
I'd like to disagree with that just a little. I think it's really different to talkto somebody face-to-face than on the phone. I've done both,. not professionally, but as aperson working with people. Our co-director is also a professional psychiatrAstwausLyerkgmaio,both in counselling on the phone and also face-to-face. We have a different polic),pity...

1.444.Whole Earth in that we're very confidential. Nobody knows where we are, supposedly, andwe don't have drop-in situations, because we're not set up to handle it. We have a 3-roomoffice, and were supported by the county. We can't have people staying overnight, becausewe're not set up that way. We hope to move into a house and have more face-to-face contact.One of the things we talk about is the need for a phone service. One of the importantthings we find is many people who call cannot handle turning to a friend or turning tosomeone face-to-face, but an impersonal item like a phone is very important to them. Theycan smile, or cry, or do anything, and nobody's going to think they're funny, because theyare just talking to a machine. So I really think it's different in people's approach tothe counselling itself.
I also think it's different for the counsellor, for the listener, in that when you'retalking face-to-face, you pick up a hundred things non-verbally. One of the reasons we doboth empathy and role play is to show the difference between me talking to Peggy smiling,and Peggy going on with that, because I like what I'm hearing and understand it, or me talk-ing to someone on the phone and not being able to know anything about what she's doing.Most of our volunteers have a really hard time when we move into back-to-back, because mostof our volunteers are very verbal, open, friendly people; but they're used to having peoplelook at them, and it's hard for them not to have those cues. So I think the counselling

itself is different, basically because you listen, and that's the one thing that's hardest
for most, and yet it's the beeic thing we train, the ability to be warm and sensitiveenough to listen to someone else. So a phone service and face-to-face are very different.There are advantages and disadvantages to both. When we move into a house situation, hope-fully if we do, we'll be able to compare. It's interesting to talk to people who were cal-
lers, who are now volunteers. It's really a different kind of an experience.
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Question

What kind of a screening process do you have for your volunteers?

Mr. Calkins

I'll try and answer it in a very brief way. I've got 3 things. The first thing wedo is look at what we're looking for. In other words, we have to know what-we do, and whatkind of person is going to fit into what we do. What we came up with last night is, we can
take anybody who is looking for something to do. Now, something to do sounds like some peo-ple might want to have some people to smoke pot with, or some people might want to get into
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breaking down buildings with some people, but they're looking for something to do. We'relooking for people who are looking for something relevant to their. life to do. In otherwords, the kind of people who come in.and say, "Gee, I work 5 days a week, and I don'tfeel that good about it, and I'd.like to do something where I really feel it's valuable;I'm doing something for people"--that's one criteria.

Also, people who are looking for people to be with that are doing something aboutproblems. We look for that. We don't ask questions like, "Are you looking for somethingto do?" Our screening process I'll explain in a minute. And the third thing that we fig-ure is really important is that we need people who are willing to grow. That means youhave to have some things going for you, such as: You have to be open to something.
This is a typical example of a guy we screened a year and a half ago, who is now ourpublicity director. This little 16-year old Catholic high school boy came in from a veryrich family. His father owns this big restaurant in San Carlos, and he's led this veryrigid life, and he came walking into the switchboard. We were screening him, and we askedhim things like, as coon as we said the word sex, he just freaked out--you know, "What areyou talking about this for? The pope says..." You know, he was really in that place.But when he went through training, we could see something in him. Be started asking ques-tions: "Well, how do you feel n.bout it? Whet does that mean?", etc. So we let him on,only because he was open, thougn he-wee very narrow in what he understood, but he was Opento understanding what other people felt. That's what growth is. You don't have to change

yourself necessarily. All you have to be is open to where other people are, and you grow.We do a pre-screening. We do it in a group. IZ anybody's ever been screened for ajob, or any kind of thing where yon: co in, anl these people are looking at your applica-
tion, and there's 4 cf them, and they're sitting there going, "Aha," and they start asking
yeekmemelepointed questions, and you've sort of sitting there going, "Um, what are they ex-
pectfasAiwelt me?" ?.N11, what we 0..o is '*ark it tha other way around. We'll screen 4 peoplewho are volunteering at the same time that there are 4 who are now on the switchboard. Sowe'll do a large grOup, and we start with, "Mutt are your expectations? What are you ex-pecting from the switchboard?" That may szen like a very silly question, but it's amazing
bow many people will cut themselves wet just with that.

OK, we go from a large group to a role play situation which is one to one. Each per-son that's a listener now takes one of the people who's volunteering. We do this for 3hours. It's a 3-hour process. It's about ai hour of group. It's about a half hour of
evaluation where they sit out and get to talk to each other. The little tight group of
the in-crowd sits there and talks and says what they were feeling about them, what they're
feeling about.chemselvec. Then we go into a role play situation. We do what they do,

is, I take a real problem that I have or have had, and I just start bringing it out,and I see haw they respond to it. Yo'll find out an awful lot about how open they are
when you say, "I really think my mother messed me up." Some people will go, "Well, you
know, your mother Couldn't heli. it," but they might listen. They might at least be open
try listening, and that's kind of how we do our screening. It's one of the most enjoyable
parts of our training. I think I enjoy screening more than anything.

Ms. Schonberg
We just picked up pre - screening for the first time this session. We've done 6 train-

ing sessions, and we just began pre-screening, because we had a lot of calls from people
that we thought were really in a place where they wouldn't be able to handle a situation
over the phone. So we said, "Wow, to have them go all the way through training and then
have them screened out at the end seems really not only a waste of our time, but a wasteof theirs." So we began pre- screening, and our situation of screening, just because it
was the first time, we did the basic things too: "Why do you want to be on the switch-
board? What kinds of things can you offer us? What kinds of things can we offer you to
better yourself as a person and share? Our whole training is sharing.

One situation was a case where a women was really in a place where I felt really funny
about it. The feelings I was getting, you know, she was really coming down and saying, "I
really think this girl should have done this." I said, "Wow, let's talk about it," but
she was really open. Cur trainins is so intense and relatively long, that if someone is
open, they're going to last through the whole training session, and at the end they should
be in pretty good shape.
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One of the things we do is, nightly we have a small group situation for about;;2Everybody .has to be helper and helpee too, so you get to have a problem and help ones, andit's a situation where every time that'happens, not only the person that they directly workwith gives them feedback about how they did, but the whole group sayi, "Gee, that was ..really good what you said there, andthat really made me feel good." So each night theyhave a pretty good idea of where they're at. We do it for eackarea. We're much more.structured, and there's disadvantages with that too.
One of the things we do is, like one night we do sexuality, and the person will, likeJohn said, be really blown out by sexuality or drugs. Drugs is a'common area. Many peoplefeel funny about talking in the common street language about drugs, so we say, !Tiee, youfeel kind of fuuny about this area; you're doing OK. Why don't we take an extra15 miputesafterwards or at another time to work on it some more?" So our screening is them feelingcomfortable with what they're doing, and if they're feeling comfortable, usually we'refeeling comfortable. By the end we said, "OK, you said you're feeling uncomfortable indrugs, so maybe we can work some more en that before you go on the phones, but otherwise,you listen really well." Specific feedback is one of the most important things in:screening.

Mr. Calkins

Training becomes screening too. You start out with a lot of people, and training el-indnates a lot of people, because it is intensive. It does require growth. It does re-
. quire all the things we look for in our pre-screening.

Question
How long is your training?

Ms. Schonberg

Our training is twice a week for 4 weeks, and it's 4 hours each time. Our director
came from Michigan, and his training session was 2 weeks, 6 nights a meek for 4 hours..We talked him into spreading it out a little more.

Mr. Calking

Our training is three 5-hour sessions and two 3-hour sessions spread out on. weekenddays and 'leek nights, 3-hour sessions on week nights. Our trainings are kind of diametric-ally opposed, and yet the same. We just approach the thing from a different angle, be-cause of the skills we've got and the place we've come from; but essentially, we're doingthe same thing.

Question
Do1you bring your volunteers together at periodic intervals for group discussion?

Mr. Schonberg
We have something called on-going training. We have a staff meeting every Mondaynight, and half the meeting is just business--you know, "This shift is open; who's goingto take it?" The other half of the meeting is devoted to growing. We continue role play-ing. At least once a month we do some role plays. By then we have a good idea of whatkinds of calls are coming in, and so we take specific calls, or we take a situation thatmayUe someone had a hard time with. Like yesterday I turned and said, "Wow, I really had

a hard time with that; next Monday would you role play it out.with me?"
Wit aleo have speakers come in all the time from different agencies. We always have

on-eoing: training. We have retreats to get us back in touch with ourselves as a group.We're really a tight group, and it's important that we maintain that. If you don't like
the people you're working Frith, you don't do much good with people at the other end ofthe line. So we are socially.a very tight group.

Question
Are all of your callers .under 30, or are all of your people under 30? Do you feel

involved with all age groups?
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That's a really good question as far as directions. All of our people aren't under
30 on our switchboard, and all of them aren't under 30 on Liz's. Our biggest chunk of
people are from 19 to 25. We have right now 5 people 30 or over; that's out of 40, which
is a very small percentage. It's hard to get adults involved in something on a volunteer
basis, because they have a lot of responsibilities of their own. One of the things I hear
you saying, and I'll just amplify it all to heck, is that the only way a switchboard is
going to be effective is to be a group of people that comes from the community, which
means you've got to have older adults. You have to have good representation, and I will
emphasize over and over again that the most important thing in making that function prop-
erly is that people feel good about each other on that switchboard.

We do on -going training essentially the same as Liz's group. We approach it a little
differently, but It's basically the same idea. The most important thing is people being
able to feel good about each other, know each other's strengths and weaknesses. There's
a lot of power in a group that isn't in an individual, and I can't emphasize that enough.That's one of the most important things, feeling good about the people you're working with.It makes you work a lOt better.

Ms. Schonberg
I just wanted to say that you really hit on a sensitive point when you asked if we

were all under 30. Most of our volunteers are, and I've spent the last year trying to fig-
ure out what we can do about it. I'm more concerned that we have very few Third World
people involved at our switchboard, and that concerns me, because we're in a target area,
and I'm directly involved with the target area, and yet, very few people are involved asvolunteers.

Our calls come from a really wide range, and it's interesting to get an old person
saying, "Wow, you're the same age as my daughter, but it doesn't seem to tatter. You'restill listening to me." Also it helps in terms of parent relationships too. One of thethings that's happened in our area is that there are switchboards set up kind of for dif-
ferent age groups. It's interesting, because Connect in Palo Alto is a much older group,
and they have a handful of young volunteers, and they keep saying, "We want more young
volunteers." We say the same thing about older volunteers. I've spent the last year try-ing to figure out what to do. We've gone to Fun Over 50 Club several times and said, "We
are starting a new training session; come." We go to iany older organizatiors and say,
"We really need volunteers. We want to represent the community."

Besides the fact that older people don't have necessarily the time, it is volunteer,
and there's absolutely no payment except for your good feelings about it. Therk's alsothe aspect that the training is geared to a lot of the problems that are happening right
now. One of the things we found before we did pre-screening, we had a lot of people drop
out after the first night. We could never figure it out. We'd follow up on them and say,"Gee, you dropped out; is there anything we can do? Can you help us figure out what wedid wrong?" One of the things we found was, just in the drugs, some of the language was
hard for some of the people to pick up. We really went out of our way to get situations
where --you know, "This is what it means;, let's see if you can do that." At the same time,many of the older volunteers felt that if they got a drug OD, their morals might get inthe way. That was something that we said, "If that's how you feel, we can work on thatand change that together, or we can, you know--I mean, you're not going to get just sui-
cide calls all the time you're there; you're going to get a range, and it's important
that you can work with all of those areas."

Comment
Working with senior citizens--that is a tremendous area. I've found at the library

that some of the older patrons will come up, and they don't want to speak with the younger
librarians. They only want to speak with the older reference librarians; and the reverseis true also.

Mr. Calkins
We do have one senior citizen. One of the things I would mention there is the age-
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old communication gap, or generation gap, or whatever it is. Our training tends to be
geared toward a certain area, which is one thing that we talked. about last night. How can
we geir'64feraining toward a broader area? How can we emphasize things that are common
between people so that we can involve more adults. We've got some really good ideas. I
just wish I hadanother hour to lay out some of the things we came up with last night, as
far as emphasis and ways to get people to work together who come from different .places.

Question
Have you thought of holding a training session in a senior citizen center? Also, have

you looked at the possibility of transporting senior citizens to the switchboard?

Mr. Calk.l.ns

That's a problem,'and it's something that we've worked on, even with our high school
kids who don't drive or don't have a car. We pretty much will help people out with trans-
portation. Our senior citizen has become our biggest taxi driver. She goes around and
picks everybody up. She loves everybody down there and is busy going to pick people up
all the time.

Question
How do you get your telephone. number out to the community? I know with theyounger

people word easily gets around just by word of mouth, but you said you have a lot of older
people calling in. How do you get your number to the older people in the community?

Mr. Calkins
Let me answer from one aspect, and then Liz can answer from another aspect. They

tended to do their publicity a little bit differently than we did. We used to do a lot of
banner flying, leafleting, card handing outing, radio publicity; and for some reason, it
wasn't getting us the kind of calls we thought we should be getting. One of the things
-I've been doing is getting directly involved with the community. If you do that, and you
go, let's say, to an association of ministers, you get some good contacts with them, and
they'get to understand what you're doing, then when they get a problem, they can make, a
referral to you. In other words, it becomes more word of mouth. I don't know how many
people get tired of being leafleted, but I do. When I get a leaflet, I tend to glance At
it, and it has all these beautiful things, but then I kind of set it aside, and it never
hits me; but if a person 'walks up and says, "I had a really good experience," or, "I feel
"iiaily good about this thing, so maybe you could..." That's been our approach to publicity
for the last 8 months. I think it needs a little bit of both.

Ivestion
Can a person get hold of the switchboard through the telephone informationoperator?

Mr. Calkins

That's an interesting question. One of the things we've complained about is that
there is no listing for switchboards in the Yellow Pages. If you've ever tried to get a
switchboatd in an area... What I've done is, I've gone to the General Administration Of-
fice in San Francisco - -I'm going to present this to the federation--and I said, "We would
like a listing in the Yellow Pages what do we do?" I've got this whole bureaucratic thing
I've got to go through--letters, and forms, and talking to this and that person. They re-
ferred me around, and now I know what to do. That's one thing we've been working on,
getting the word out to the Telephone Company. I'm sure they're swamped at times with
some of the most amazing requests and don't know what to do with them.

Question
How are you listed now?

Mt. Calkins
We're listed under Whole Earth Project, under "Recreation Programs." in.San Carlos and

Belmont." That mikeS it very difficult for Somebody, when they look under "Recreation," to
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interpret that they might get something from us that they need. Every switchboard- -I'velooked through the phone book and found some and can't find others. Some are listed bytheir name in the white pages. We're in the Yellow Pages under "Recreation." They'reunder "Social Services." In the green pages, we've never gone about, as switchboards,
saying what we'd like to be tagged under, but I've gone to that Administration Office andsaid, "I'm listed under 'Recreation,' and I'm not happy with that, so what can I do tochange it?" It takes a lot of work to change it. The Telephone Company is kind of over-whelmed too, so we've got to work with them.

Ms. Schonberg
I just want to say one thing about this, and that is, we do it a lot (afferent. Wehave a printer on our board, so we're really into cards and things. I've been the majorpublicity person on our switchboard for a few months. We made a slide tape presentation,which we take with us when we talk abort the switchboard. One of the things we found withpublicity for us is that there are different levels: To attract callers, and we have bum-per stickers that say "365-CARE" In huge, gaudy, bold printing; to get volunteers aroundtraining session time, and we go into classrooms and clubs. We try to get money, whichmeans a much different pitch, in terms of dressing differently, having your slide tapewith you, smiling. So publicity Involves a whole lot of different things.

Ms. O'Donnell

Thank you. I know you have other questions, but we do have another speaker. Thankyou so much. It was interesting.
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ARE LIBRARIANS TRAINED TO BE COMMUNITY INFORMATION SPECIALISTS?

Fay Blake

Peggy O'Donnell

Yesterday we discussed somewhat, the question of training librarians in being good
urban specialists or information specialists, as well as be able to listen, or be able
to handle problems, or to make the right referrals. I knew that Anne Kincaid had
recently been at an institute in Atlanta which involved directors of eight library
schools who had been doing projects on training information specialists in just this
kind of thing. When she said she was going to this conference, she didn't know exactly
what was happening, because she had been asked to attend as an observer; but I thought
it would be interesting to see what library schools were doing in this area. So when
she got back, I rushed down and said, "Well, what did you find out?" It was very
gloomy news. In most of these cases, the program was funded federally, and the funds
were gone; but even if they had funds, they had not been able to decide what community
meant, what information meant, and what inventory of community needs was. So they had
a great deal of trouble with the feasibility study, I guess--you know, deciding what
they were trying to do, and then trying to decide how they felt library school students
should be trained in this area. There seemed to be a great deal of discussion on that,
and conflict. So I don't think we can look tomorrow to too many of these specialists,
though there hopefully will be a few.

When I was planning for this workshop, and I knew what Anne had told me, I got in
touch with Fay Blake at UC Berkeley, because I knew she was interested in this, and
I thought you might enjoy hearing her views, ideas, concepts of this problem in re-
lation to training library students who will be working with us in the future. She
very graciously agreed to join us and share her thoughts wtth us. Fay.

Ms. Blake

Somehow that adjective, gracious, doesn't apply to me. That's not how most of you'
think about me.

The flyer that I got that describes this workshop very modestly asks the question,
"Should the public library make an effort to provide community switchboard service?"
I would suggest that the question before the public library is really, "Can we afford
not to provide community switchboard service?" I'd even go so far as to say that if
the public library does not quickly redirect its resources towards providing services
and information to those whom we've traditionally ignored, then the public library
stands a good chance of quietly going down the drain. Harried public officials and
cities in acute crises are going to, and in some cases they already have, become
very stingy about allocating funds to the public library which provides Only traditional
services. The housewives out after the latest best-sellers, and the investors who
want the latest stock market quotations, and even the high school students with a
social science assignment really have alternatives available to them in satisfying
their demands; or, at the very worst, if city fathers stop allocating money to the
public library, their demands will go unsatisfied.

The real crisis is one which libraries haven't really attacked very technically,
and in some cases, not at all. I want to quote to you from a description issued by
the late lamented Urbc1 Inf-Tmation Specialist Program at the University of Maryland.
I think they describe what the real crisis is. They say:

The critical social problem is the tack of access to information by people
and organisations in the urban setting. Existing information agencies and Man-
nets are inadequately responding to the need which ghetto residents have for
information in their individual and social lives. As a consequence of this
severe information deprivation, individuals are denied options and opportunities
which otherwise would be theirs, while more major responses to the urban crisis,
such as community control efforts, are left without crucial information, backing
and support. While *he importance of information has come to be generally
recognised in such other settings as indiatry and the military, its importance
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to local commtnities..,and.individual

citizens is still largely, overlooked, andsuch programs as do exist function largely to supply the needs of professionalworkers in the urban setting. The average person is still outside the range ofsuch efforts, and important cultural barriers remain to be overcome before the
situation will be altered! appreciably.

Until the ,problem of information access is recognized,and overctme,' otWipositive social efforts simply crnot succeed, Therefore, information accessremains one of the key sogicaprobleme of the, inner city.,One reason this:situ-ation exists and continues is becguse there presently is.no.group of especially
prepared professionals equipped. by background to work in the inner city and
possessing the technical and human.skills to provide and disseminate information_where and when it is needed. Educational preparation, in librarianship does not, focus on.this environment, and the types of people who are attracted into this
profession have neither. the. background, interest, or ability needed for inner
city work. Further, the educational programe in this field are still only
Wutiously moving into claiming an information role for libraries. The conse-

. 4uexce.is to reinforce the passive, .book-centered role which libraries have
*raditionally played...The,library a socially conservative institution stillcommitted to educated middle-class .clientele, will remain caught in its tra.dLtion.upless socially responsive programs are introduced by pace-setter inati-tutions. . . .

.That's quite an indictment, isn't it? It seems to me that switchboard. service: pro-viding real information about a community to the members cf;that community has,to becomean essentialpart of,the public librarys function, maybe even,' if necessary, at the ex-pense of some of its traditional functions. I'm under no illusions about how easily a-public library, can establish.a community switchboard service, not .just the technicaldifficulties of discovering the community's needs, or deciding what acommunity is, ordiscovering and updating the kind of information switchboards dispense. As a profession,I think we librarians are essentially pretty damn good at getting information, and I.would have a great deal of confidence in our ability, ultimately, to define the com-munity,.and discover the resources of that community,. and.the.information needs of thatcommunity, and eventually, even to supply the information needs of that community; .butwhat we're really battling hereis much 'ogre subtle. The switchboard operation'is inbasic opposition to the conventional .role of the:library and is, therefore, under at-'"tack both internally and externally. The city fathers don't want to do it. We don'twant to do it ourselves.

The switchboard is, first °C all, rot book-oriented. You don't get caught up-to-',the-minute on what's going on.in theiconanunity from books. By the time it gets into :..books, ittisn't going on any more.. For those to whom the library is still a warehouse.of books.a repository, a place for the storage and circulation.cf books, a place :where a.community of.scholars can find what they need--fo those people the switchboardconcept Is anathema, and some,of.those people are in our own ranks.
Secondly,;the switchboard is not primarily for the middle class, our traditional,.clientele. Some of the switchboard's.information

isspilling over into the middle class.Middle class-kids get hooked on drugs, and they get arrested. Middle class space engin-eers get laid off from their jobs, and-they need information about jobs and about wel-fare. Butifessenti411y, thejegal, the medical., the welfare, the abortion, the drugs,the half-way house, the suicide, the job information that a switchboard dispenses isfor people in trouble. And poor people, and working class people, and black people,and brown people, and young people are in moreitrouble than.mlidde-class suburbia.Thirdly, the successful operation of a switchboard means:' 1) You won't find the
information you need in the conventional sources librarians have always usedsso you'llhave to seek out and cultivate subcultures, underground sources, anti-establishmenttypes. 2) You won't be able to make a dent with these subcultures as long as you,yourself are fully identified with the "Establishment." The best information about
wheresan.lex-con can gofor help comes from ex-cons who have gone the road. What rea-son has-an ex-con to share what, he knows with you, with me, as long as he identifies uswith the whole system that made-an ex-con out of him? What I'm trying to ndicate isthat much of a switchboard's success is based on the information available only sur-
reptitiously, or at least cautiously, and that your ability to get such information will71 70
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require a certain commitment from you to societal change. Finally, a successful
switchboard requires librarians with an outlook and an education that library schools
are not prepared to give.

I'm not coming here as an expert. I don't have all the answers. I don't have any of
the answers, but I have a few ideas that I'm trying out my classes. I'll welcome
from you any other ideas that you're willing to share with me. I think, maybe, if webegin to get our feet wet a little bit, we'll be instituting in library schools new
ways to library education that we haven't considered before.

It seems to me, the library school that isn't consciously and deliberately recruit-
ing students and faculty from the unconventional world can't possibly provide education
or service to that world. A library school needs students and faculty who work
accurately in urban organizations, who are of the ethnic minority, who are sensitive to
many different kinds of people and to their needs for many different kinds of information.
A library school with a faculty consisting only of distinguished white male scholars
and administrators will be able to turn out only distinguished (more or less) white male
scholars and. administrators--and administrators, you understand, are scholars who can't
write with footnotes.

To say we have conventional recruiting in a library school is not exclusively an in-
ternal matter, or it shouldn't be. It's your profession, and your demands on library
schools to educate for new priorities could make a difference. My experience has been
that the library school doesn't want your ideas, and it's also been that you don't
insist on making us listen to you. It's also been my experience that librarians cling
pretty firmly to the library school curriculum they themselves experienced, deadly dull
as it was, and that librarians resist radical change in the school. For example,' you
don't hire our graduates if they haven't taken a traditional reference course, even
though you admit amotig yourselves that you can't remember one, single, solitary item
from your reference courses, or that they've long since been superseded.

Now, that brings me to some of the course changes a switchboard operation might de-
mand from a library school. The reference course I've been teaching (and I see some of
my graduates here; they can tell you) is deliberately pitched at non-conventional
sources. To prepare a bibliography on the literary heritage of Blacks, Chicanos; and
Native Americans for a community college ethnic studies department, which my ieference
class does, it won't help you a bit to know the Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals
or the Dictionary of National Biography, although before the course is over; you may
very well have referred to both. To discover what machismo, pornography, Jde Hill,'
mean, you'll need to go further than Webster's Third and the Encyclopedia Britannica.In other words, the course is designed, as far as I can do so, to get the students to
go beyond conventional reference: sources, to get the students to deal with solving prob-
lems, not with finding book answers to ready reference questions.

To see reference in action, some of the assignments lead them to a variety of refer-
ence desks, and to some horrifying experiences there. Some of the assignments lead
them to a variety of reference librarians. A variety of reference librarians are in-vited to come to them as guest speakers. And some of the assignments, I hope, lead the
students to recognize the importance of people, both as resources and the recipients of
information. We use role playing. We critically analyze reference books' biases,
as exhibited both by omission and commission, like the assignment on Geronitho. Do'
you know what our children's encyclopedias have to tell our children about Geronimo?
Look some time. We give them assignments by design deliberately controversial, ratherthan bland problems. We talk about food additives, and sex education in the schools,
and abortion, and civil rights.

Other_courses I teach are also meant to turn the new librarians to ethical, human,
contemporary and controversial issues. We talk about racism, and women's lib, and
planned parenthood in the.course that's called "The Librarian in Society." It was only
after I started to give it that I discovered that's not what you're supposed to talk
about at all. You're supposed to talk about the history of libraries. The students
pick a library and critically analyze how it relates to these current, controversial
issues.

In the spring be teaching a seminar on the status of women in librarianship.
I hope the students in that course will actually explore just what libraries and library
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schools do about and with women--real libraries, maybe yours; you'd better look out,and real problems--and I expect to evolve with my students some of the activities thatcould be ingrained in women themselves as in men, and possible to change only if men andwomen work together to correct inequities.
I'll also be teaching a course called "Municipal and County Libraries." Now, that'sa title that makes me yawn whenever I see it, and I can just imagine the students'reaction to it. I'm sure they have delightful visions of county administrative chartsand some of the heart-stopping matters we used to have in high school civics courses.I don't intend to deal with any of that hogwash. What I do intend to do is explore withthe students whether and how a city and a county library can become a community organizingagent, how *it establishes a switchboard, how it turns its own organization from ahierarchical to a collegial system as a model to the community, how it makes its facilit-ies available and usable to the community within which it exists and for which it exists.Mr. Berninghausen of the University of Minnesota Library School would probablysuggest that I'm subverting the whole profession of librarianship. I don't believe it.I came into this profession after a lot of experience in unions, in political work,and in community organizing. I came into the profession because I believed it wascommitted to service, and to me, the whole purpose of service. is giving people a crackat enriching their own lives. Since I entered the profession, some of my colleagues,including Mr. Berninghausen, have made a damn good try at changing my mind. The libraryprofession, they've been telling me, is only committed to serving a few people--thattiny elite which reads and uses the library to get reading materials. Well, they haven'tconvinced me--not it, but they're trying. The whole ballgame is still in expanded,imaginative, sensitive service to more people, not fewer; and I'm not willing to letstudents at Cal's Library School leave the school without at least being exposed to theideas of library school as it might be.
More important than any conventional course to the sensitizing and preparing oflibrarians to take on switchboard responsibilities is a whole new area that's giving melots of work, and lots of heartache, but lots of pleasure, too. I'm pushing a thing thatwe call field placements for which the students can get credit. Field placement is .not an internship. It's not where the student goes into the library, does a bit ofcataloging, does a bit of reference, a bit of book selection, and comes out a skilledlibrarian--or a plumber. The student chooses a field placement agency from about twodozen different ones that we've evolved. Not all of them are libraries. There aresome in museums,: legal aid societies, undergraduate libraries, hospitals, jails andprisons. He devises a project which will be of :, .n. vice to the agency and of educationalvalue to him. He participates in decision making at the agency. He consults with a,faculty advisor, and he submits a critical and analytical paper at the end of the quarter.The "he" I've been using is generic. Somebody ought to come up with a pronoun thatimplies both. "Heesh" has peen suggested.
The San Francisco County Jail Project is one of these field placements. It hasbeen going on for over a year now. There are difficulties and problems, but the studentswho are engaged in that project have been better equipped for the demands of a switch-board operation than I ever was by the courses I took in library school. Ask them.They're out there on the front lines of what library service is all about.

Question

You say what library service is all about. Would you want to explain that a littlebit more? Isn't that what library service is all about in certain situations and undercertain circumstances? There may be different types of library service, and maybewhat we ought to try to do is identify the different types of services, and where thoseservices can be directed, and whO can benefit from those different services.

Ms. Blake
ghat, I suppose, is the ideal; but what you're saying gives me some vibrations, some

overtones analagous to the white males who are now filing suits about how they're being
discriminated against by affirmative action programs. I never noticed those white males- -or their fathers, I guess -- filing suits when whole categories of Third World people and
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women were being discriminated against quite openly, quite blatantly, quit.- viciously,
without affirmative actiol programs. It's when the reverse has to take place, when a
new priority is being established, that we get all these heart-stopping feelings abouthow we're achieving the other kinds of service;but we are, and we're going to Some ofthe businessmen aren't going to get what they're used to getting from public libraries.
If you're really serious, if you really mean service to the people you've never served,you're going to have to stop serving some of the people you used to, as well as youused to.

Question
I'm not objecting to the change in priorities. I'm just objecting... Suppose youhwe a community where the make-up of the community consists of a population of 200,

let's say; and during the daytime the population consists of 10,000 because the restof them are people who are coming in and working on jobs there, and their need is workoriented. Now, in that particular community, would you insist on a switchboard, or wouldyou insist on a service that meets the needs of those...

Ms. Blake
No, of course, I insist on service that meets the needs of the community. I'm justsaying that we've been blind to them, that lots of communities have been invisible tous. We never even defined the community.

Question
May I be controversial? I think everybody here is open-minded, or we wouldn't be

here--right?

Ms. Blake

No, they're here to get a day away from that damn library.

Question
wirr: are we training students to become frustrated librarians? The problem as Isee it is that pie come out of library school terribly enthusiastic with some of thesemarvelous new ideas, never able to implement them.

Comment
I'd like to give an answer to that. I was one ofMs. Blake's students. I don't know why you say you're never able to implement them.You have to keep shoving. If you don't shove, you're not going to make any change.It's the little pressures. The thing I think I gained most out of the ten coursesthat described was a respect for the profession, which I don't think comes out ofthe traditional types of courses; and because I have a respect for the profession, I

push for.the ideals I feel should be implemented. Sure, I see a lot of things wrong withthe library I'm working in now, but I feel I can make a contribution, and I can changesome things. Sometimes that damn administrator up there is just horrible, but...

Comment
I think we're all idealistic. When I first got out of library school I got into asituation where I was able to do these things. Then I went from position to position,and I discovered that it becomes more and more frustrating, because you run againstdifferent personalities that you can't possibly be pushing. It's almost sad. We shouldbe re-educating our administrators, not re-educating the students. They're open.

Comment
I'm looking forward to being an administrator.

Ms. Bl&'e
I think one of the areas we have stdly neglected in the profession is our constant

acceptance that a library has to be run hierarchically by administrators. We have to
run libraries, and we have to change it so that we are running libraries.
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Comment

I.think that's one of the things that comes out of Fay's courses. She insists thatwe work in groups. This idea that no librarian is an island--you have to work with
other librarians every day; and by stressing that in the school, I feel more willing to
work with these people.

Comment

As a damn administrator, I think people coming out of library school with these new
ideas s'.ould get to the administrators. It isn't necessarily that the administratorsare unwilling. They may be just unaware. One of the reasons we're unaware is that a
lot of us have been trying to change things in library schools for years, and library
schools have been very resistant to change.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ms. Blake
I said that. I said we don't want to hear you.

Comment [Cannot be heard]

Comment
-----n you're dealing with people on a feeling basis and not playing head games with
them, you can feel better about the rotten spot you're in.

Comment
like to pick up on something that you said in response to something that was

asked awhile ago. You said that ultimately we will be the ones that will design the
library. I'd like to ask, why aren't we going out and asking the user what he wants in
the library, and have we really found out that there is a tremendous need for a switch-
board or for more intensive information gathering and organization in a library? I've
come from various kinds of libraries, and I'm handled information in different ways, and
the user is very often left out of the picture in terms of what we gather, how we pre-
sent it. We're not going to design the library of the future. The user should be in
there designing it for us so that we should respond to that. What's the library school
doing about educating librarians to think about users?

Ms. Blake
Well, see, I'm not so anxious to think about users, because I think they have been

thoUght about. What I'm interested in is the non-user, those people who either haven't
heard about us and don't even know we exist, or those people who know we exist and know
we don't answer their needs.

Comment
When I say user, I mean user and potential user. I'm sorry; let me define that

term. I don't mean just the person who walks into the library. I mean the spectrum of
people out there who are potential library users.

Ms. Blake

all I can say is that my assignments or the projects that are done in all of my
classes are done in groups and in real libraries; and they analyze the community. The
library's community has a wide variety of definitions, but the assignments do analyze
the relationship between the library and its community, its whole community, the community
it doesn't serve, as well as the one it does.

question
How?

Ms. Blake
How do they analyze it? Well, they use some of the traditional tools, if I can't

push them into finding new ones. As a matter of fact, there are a lot of my students
here. Why don't you tell them how you analyze some of the many ways you use?
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Comment

My group took a junior high school library and sent out questionnaires to about
200 of the students. We found out what the library had in basic areas, checked the
subject catalog and found out where things were placed, the attitude of the staff.
Then we talked to students and evaluated the questionnaires and what priorities they
had, and what they wanted the library to provide. We also went to the public libraries
in the area to see how they complemented them.

Comment [Cannot be heard]

Ms. O'Donnell
Pci like to say one thing. I went to a traditional library school and was bored

to death. I've been a librarian for a long time, and I have to say a good point for
the older librarians, that the only reason I stayed in librarianship was because the
librarians who trained me on the job told me to ignore library science and cataloging,
and to get out into the community. So I was told to get out in the community and meet
people, and it's a total concept of service. I then went on to be a librarian, but it
was not until I came to BARC that I was able to come back to this concept. But I have
to say that those people ten or fifteen years ago believed in it, so I don't think
that we should say that it's all library schools, all administrators. It's really
within ourselves. All these people here today, I don't care where your heads are com-
pletely, but if you're sympathetic at all, you're going to go back and affect a lot
of people.

Ms. Blake

You realize I'm just trying to shock you into it. I overstate everything.

Question

Can I just say two things? What about changing the terminology from library science,
which it isn't really, to library service, which it should be, and which would appeal
to a lot more people, which would appeal to people who want to give service?

Ms. Blake

Yes, but it doesn't appeal to those white scholars there.

Question

White scholars know that library science is not a science. Then, if your dynamics
and your ideas come across, what about giving your seminar to people who are already
in libraries? You're right in addressing groups like this, but how can you communi-
cate more with library administrators, who also many times are not administrators?

Ms. Blake

Well, one of the ways, of course, is by talking to them where they gather. I
think you know that I do an awful lot of writing and publishing in the library press
to communicate ideas that I have.

Comment

I just wanted to say something to the people who feel frustrated in their jobs, who
say they can't make changes. Since you belong to a profession, you also have profes-
sional groups. For instance, when I was a student at San Jose State, we wanted to workon a prison project. We got help through Peninsula Library Association, and they gave
us tlt only money, but they gave us professional advice and help. If you can't do
anything on your job, look to your professional organizations to push through some new
things and changes. I think that some things have been worked out down in San Jose
through the cooperation of librarians, things that they could not have done in their
own jobs.

Ms. O'Donnell

Any more questions? Thank you so much.
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A SWITCHBOARD FOR THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Gordon Mc Sheen
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Peggy O'Donnell

I said earlier today that I could discover no program similar to some of them I found
on the East Coast where libraries are operating as switchboards or information referralservices. The ones I discovered in the East were mostly in the planning stages, but still,think there is a great deal we can get from that kind of information. So our firstspeaker this afternoon, whom many of you know, I think, Gordon litShean, as a librarian hasAso worked as a switchboard volunteer, and he has the experience and information for bothsituations. He has developed a proposal for Stanislaus County Free Library for a switch-board in the library manned by volunteers. He'll be telling you about that, so that's allI'm going to say about it. In addition, he has also just recently returned from New Zee-land where he has been visiting Citizens Advice Bureaus, which I mentioned this morning,
as an example of the kind of citizen information services that have been available in otherplaces. So I'm going to turn it over to Gordon at this point, and he'll share those exper-iences with us.

Mr. MaShean
Thank you. I have enough here to keep you for a couple of days but I'll try not to.Before I get started, I would like to mention that my interest in switchboards extends

over the last couple of years at least, and I have an article that's been accepted by the
California Librarian, and it will be appearing in the spring issue. It's called, "Switch-
boards, a threat to libraries?". It deals principally with some of the concern that's
been expressed here, an underlying concern that perhaps the switchboard could be under-
mining the library's tax base. If a community decides that maybe it needs better informa-
tion services that the library is providing, the libraries may find their tax dollars go-
ing to switchboards instead, which is one reason we should be thinking about taking switch-
boards over. AlIhough the article is written really for the person who is unaware of what
a switchboard is, I think you may find it interesting.

The other irrelevant thing I want to tell you--it has some slight relevancy because
of the mention that has been made about sexual matters answered by switchboards--is that
I am the task force coordinator of the American Library Association's Social Responsibili-
ties Round Table Task Force on Sex Related Media, and 2 hope all of you who will be going
to Las Vegas to the conference in the summer will show up at our Sunday evening program.
Us've.got a room that will seat 600, and we have invited the editor of the magazine, Transv...stia, in drag, to speak to us on the library's failure to inform the citizenry of the.
Information that's relevant to sexual minorities. I think you'll find that interesting.

I'm really grateful for the opportunity to talk to you. I personally am totally soldon tae switchboard. My experiences as a switchboard coordinator and as a volunteer are
rt:ch that I felt them worthwhile in my work with libraries. I have at various times run
r:Iddle site public libraries, and been a worker in libraries and university libraries, and
X 2ound the switchboard experience much more rewarding, and I'd kind of like to bring the
two experiences together into one job, into what I hope to make my current job, and I'll
tell you more about my current job a little later.

One of the things that could take a lot of time here, but hopefully won't, is my ex-
perience with the Santa Cruz switchboard. I spent almost a year, up until last summer, as
a .volunteer working for them, and as a special coordinator on various public relations mat-ters. I was very grateful that a number of the previous speakers covered a lot of what I
had done.. They told you a lot of the things I've been through, because it seems to be a
universal experience on switchboards. The crisis calls always pop up in youredads, but
the majority. of the switchboard work is just simple Information. I hope that has come
through to you in my questions to some of the previous speakers. You've got to keep it in
mind that the majority of the volunteers' work is simply answering questions about the com-
munity. .I think that is also the library's job.

I think I'll ri.a.over my New Zealand experience first, because I don't think it will
cause too much controversy, and I think you'll be asking a lot more questions about my
Stanislaus County project later on.
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I spent a month '.n New Zealar_d, Dece:ber into January,
switchboards, of course, I had to go to the Citizens Advice Bureau. I've also done a lotof work with children, and I had heard before I went down to New Zealand that the Auckland
Ci:zens Advice Bueeau had an innovative program on assistance to people under 16 in the

...erect of sex advice, help, etc, Se that was one of my motivations for going and asking
them what they .Fpre doing, I tireught back a sheaf of pamphlets, some of them generated by
the Citizens AdVA.oeepreeaue and%spiae of them generated by .other-agencies in New Zealand.

Now, the Citizens Advice Bureaus An New Zealand are very 'similar to the British ones.
They too kind of grew out of the ver-teene crises in the 2n.1 ld War, and they were headed

. by social. Tethers, no librarians, eathoteh some ef the bureaus popped up in libraries.
They popped up in store frontc,.areuteve they could find space. Tow they are funded by
the municipalities.in which they are located. They have social workers as their coordina-
tors, emd,they have volunteers doing the actual coatrct work. Turas quite interested--in
Auckland, refer Instance, if you go through the trainine program to become a volunteer with
the Citizens. P.dvice Bureau, :Yoe end up with a beauti::$11 plaque to' hang on your wall. A
certificate of.. proficiency shoe that you've ben through the course, everything signed.
the deputy mayor signs it.

I also brought a deecriptien of their teaining prograe and as interested to see that
they've gotten away from the old grits ;h idea of tr.-icing aa tieing many exams, one after
the .other. Instead., they're.gene our tey of &vine eeaes; that i3, raking people write
an e7/fni lot.. He undergoc3 the:trainiel, end then goes out into tha coemunity and surveys
the particulag come pity, turpe:in the curve; to the Citizens Advice Bureau,and this is

. adeing to the Citizens AdviceeTereae's files, se:that there's constantly a: filebit agencies
in the community to be beilt cei: I thlre grand idea. 'It *naked each volunteer
have a earticelnr contact in the eclmtaity 'eefeee gete;onthe phone:or talks to drop-ins.

. 7.7.154s-a'dceeelpeiee of he sex iu2omettton.progrtm for children.. I was interested
tv find out.aat.aelle. plennire, VD t:inicse-the vomea's liberation'group,and med stud-
ente were all. ineolvel Sn thin progrem. If: any of you ha-:e euestions-about this you cana.* me. They are bureaucratiend tc about- the 097.2 extent' that are. This is an appli-
cation to the ,-elunteer worlter, and itAalea little piece on theASottam.for the interviewer
to mark all .o1.113s.lopreselon of the. person being interviewed:

Incidentally, there eeees to be vide difference in the way-,that' people are made vol-
unteers cn switchbeards)nz4eeeico4, ,De Santa Cruz our .volunteers received only a couple
of houra of intervie.ani traiaine,eduring which time they righe be told that they weren't
ruiteble as 7olunteers. Then the actual initiation into theewitehboard work was in work-
ing with another volunteer on theowitchboard. If yougot through ahodt6 !leeks of that,
you were then a 7e-lnetner,bet eou,hed to work under the tuteleee of somebody else. Don't
take it that Veep. you heaed aboeteces switchbond nocceseeity relates to the interview
techniques car weldlake.techuiques of anether.switeMoard. , ;::.

This form is on I will,be!telhire about letee in = relation to eorStanislaus
Ccuety.ceeretione This: is fro: nev.7orded again. It eayae "I, So end Sd, being chosen
and admitted eSi0ealereeu worke, Afl,the.Citizene Advice Bureau. Service, do solemnly and sin-
cerely declare.that I will. rec.:pc:et the-elieet'a confidence to ell :ratters revealed to me
in mycaracity as r Berecleeorket." Few, evee librariene eotet sigh anything like that,
and I personally vanted to hnssle abort confidentiality lea eue attempt tie:start a switch-
board in Stanislaus.

This is a brief deeceipeion ci the eupenre er 'whet geee mein the New, Zealand Citizens
Advice Bureau.. What kiwis of queettene do they:anewer? All kinds !For example;' ques-
tions about house. purchasing, eocial eeeuriey,eleeal aid, coaaurer problems, including
hire purchase and hire purchceing requeets for advice in .all kinds of family'ind
personal problem,: natrimonie:edispetten, differee-;es with the: landlord, tenant or neighbor,
ordern fqx need?- toeapecal aeeennt the decizion of come statutory' department,
oe difficultles abcUt family budget. Then ie.goes cn to tell who` staffS the Citizehs Ad-
vice Bureau, ana,soon.

Bane funded by the mveicipalite, they're able to put out a nice, little, flashy form.
I found it %mitt intreectiug that tide earticelar-form is 'weittenein Polynesian as well as
English. Theitevolrnteees tend to be a little more nature than the ones in America, on
the whole. They tend to be retired cittzena, teachers, aei.the like, although university
students are more and nore involved.
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This particular form that I got while I was there is about the Retirement Associationof Auckland, and this too is one of the concerns of the Citizens Advice Bureau for the
elderly. They advise on all of the concerns -- housing, legal and medical matters that
might be needed in living in New Zealand.

Another form: "Parents by Choice; talks and discussion evenings for adopted par-
ents"-- again, the Citizens Advice Bureau. Legal aid: We've got one almost similar to
that in Santa Cruz. "The Plunkett Society offers you the Plunkett County Hospital Serv-
ice." This is a type of midwife service, free. All over New Zealand you see Plunkett
rooms advertised. I guess you go and talk to the Plunkett nurse. -

The big difference, I think, between what's going on in New Zealand and what we've
been trying to do here is that it's highly respectable. Some of these areas that we con-
sider controversial ty the bureaucracy have been adopted by the civil servants, and they
think it perfectly natural that they should offer help in'these areas; whereas we find we
have tr' open a store front and fight the agencies to do these things.

This is a description of the training course that the Citizens Advice Bureau puts on,
and it includes such courses as "Introduction to Social Work, Philosophy and Existing
Agencies," and then a piece the Department of Maori and Island affairs so that you can
understand about natives and islanders. They might come to you for help.

Incidentally, many of the materials treating the problems of the Maori or the island-
ers in New Zealand are covered in what the office does. This pamphlet is "Housing for
Maoris and Islanders." It includes many of the regulations against discrimination, and
also advice on how to purchase a house, and how to get the down payment, and who to see
when you're ready to buy. That's all I'm going to tell you about New Zealand, unless you
have specific questions.

Question

Who funds the Citizens Advice Bureau?

Mr. McShean
The municipality.

Question

So that the municipality itself has set this as a priority; whereas, we have to
change our priorities in our municipalities?

Mt. McShean

There is a Federation of Citizens Advice Bureaus in the central office, but each
Citizens Advice Bureau is independent.

Question
How long has this been going on in New Zealand?

Mr. McShean

Since the war, but not on the scale it is now, and it's only in the larger cities.

Question

Are these physically connected with libraries?

Mr. McShean
In New Zealand, I believe, only one, and it's just coincidental. It really has

nothing to do with libraries. In England there have been many more instances of coordi-
nation with library programs.

I was stolen from the Santa Cruz Switchboard by Stanislaus County Library. It was
mainly the money that did it. I couldn't exist as a volunteer much longer. It doesn't
pay very well. I'm head of Program Development at Stanislaus, which is a Librarian III
position. I'm in charge of circulation, the Audio-Visual Department, all public relations
for the libraries in the county, and in the development of new programs, such as a switch-
board. The library administration was knowledgeable about my interest and involvement in
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the switchboard when I, was hired,. In feet,. the library, had made a previous attempt beforehiring me-to establish a'.one-numbei referral, system in the county, and had been knockeddown by the County Board.of'Supervisprs.because of.interagency jealosies. Everybodythought the library should be the central number that people called, before;, going to otheragencies. I can't explain the rationale about why some agencies were threatened by thiskind of thing, but they were, and.the library was told to forget it:

.

-14bW. here I am, trying to do the same thing again, but:making it,much more general,not just an ageney referral thing: I want to introduce volunteers. I want to put in aproper switchboard. I'll.reid:you,parts.of the proposal I made.
. ,

WerecogniZe that there is a need in the county of Stanislaus, California,far. a.newfservige center to..proVida.information about communityand public resourcesWhitt' would provide referral information and advice upon application,. and discussionof the personal'problms of. those consulting the service, and whit* would make ful-leruse and.contribute to the:resources already existing in the library's-reference,and'outreach departments.
. .It is also recognized that the best. utilization of community' resources and thebest key to information about the continuing development of community .resources,and

services would come from involving members of the community.

Now, one of the problems I have with this concept is that librarians resist the ideaof community involvement, when it's spelled out to them that this means volunteers cominginto the library'and'actually being able to give more informatiop than.the,librarian could,because lots of 'librarians don't believe that that's possible.
My article that I mentioned previously, that will appear in California Librarian,

mentions the fact that there was a study done about 2 years ago on reference services.
This found that reference librarians answering matters concerned with immediate communityinformation had approximately a 50% failure rate in answering them directly. It was myconviction that in switchboards we do much better than that, and that we consistentlycould do much better because we always had the library as a back-up, If we couldn't are-swer thlm, we could always refer them to the library; whereas the library very seldom everreferred anyone to us. To go on with the proposal:

It is proposed that the library begin to buildthe,infermetion referrals and
resources which such a service would need, asking professional staff members to as-sist in their creation and maintenance, and enlisting community agents, gaining .and
disseminating information. We would hope that the ;Library would, be able to contractwith a group of volunteers from the communityv and would provide telephone lines,:
desk space and the necessary information resources, that the trained members of thisgroup could provide the service in conjunction with the library's regular referenceservice. Further, these lines would.be connected with an. answering service duringthe hours the library was closed so that callers could contact volunteers in theirhomes. The library will undertake to provide library resources, orientation train-ing for the volunteers, and will schedule library staff members to undergo training
in interviewing, counselling, and crisis handling techniques.

I think this is particularly important, not only that the library staff get the train-ing, but that they work with the volunteers, side by side.

It would be dedicated to, the welfare of,people of the. county and to the princi-
ples of library service, spring from the group already establshed.:, It should be
non-profit, non- political, and organized democratically. It should,be able to com-mand respect from the community,and should take no positionson issues which would
be contrary. to library policy.

That last bit sticks,in the crawmf some of the switchboard people who grew up and
developed their switchboard techniques in Berkeley and sp on, where antiwar activities
and the like:were very much the things that started switchboards going. We thought there
WAS no way we could allow that in our switchboard and still keep it in the library, sincethat was a necessity of the library maintaining.a neutral stance on everything.
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Its volunteers should have undergone, or be willing to undergo, a train-
ing in the use of the information files the library will provide, in understand-
ing the other resources available in the library, and in interviewing, counsel -
ling,'and crisis handling techniques. The volunteers should be alert to new
community information resources and would pass this along to the library staff
to include in their files. Most of all, they should be reliable in their commit-
ment to spend the stated uumber of regular hours each week.

The last bit was written out of bitter experience. Many volunteers are not reliable
in their commitment to the hours they are supposed to undertake, and I think anybody else
who's been involved with switchboards will agree with me that the largest drop-out rateconcerns the person who doesn't respect the schedule that has been set up, and eventually
has to he told that if he's not going t4 be there, don't bother showing up at all any more.

The program will be coordinated by a council made up of representatives of
the library, a representative of the volunteers, and a representative of the
number of interested community agencies. The first ones which come to mind are
Community Action Commission, the Council on Aging, the Welfare Department, the
Department of Mental Health, and the Stanislaus Drug Abuse Coordinating Council.
All representatives would have a vote and a voice in establishing policy for the
service, and the library and volunteer representatives would hold equal power.
The information provided by the service would cover community resources and
matters concerning the welfare of community members. It would in no way at-
tempt to represent the comfy or its agencies in an official capacity.

It goes on to say that talk calls would not be encouraged. They would be tolerated
if they did not block other service functions, and if the person calling appeared to be
in need. I personally hate this cop out. I think the talk call is very important, but
this is in here because of the concern a lot of people seem to have that these are waste-
ful, that they don't serve any purpose, and so on.

Outside volunteer services, such as home visits, delivery schedules, check-
up calls, and the like would not be handled, but would be referred to other com-
munity agencies.

Then I go on to funding, and I made no attempt to estimaee costs or find a source of
funding. I saw no point in going into that stage without first finding out the reaction
of the community to the proposal. Anyway, we first have to get money before we do this.
We have these volunteers ready to go. We have training and resource people ready to be
trained.

We've conducted a community survey, of sorts, through existing services and agencies
and find they all are interested and think we need this kind of thing. So we wrote to the
County Legal Council with the total proposal and said, "What's wrong with it? What will
happen to it? What are the problems with it?" We received back possible problems in the
following areas: 1) liability from negligence, the matter of insurance coverage; 2) priv-
ileged communication,. and this is where I am really frustrated and upset in trying to do
something. We will not go ahead until this matter has been cleared up.

Confidential information provided to doctors, lawyers, and in some cases,
government employees is often protected from disclosure. it appears that the
representatives of the library could not be in any such category. The caller
should, thereforevbe told that anything he says might be repeated.

Implicit in this, of course, is repeated to law enforcement authorities. Reference
librarians don't do that, and yet, from what he says, they should be doing it. I went to
quite a number of my friends on switchboards and asked what their experiences had been
with law enforcement authorities, and in every case it's been the same. There's been no
real on-paper agreement from law enforcement authorities that there will be a no-bust
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policy; but there's a tacit agreement to that effect. The police recognize the fact thatthese switchboards are keeping delinquents off the streets. They're keeping people busy.They're' solving a lot of social problems that would probably Anvolve the police. So whenone specific legal problem comes up that the police might run to the switchboard and bust
somebody for, they're not doing it, in order to keep the switchboard open. But here wehave the County Legal Council member saying that before anybody says anything, we have totell people that anything they might say may be taken down eAd used against them.

It is particularly bitter if you know Stanislaus County Library. Until a few months
ago Zoia Horn worked there. I don't know if you know about Zoia, but she is the lady whowent to jail for 21 days for refusing to divulge information on the Berrigan Brothers case.It's exactly the principle. It's the matter of does a librarian, or a library representa-.. tive, or a volunteer working on a switchboard in the library have the right to withholdinformation from law enforcement authorities. I personally think they have an obligationfrom a personal principle standpoint, but the legal authorities think differently.

Question
Is the Public Health Department in Stanislaus County involved with this at all?

Mr.* McSheail

Yes, through mental health services..

Question
So it you could get a physician, say, to say he's "supervisor," then it would be con-

fidential, wouldn't it?

Mt. Mahean
think any professional person that has privileged communications legally can

delegate that to anyone else. It's the same as a lawyer allowing his aide to do legal cork.

Comment
I'm not a physician. I'm a health counsellor, but I work in a medical center, and we4

are not allowed to give out this information. It's completely confidential.

Mr. McShean

Well, I wonder bow legal it is though.

Comment

Kaiser is a fairly conservative organization as far as that kind of thing goes, and
I don't think they'd allow it. I worked in a similar setting for 8 years, and we were al-
ways told that if a subpoena should come that we would have to honor the subpoena; and
just Mite in 8 years did we ever provide any kind of records to any governmental agency.

Mt. McShean
This has been the position of the Intellectual Freedom Committee of ALA, that we would

fight any request for information from the library's files about patrons, until the point
of the subpoena, and then we must divulge the information, but we would fight up until
that point. Personally, I think that's no protection at all.

Frankly, maybe this legal counsel is on our side. Maybe he's really up-front and wants
to let people know that no matter what you say about confidentiality, it isn't. Maybe it
would be a good thing for people to know. The other concern that counsel had was that
care must be taken not to practice a professionally licensed occupation without the neces-
sary license. Maybe we could initiate some state license for switchboard volunteers.

,Question

Why do you. have to know who the person is you're talking with, and even if you know
who they are, why do you have to remember what you talked about? You don't write every-.
thing down.
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Mt. McShean

is true, but if you should happen to know who they are, or happen to know
any identifying characteristics, if you know it's a mother with 3 children who re-cently came from Oklahoma, this -s a sood, indication to the police; and if you shouldhappen to claim to forget that kind of information, and later on it's proved that youdid know that, you've perjured yourself.

Question
Low do you expect the connection to 9.:e made?

Mr. McShean
Who knows? The connection wouldn't be made through the line. When you work on aswitchboard there are so many instances where the call involves something that might beextra-legal, and you can't really tell. The problem can come from a number of directions.If the person you've just help,..d with a drug matter gets busted on the street, and he'sgirt materials from the switchboard in his pocket, the police could come in and say, "Whatwal iii in about? What did ha tell you he'd been smoking?"

Question (Cannot be heard.]

Mr. McShean
If our switchboard were to operate out of a storefront, but the idNs of the library

being traditionally representative of the straight-laced values--this is our problem. Youwouldn't really be advising them, but then the police wouldn't be harassing you either.We can anticipate that if we operate out of a library basement that the police might har-ass us.

Question
Wouldn't it be better to coordinate with some outside body like the library, working

together instead of apart?

Mt. McShean
Well, -hat's what we're trying to do, coordinate with an existing agency. This vol-unteer gro.p that was previously working on drugs are going to be a. volunteer agency work-ing out of our basement; but they'll no longer have the protection they had when they wereoperating independently, because they'll be liable to some kind of supervision by the

county. We're a county agency, and we're responsible for them.

Question
Couldn't they remain independent and still work informally with yiu?

Mr. McShean

Did you notice that I have these things in here that you can't violate library policy?This is the only,way we can allow them to operate out of the library oasement. Now, as adedicated switchboard person, I have it in mind that maybe they'd be better off working
independently; but then I have to give up the whole concept of the library and the switch-board cooperating ever. I can see the switchboard operation going the way of Citizens Ad-vice Bureau in Britain, being funded ;separately, having social workers at their head, andhaving nothing to do-1th libraries, in which case they'll be a great threat to libraries,because they're a tie: /rain toe, and they're providing an information service that manypeople have presumcKi tua library should be providing. We'll no longer have the justifica-tion of saying we neP1 more money because we need more information services. The CitizensAdvice Bvheau will Ile doing that.

Question,

Could a person, stand on his own rights against self-incrimination?

Mr. McShean

Well, Zoia did that and rent to jail for 21 days.
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It bothers me that you 1-ad to include that because this is a library we need to pre-sent both sides of everything. If someone called for abortion information, would you alsogive her the number of the local Catholic priest so that he could talk her out of ,it? Ifrot, yolPreinot presenting both sides, you see, if you just present abortion information.

Mr. ntShean

Well, if anyone asks us for information on making a bomb, do we also give them paci-fist literature? We don't, do we? We have it available. We hive a non-advocacy position.If vo were to push either side, we would be in violation of the non - advocacy position..

kjpstion .

was:wondering how much the library at Santa Clara County is interested in doingland of thing that you want to do.

Mr. McSheen

Well, everyone I've talked to informally is very much in favor of it. We already havea c-Jnsiderable rescurce file of agencies and resources it the area. I. think we'll knowwhen it comes Sown to money, when we find out how much the thing costs. We'll also knowwhen we come up with the logistics of how the volunteers can get in and out of the base-ment without tothering the catalogers.

Olnestion

: Bow much full tine library staff are you projecting for this?

Mr, r.r.:Shearl

Co far we haven't projected any full time library staff. I will be working as coordi-rem.nr of that, at least tentatively, unless someone else volunteers for it, in additionto all rtp ether jobs, if I don't freak'otit'first.

92:3t Ior
4 I1DIS going to coordinate all the volunteers?

.

ice. MtS

Thta1

ean.

volunteer group themselves. 'They'll be more or less autonomous. We only anti-
cirltolurding problems with the money ,for telephone lines and possibly some publicitymit;.-eels. I think we might"eVen be able to squeeze the publicity out of the library's

'V:.

Does any of the library staff want to do volunteer work on the switchboard?

r". llenn

A number have expressed an interest. in
stood that professional librarians interested
to take a certain amount of time out of their

't

talking with the county librarian, i under
in working with the volunteers would be able
regular duties to do this.
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COMPILING A DIRECTORY OF ALTERNATIVES

Shirley Lustig

Peggy O'Donnell [MS. Lustig was late in arriving]

I reel:y am "lad that Shirley got here. It was a combination of errors, and it'sas much my fault as hers, since I didn't coordinate the time. So with that, we have onemember of the !leople's Yellow Pages Collective here. I'm sure you're all familiar withPv.Iple's Yellow Pages, so I'm not going to say anymore about it. I'd just like to intro-duce to you one if its members, Shirley Lustig.

Ms. Lustig

I hate to meet everybody's expectations of the counter culture by being late, butT've done it. At least you know you're not going to get a canned speech; I have no ideaof what I'm going to say. What I'd kind of like to do is get an idea-of what you'd liketo know about, what your interest is, from what point of view; because I could start offanywhere, and I thought I'd find out where your starting point is.

Cuestion from audience
I'd' like to know how you got the idea, and how you went about gathering the infor-mation.

Ms. Lustil
The idea came out of job hunting, because I couldn't find a job. What I found wasthe American Friends Service Committee which runs a project called New Vocations. Isthat a new one on everybody? OK, I'll explain it.
You're no doubt aware that college graduates in the liberal arts fields have abso-lutely no possibilities of walking into a decently-paying job. Business graduates, ac-counting graduates-- people with so-called trades--can get jobs, though they're hard toget; but English majors, psychology majors, sociology majors, etc., are just turned looseout of the colleges every year with no prospects of jobs.
I was in that position in 1970. I graduated fro' San Francisco State with a BAin art, and didn't intend to teach. So there I was- -no job, no prospects; and I found

the American Friends Service Committee New Vocations Center which specializes in dealingwith people in just that boat.
What they do is to encourage people to go out on their own, to make their own jobs,find their own place within an organization that they particularly like. That's verynebulous; it's hard to lay your hands on that. Really, being in art, I could 4o my ownthing. There's nothing to keep me from painting; but I wanted an involvement with people.I really liked what the Friends were doing, and I started hanging around the ServiceCommittee (which is known as volunteering.)
All this community information was coming in; it comes in regularly. They havevoluminous files of projects beginning; of people needing help from other people with par-ticular skills, that don't have any money to pay for them, projects that ought to getdone, but without any money again, to pay for them. So all these files began to pile up.In the course of this, I began a New Vocations project out at San Francisco State College.The Associated Students gave some funding for it. So there I was with an office, talkingto people about the same sorts of things out there, again building up files of informa-tion.

Really, the People's Yellow Pages came out of how do we get that information topeople in greater quantities, other than talking one to one--you ask a question, and I'llanswer it by pulling something out of a file. I couldn't possibly do the thing alone,so at the job raps that the Friends had I talked about the idea of putting together adirectory of all the alternatives available to people. Five of us got together andstarted categorizing things in an alphabetical way, and finding out what we had undereach category, and that when we realized that we didn't have information for everything.I'll just open this at random. "Film": OK, American Documentary Films we all knewabout. Then I saw a poster for a place called the Film School in Half Moon Bay. By
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all kinds of information. Image Works in Project One; a thing called Phonebooth Films- -all these people will put out a poster or a little brochure. That's the sort of thingthat found its way into our file. So we just called them up and got the complete infor-
mation about them and wrote them up. Pretty soon we had a book made.

Question
at die you learn, or what did you change from the first edition to the secondedition?

Mrs. Lustig

In the first edition we had inserted a mimeographed feedback sheet, an informationsheet asking people to send in feedback on all the places they knew about that we hadn'tlisted. We had a 64-page book at this time. We asked for feedback on places they hadcontacted through the People's Yellow Pages, asking them to describe them. We got suchan incredible response from that, the second book is 148 pages.
We're putting together a third book now. We're fully expecting it to go to 250

pages and we're running into terrible financial difficulties. -We haven't anywhere
near the money to print it, but we'll find it somewhere. . Once you've put out the word
to people that west they say is going to be listened to, the response is just amazing.
We've got boxes .A111 of information. The books come packed in boxes of SO, so a box is
a goodly-sized box; and we've got boxes stacked in the office with the replies. Thesecond time we had the feedback sheet printed into the middle of the book, and we've
got stacks of these !,ings, just boxes full of them that we're going through now,
alphaoetizing, categorizing, calling every one of the sources. up. If we're not sureabOut the response' we get on the phone, we go visit them. That's the sort of thing I
was involved with this morning that kept me. So that's how the thing has grown.

We learned a little bit about how to be business people, when we tried to find
funding for this thing. We tried the San Francisco Foundation. I tried the Associated
Students at San Francisco State. We tried Glide Church and the American Friends ServiceCommittee. We came very close to getting funded on a number of occassions. Whatstopped us from getting any funding was that the funding institution in two cases said,
"It looks as though you can make a business success of this thing, and so go ahead and
try. We don't have to give you money for it. We'd rather give money to something thatobviously can't bring money back in." In fact, we've kept in the black. None of ushas
gotten paid, but it's paid for itself, and I'm pleased. In pricing the thing, if youjudge the cost and figure out the price from that, it should be double the price, in abusiness sense. So we know that as business people, but we're going to keep the pricethe same for the next one which will be allot fatter.

Comment
If you doubled the price, then you'd have your funding.

Ms. Lustig

es, if we doubled the price, we'd have our funding; but the people that we'd want
most tc reach couldn't afford to buy a copy at $3.

Comment

it's great. There were two very down and out men who came into the library,
and they didn't have a place to sleep or anything. Your book told them where they
could go for food, where to sleep, and they got jobs.

Lustig

Did they really? Oh God; I really appreciate that.

Ms. O'Donnell
Do you, you go out to call or evaluate a place, do you tell them that you're

doing it for People's Yellow pages?



Mt. Lustig

Ms. O'Donnell

Do they want to see what you write?
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Mt. Lustig
We ask them to write their own listing. In most cases they will. We got

very cagey. There again, what we learned from the first edition to the second: we
provided a space so big, because we've had pages and pages of listings. We also say
that we reserve the right to edit this copy. Mostly, once they get the idea, they're
really very cooperative.

There are really two kinds of listings in the book Onr it. the alternative kinds
of trips that people are on, what they want to get the Ord oft about. They're the
people that are most familiar with the philosophy of what we're doing. State and city
agencies are a little less familiar and are a little more stand-offish. They're not
quite sure that they want to be in the directory, but we want them because they provide
the inexpensive services that people needexactly the kind of thing that we're talking
about. So we're very polite, and we try to get all this information. The hospitals
particularly didn't want their eligibility information out. Now, that's public infor-
mation.

Comment

White men would go to the Free Black Clinic because it's free.

Ms. Lustig

But there are other free clinics.

Comment

But, they don't know about them.

Ms. Lustig
.Right, and the clinics themselves don't

afrai4 they'll be flooded with people, which
to be polite to get all the information, and
say anything bad about anybody.

want the word out, because they're
is what they're here for So we try
I guess Ne've made it a policy never to

Question

You say that the agencies write up their own destriptions. Do you ever change that,
or add to it?

Ms. Lustig

The agencies don't write their own description. The hospital agencies, the city and
county agencies don't write their own descriptions. They'll give it to us over the
phone. But anyone can write their own descriptions if they wish, and it's usually the
counter cultural types who are doing trips that they want to advertise, who want to put
it in exactly the words that they feel describes their product or service. We do respect
that, because some of them have thought it trough very clearly, and those words mean
something to them.

Question
When is the third edition going to come out?

Ms. Lustig

We hope late spring; June we're hoping for. The thing is, we get all this infor-
mation together. We type it up on long strips of paper, and then we cut them up and
put them in an envelope. We've got a box of envelopes that are alphabetical according
to the categories. So we've got these little envelopes with these little pieces of
paper in them, and then we lay out each page. Each page requires pasting down the layout
and artwork as we go along. Only myself and one other person in the collective have
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any experience doing artwork. The philosophy of the collective is that everybodydoes everything. So when Diane, for instance, decides, "Well, I'm going to do those twopages," that may take two days. Whereas, if Sandy decided to do a day's work, she mightin six pages. So we never know, really, when it's going to be finished. Also, we neverre sure how long the book is going to be. The second one we were able to judge by thefirst that we were running just a little over double the number of pages by the time wegot to a particular section, but we just didn't know with this edition. We hope lateSpring. We're still organizing material. We haven't begun layout yet.

Question

If some of the feedback comes from people who go to some of these places and it'sbad, and if I'm in a counseling situation and I refer somebody, since you say you don'tprint anything bad, then how do I know if I should refer them or not?

M. Lustig
Well, we've gotten some bad feedback from people. In only one case did we write thelisting in the second book and say, "We've had some bad feedback, but it's still analternative institution." That was the Auto Barn at Project Artaud, which is a car--fixing place. The beginning of our auto repair section starts with caveat emptor,and we really very carefully wrote that out, but in the second editon we said, "We'vehad some bad feedback on that place." We still want to see it succeed.
We've had bad feedback on other places en4 we called them up, and we said, "Looksomebody wrote in and said that you are higher-priced than you said you were in yourlisting; what's the story?" Depending on the story, we'll either list them or not. Wemay tell them at the end of the conversation, "Well, look, we think we're gping.to haveto drop your listing." We did that with the Family Animal Clinic, which had sent in alisting saying, "Righteous prices" cr something like that, and we got several bits offeedback saying, "The prices were not so righteous; they were about the same as the SPCA."People had to pay right then, and they were surprised at that. So we called them up,and they said, "Well, a lot of people came in expecting to pay nothing." At the begin-ning we tried to deal and bargain with them, but then they said, "This really isn'tfor us; we have our prices, and we have to charge them." So fine; we won't list them nexttime. ,That's the only way wo can deal with them.

Question

In addition to the feedback that you get to add new things or delete things, I'd be.interested in what kind of mechanism you use to keep the material you already have up-to-"date. I'm in a place where we can't really use you - -Santa Clara County---and there'snot really enough population there to support some sort of activity like this, so I'mgoing to have to assemble some of these things in the library. My problem with this sofar has been that I've really run into just technical problems like keeping it up todate. I was just -.,ndering if you could giire me some little technique to keep my cardfile up-to-date.

!is. Lustig

Well, a card file should be a lot easier than this format. Once we've got it inhere, there's nothing we can do about it, absolutely nothing until the next book. We docheck all the listings. We have a mailing now about to go out to every person in the book.What we did was take a scissors and snip out every listing and put it on a mimeographedsheet which says, "This was your last listing; do you want it the same next time? If not,.ow do you want it changed?" That's about to go out tc everybody that was in the book.About 60% will reply, so we'll have to phone the rest.

Comment

You could get a volunteer to keep your files up-to-date if you have to do all thatcalling.

Comment

I'm very poor at getting volunteers. I find it difficult to really attract volunteers.
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We haven't been able to work with volunteers. See, the problem of calling
people diming the year is eliminated for us by t'le fact that the book is out People
are going to these services. If they come to a door that's closed, they're going to
fill in the feedback and say, "So and so is no Linger there." If the service is there
but no longer is doing what we say, they want us to know.

Question
----TT/anted to ask you about distribution. Have you had encouragement? Have you been
in bookstores? Well, I've seen it in bookstores, but I wondered if you felt encouraged
in any way?

Ms. Lustig

Yes, when we come out each time, the first 6 or 8 weeks we are the best seller in
the bookstores. I believe we're in every bookstore in the Bay Area. Some have not
taken it. Tro Harper, for instance, would not deal with us. Albert Henry threw me
out but bought the books from Donna. It's really funny when you walk in with the book
under your arm,- and they don't know who you are; but most of the booksellers know how
who we are; they know that People's Yellow Pages were the best seller for the first six
weeks after we came out, and then it sold steadily for the rest of the year. We're all
book delivery ladies.

Question
Have you had any left-overs?

Ms. Lustig-
Maybe 100 off the first 10,000. We printed 20,000 this time, and we've still got

several more months to go, and perhaps 1500 books to go. I don't thi. they'll be
left over, because they just keep selling steadily.

Question
Is there a way we can get on your mailing list?

Ms. Lustig
There sure is.

Ms. O'Donnell

I know the South Bay did something and gave you credit. Have you heard from any
other areas around Northern California?

Ms. Lustig

Northern California--I don't know. We got the Kansas City Directory. They're
springing up all over the country. We, in fact, were not the first.. Boston-Cambridge
was the first. The title and everything came from that. When I saw that, I knew what
to do with my file. New York has one. I think Portland has one, tut I wouldn't swear
to it. I know Vancouver has a really nice one..

Comment

There is something called People's Pages put out in Sacramento.

Ms. Lustigw.
Is there?

Ms. O'Donnell
That was put out by a university librarian and mimeographed.

Mt . 13stig
Who did this, a librarian?
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Ms. O'Donnell

---7-1017iiibrarian and his friends at California State, Sacramento.

I'm curious to know what source of information you used to compile your column onlibraries.

Ms. Lustig

You know what happened to me when we were laying this book out? Libraries isL; we got to abotit Health, and I was on top of it all up to that point, and rightebout in the middle of the Health section, everything fled my memory. I don't knowwhat's in it at this point. You can just take so much. Well, we don't have too much,do we?

Comment

And what you have is extemeley limited. It rather gives the idea that the onlything libraries do is give out free books, which is a wonderful shock to consumers, but Ihope we do more than that.

Ms. Lustig
OK, can we get a volunteer to ....Ate the library section?

Comment

There's also something about libraries under Movies and Meetings Rooms.

Ms. Lustig
Yes, I did that.

CommentIf yo* want to get several pages in the next issue, you might list all the Bay Area
branches.

Ms. Lustig

Well, what I try to avoid doing--are they in the regular Yellow Pam? We try to
avoid duplicating that information.

Question

How far is the geographical area that you cover?

Ms. Lustig

East Bay, Contra Costa, Alameda, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa C...ra. Were notsure about Santa Clara. We don't know what to do about San Jose. It's such a big areain itself. It should have its own. South Bay doesn't want to continue theirs. Theywant us to incorporate it into ours. Well, the printing bill goes up so high that we
just aren't going to be able to do it.

Question

Where do you draw the line on what you don't accept?

Ms. Lustig

Thats really difficult. I guess where we try to draw the line is at really profit-
oriented people. .e have no objection to making a living, and people have to charge for
their services to dake a living. If someone is making some really fine, high-quality
handicraft, and charges a good price for it, we'll put it in if it's good quality. On theother hand, you notice we haven't listed any head shops either, which were, for awhile, the
hub of the counter culture, bt.t sold just junk. We list consignment shops where people can
make things and take them i. 'f a plumber wants to come in and charge $S an hour, we'll
take him, because the rest of them are charging $20. Where we try to draw the line is at
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really profit - oriented people. That's the sort of thing that when I have doubts overthe telephone, I'll go down and check to see if I can feel out where they're at. Res-taurants--we'll put in restaurants that charge lots of money but serve natural food orvegetarian food. I'm not a vegetarian, but it is certainly an alternative, end we ought tcput it in. So it's not necessarily the amount of money they charge, but their attitudetoward what they're doing.

Ms. O'Donnell

I was wondering how you go about organizing and classifying. Librarians do it all thetime, but did you have anyone with this kind of background? There are five of you, right?

Ms. LustiR
Two of us, art; one a BA in English; Jan has an MA in Urban Education; Diane has anMA in creative writing. We came together reelly in a very random way. I talked aboutthis project at job raps. T took the first six people iho were interested. There was noselectiol. The sixth person walked out in about a week. So the five of us remained. Asfar as our collective situation, we view this thing az an opportunity to do things wedon't ordinarily do on our jobs. lie all do art work, layout, information gathering, andrunning around distributing Looks, v%ich wa all hate, but we have to do it, so we do it.

Question

You mentioned that you don't ralzo a wage from it. You do, then have outside jobs?

Ms. Lustig.

Yes.

Question

So you work half timc in Peoo:e's Yellow Papes?

Ms. Lustig
It .1epends. During layout, I'll bet we'll put last time we all put in 6-8hours a ',lay. It often started 1:.te ir the afternoon and went on until late at night.Whet we're doing nothing buy distributing the books, I do most of that. So the otherswil2 spend maybe half a day twice c week. You call up your bookstore and say, "Are yourunning rut?" If they are. then we go and take more. I put in about two days a weekdoit.g the distrioutian.

Question
How often do you check year sources? How much of your time is spent going out andcalling?

Ms. Lustig.

It's really hard to say. Let's
hours. So that gives you some idea
Associate Editor cf !::"0 focus, and
she does practically nothing can the
that she can spend time. on it.

see--Sandy is teaching a,t, and she's teaching 21
of how much free time she has. Diane is the

goge'nellts41::.thTKersg:thia:
putting it

Wg7terZeks

Quest:4,-)

Can't you get your bookstores to tell you when they're running out and call in anorder, rather than you doing it?

Ms. Lustig

They'll just rtm out and stay out, so ynu nave to kind of keep after them.

Ms. O'Donnell

I hate o break this up, but there's a meeting at 4:00, and it's almost 4:CO3 butthank you Shirley.
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